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ABSTRACT 

As a consequence of the last economic crisis, that it is still in its death 

throat, one of the subjects that has reached more criticism is the utility of some 

transport infrastructures that were developed in the previous years to the crisis. 

These infrastructures have compromised financial resources that have been a dead 

weight for the recovery and an opportunity cost. Some of the ones that have 

reached more criticism are the ones intended for High Speed Train (HST) or the 

airports.  

In this current environment, this work has the aim of producing and 

proposes tools that allow the policy makers to take decisions in terms of the 

economic impact of these infrastructures to a certain geographical area.  

The use of tools of economic analysis is widely spread in countries of our 

environment, and in our country has started also to be used. The reasons to be 

used are those regarding the legal framework, or to communicate the public 

benefits for the society, by lobbies or by the public administration. These tools 

can also provide to the decision maker with additional criteria to prioritize some 

investments over other ones. 

The approach to the economic analysis can be done from the cost-benefit 

analysis or from the economic impact analysis. The last one will be the approach 

that will be used in this work. When speaking about economic impact analysis, 

there are two groups of tools that can be used: one group is based on the use of 

linear models that make use of input-output (IO) tables. The other possible 

approach is based on Computational General Equilibrium (CGE) models, which 

allow a more detailed analysis and surpass the limitations of the IO linear models. 

In this work the first step will be to set up a linear model base on Social Account 

Matrix (SAM) instead of IO tables, what will require from the preparation of a 

table with the different modes of transport disaggregated. This will give us the 

opportunity of performing a first impact analysis of the sectors of transport in 

Andalusia. Afterwards we will go a step further to introduce the sectors of 

transport in a CGE model, static in a fist stage and dynamic after. It will require 

setting the relationships among transports and these ones with the rest of actors in 

the economy. The relations between different periods of time will be also 

stablished in the dynamic model. The CGE models will be also used to solve 

some questions about economic policy, such as the impact of subsidies on high 

speed train and air transport, or the impact of the new rail corridor in the port of 

Algeciras. The impact analysis of the sectors of transport in a segregated way as 

well as the use of CGE to the analysis of sectors of transport in Andalusia, are 

both contributions of this work. 
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RESUMEN 

Como consecuencia de la última crisis cuyos efectos aún no han pasado, 

uno de los temas que más críticas han recibido ha sido la utilidad de determinadas 

infraestructuras de transporte, muchas de las cuales se iniciaron en los años 

anteriores a la crisis. Estas infraestructuras comprometieron recursos que más 

tarde han podido significar un lastre para la recuperación económica y un coste de 

oportunidad. Entra las infraestructuras que más críticas han recibido han sido las 

dedicadas a conexiones de ferrocarril de alta velocidad (AVE) y algunos 

aeropuertos.  

En este entorno este trabajo tiene el objetivo de producir y proponer 

herramientas que permitan a los responsables de política económica tomar 

decisiones basadas en el impacto que estas infraestructuras tendrán en el largo 

plazo y en las áreas a las que dan servicio.  

El uso de estas herramientas de análisis económico está ampliamente 
implantado en países de nuestro entorno y han empezado a estarlo en el nuestro. 

Las razones para su uso son los requerimientos legales o comunicar los beneficios 

a la sociedad por parte de la administración o de grupos de interés. Estas 

herramientas proporcionan igualmente datos valiosos para poder ayudar a los 

responsables de la política económica a priorizar inversiones.  

La aproximación al análisis económico puede hacerse desde la perspectiva 

del coste–beneficio o del impacto económico. Esta última es la que se usará en 

este trabajo. Cuando se habla de análisis de impacto económico hay dos grandes 

grupos de herramientas. El primero está basado en el uso de modelos lineales con 

tablas Input Output (TIO). Las Matrices de Contabilidad Social (MCS) son una 

mejora sobre estas últimas dónde se cierra el flujo circular de la renta. La otra 

aproximación posible es a través del uso de Modelos de Equilibrio General 

Aplicado (MEGA), que permiten un análisis más detallado y supera laguna de las 

limitaciones que tienen los modelos lineales.  

El primer paso de este trabajo ha sido la preparación de una MCS dónde se 

han desagregado los diferentes modos de transporte en Andalucía para poder 

estudiar su comportamiento de una forma diferenciada. Esta nueva MCS ha dado 

la oportunidad de hacer un primer análisis de impacto con de los diferentes 

sectores de transporte de forma individualizada. Esto representa una aportación a 

la literatura sobre este tema. A continuación se ha introducido un MEGA estático 

y posteriormente dinámico. Con ellos se ha vuelto a analizar el impacto de los 

diferentes medios de transporte. Se han extraído conclusiones del diferente 

impacto de los medios de transporte, de las diferencias y mejoras de unos modelos 

sobre otros y se han resuelto ejemplos concretos de política económica, como son 

las subvenciones al transporte aéreo y al tren de alta velocidad (AVE) o el 

impacto del nuevo corredor ferroviario en el puerto de Algeciras. El uso de 

MEGAs para el análisis de impacto de largo plazo de políticas de transporte en 

Andalucía también supone una importante aportación de este trabajo. 
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BACKGROUND AND STATE OF THE ART. 
The investment in infrastructure of transport is the blood of the economy and fuel the 

economic growth. Manufactured goods and rough materials are moved from one place 

to another through a transport system which aim is to minimise the cost. Transport 

infrastructures also allow the transport of people, what ease the commercial activity of 

the companies beyond the limits of their geographical area of activity. They also 

represent an essential component for industries such as the tourism, which requires of 

minimum levels of accessibility for their development 

As a consequence of the crisis started in 2008, which still remains, one of the subjects 

that has reached more criticism is the utility of some transport infrastructures that were 

developed in the previous years to the crisis, compromising financial resources that 

have been a dead weight for the recovery soon afterwards and an opportunity cost, or 

the policies designed to promote the use of this infrastructures. For this reason the 

economic analysis, should be widely applied in Spain to the investment and the use of 

infrastructures in general, and transport in particular, in order to justify the resources 

invested. The results would also allow the comparison between different investment 

alternatives.  

These economic analyses can be performed with two different methodologies. One 

method of analysis can be based on the on the economic value, then we have the cost-

benefit analysis (CBA). As it has been defined in the Economic Analysis Primer (US 

Department of Transportation, 2003), “CBA attempts to capture all benefits and costs 

accruing to society from a project or course of action, regardless of which particular 

party realizes the benefits or costs, or the form these benefits and costs take. Used 

properly, BCA reveals the economically efficient investment alternative, i.e., the one 

that maximizes the net benefits to the public from an allocation of resources.”. The 

alternative is the Economic Impact Analysis (EIA), which is used when the focus is not 

the economic value but “the way in which the direct benefits and costs of a … project 

… affect the local, regional, or national economy. It attempts to measure the 

consequences that a … project or action will have on considerations such as local or 

regional employment patterns, wage levels, business activity, tourism, housing, and 

even migration patterns” (Economic Analysis Primer, US Department of 

Transportation, 2003). As far as EIA can measure how the direct effect gathered by 

CBA are converted in wider indirect economic impact, both can be used a 
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complementary. From the perspective of the decision makers, planners and the public, 

indirect economic impacts measured by EIA based on BCA results are of major interest, 

mainly for large and expensive projects or policies that are expected to generate major 

direct benefits and costs.  EIA compared with BCA can provide multiplier effects.  

In a summary, it can be conclude that EIA objective is to identify the changes in 

economic indicators, but CBA is dealing with the monetization of cost and benefits and 

its net present value.  

The EIA is used to either predict the impact in the economic indicators, as a result of the 

implementation of future investment or policies, or to evaluate the impact in the 

economic indicators of past or present policies. 

EIA methodology is mainly based on the use of mathematical models. These models 

can be classified in two main groups, the Input-Output (IO) linear models and the more 

complex Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models. IO linear models are the 

most used EIA methodology, and was developed first by the 1973 Nobel Price 

Professor Wassaily Leontieff. These models are based in the use of tables that gathers 

the transactions of the actors in the economy: households, firms, government and 

external sector.  This models leads to the use of multipliers that give information about 

the increase in one output when the demands also increases. The Social Accounting 

Matrix (SAM) improves IO tables through the addition of the closure matrix, which 

represent the connections between the added value and the demand. The use of SAM 

was first started by Stone (1962), and later on further developed by Pyatt due to the 

boost that it gave to this methodology and to its applications, in particular to the use of 

the multiplier analysis (Pyatt and Round, 1979). These models also allow setting the 

direct, indirect and induced effect in the economy, in terms of production, wages or 

employment. Linear models, based on the use of SAM or IO tables, have some 

imitations as a consequence of neglecting how changes in demand affect prices, due to 

the scarcity of resources. A demand increase could lead to negative effects but in linear 

models an increase in demand has always positive effects.  There are some other 

limitations linked to the linearity of the model and the lack of freedom to define 

different modeling of the production functions of the forms or the utility of the 

consumers, and others. CGE models surpass these limitations through the use of a large 

algebra problem. This problem represents how the markets interact between them and 
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the solution is obtained when all the markets reached the equilibrium at the same time. 

CGE models are much more complex and time consuming than the IO or SAM linear 

models, and this is one of the reasons why linear models are the most widely used to 

perform EIA. The concept of general equilibrium in the economy was developed at the 

end of 19
th

 century by Walras (1874), and later completed by Arrow and Debrew 

(1954), although CGE models finally gathered momentum with the development of the 

computers at the end of the 20
th

 century.  

This work will make use of the EIA applied to the sectors of different modes of 

transport to solve the questions and reach the objectives that will be exposed after.  

In general, the reasons to address economic analysis could be very different in nature. 

There are some legal issues, as the ones from the European Union (EU) which impose 

the need of carrying out a cost-benefit type economic analysis to ask for subsidies. In 

some regions these legal needs are common since long time ago. As an example in the 

USA the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires an environmental impact 

analysis for transport investment requiring from federal funding, which will include, as 

a must, an analysis of economic impact.  

In Spain these legal requirements have been included in the legislation more recently, as 

it has been done in the Ley 21/2013 de Evaluación Ambiental, which only asks for the 

economic matters to be taken into account, although in a much wider multicriteria 

analysis. The article 15.4 of Texto Refundido 2/2008 also stablishes the need of drawing 

up a report of economic sustainability, in order to analyze the impact in the public 

finances of maintenance costs of urban plans when the transfer of developed land to the 

public administration is foreseen. More recently, in the Plan de Infraestructuras, 

Transporte y Vivienda 2012-2014, the evaluation of investment is reinforced, adding 

cost-benefit analysis and economic and finance profitability forecast. These changes 

will improve the effectiveness on decision making, maximizing the economy impact 

and the multiplier effect of the economic policies. 

It can be concluded that the Spanish regulation has started to favor the economic 

analysis, mainly from a cost-benefit approach but also from an economic impact 

approach, mainly through the use of methodologies based on Input-Output (IO) models. 
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Apart from the reasons of being compliant with the legal requirements, there are also 

some other reasons to use economic impact analysis. One is to include them in reports 

dealing with the valuation of business opportunities or to provide with information to 

the society (by lobbies or by the public administration) about the benefits of investments 

or economic policies.  In Spain most of the impact analysis make use of linear models 

based on IO tables, such as those for ports infrastructures: Evaluación del Impacto 

Económico del Puerto de Tarifa, Universidad de Cádiz, 2009; airports: El aeropuerto 

de Málaga, Motor De Desarrollo Económico, Fundación CIDES, 2007; train: Estudio 

Del Impacto Económico De Las Inversiones Del Corredor Ferroviario Mediterráneo 

En La Comunidad Valenciana, 2012; roads: Impacto Económico De Las 

Infraestructuras Viarias De La Ciudad De Madrid, Ayuntamiento de Madrid, 2013. 

In the Bibliography it can be noticed the prevalence of EIA based on the IO models 

making use of tables, produced by either the National Institute of Statistics of Spain 

(INE) or regional statistics centers.  

There is however a lack in the application of CGE models in the field of the EIA, in 

particular to modes of transport. There are anyway some applications to the sector of 

tourism, taking advantage of the existence of IO tables for the satellite account of the 

tourism. These tables are basic for model calibration as it will be exposed along this 

work. The relevance of economic impact analysis based on CGE models of sectors of 

transport is more important in countries abroad than in Spain: Economic Analyses of the 

Port of Melbourne (PricewaterhouseCoopers and the Center of Policy Studies, 2007); 

An Application of the Integrated Transport Network–Multi-regional CGE Model (Kim 

& Hewings, 2011). It is therefore required to fulfill this gap by producing works that 

apply this methodology to the sector of transport in Spain.  

This work will help to answer questions about the impact of the different sectors of 

transport. This will be done through the use of different methodologies, highlighting 

their potential for providing to the policy maker with additional and more accurate 

information about the effects of economic policies. This information can be used for a 

better optimization of the resources. 
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES. 
The objective of the work presented is to provide an analysis of the sector of transport 

in Andalusia and their impact in its economy, based on the data from the year 2010. For 

this purpose the starting point is the Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) of Andalusia of 

the year 2010 drawn up by Cardenete et al (2011). In this table the sectors of transport 

has been disaggregated. The resulting SAM is exploited with a linear model, and it is 

afterwards used for the calibration of a CGE model, static in a first step, and dynamic 

latter on.  

The objectives can also be summarized in answering the following questions: 

Q1: Which is the relative importance of the different modes of transport in the 

Andalusian economy? 

Q2: Highlight the differences between the different forms of impact analysis; SAM 

linear model, and CGE model. 

Q3: Based on the previous information, and as an application, determine the relative 

importance of air transport and high speed train (HST or AVE), as two sectors that 

compete between them, and determine the impact of applying policies of subsidies to 

these sectors of transport. 

Q4: As an example of the benefits of the impact analysis based also in dynamic models, 

it will also be required to give a quantitative impact of the new rail infrastructure in the 

port of Algeciras Bay (Mediterranean corridor) 

At the end of the work, additionally to the questions that will be answered, this work 

will show the advantages and disadvantages that the impact analysis offers to the policy 

makers when the sectors of transport are involved. This is an important issue due to the 

relevance of them in the economy and the investments that they require.  

It is also an objective to contribute to highlight the advantages of this methodologies 

and the analysis of economic impact when they are applied to the sectors of transport, 

making their use more popular among policy makers. 

It is out of the scope of this work the analysis of the effects that the transport 

infrastructures could have to increase the attractiveness of the areas served by them. 

This work is not considering either the impact in the economy of the constructions of 
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the infrastructures (short terms effects), which are already covered by other studies, or 

the economic impact of the transported goods or people once they are in their 

destination (tourism).  

This work is applied to the economy of Andalusia in year 2010, so the results will 

be applicable to this autonomous region. The parameters to be used in the models 

try to reproduce the economic structure of this area in this year. 

STRUCTURE 
In the first chapter is where the sectors of transport have been disaggregated in the 

SAM of Andalusia. In this chapter the SAM will be also exploited with a linear model. 

The methodologies will be based on the use of key sector and multiplier analysis. This 

analysis will allow comparing sectors of transport that are sometimes competing.  

In the second chapter the impact will be analyzed from a CGE model perspective, 

allowing not only to perform the same analysis than in the previous chapter, but also to 

introduce comparison between the sectors of transport in terms of other magnitudes with 

more economic significance, as it is the gross domestic product (GDP). The use of CGE 

models will also provide more accurate information, as it solves some of the limitations 

of linear models (IO or SAM). This chapter shows the advantages of using CGE models 

instead of the classical linear ones. A simulation has been performed in order to 

compare the policies of subsidizing and increasing public demand. The comparison has 

been accomplished for two of the transports that sometimes are competing for 

investment: the air transport and the high speed train (HST). The results have been also 

compared with those from the linear models. 

In the third chapter the behavior of the model will be made dynamic, and the impact 

of a new rail infrastructure in the port of Algeciras´ Bay will be measured. The impact is 

measured across several periods of time. The quantitative results will be compared with 

the qualitative results from the previous chapters. 
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1.1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the main questions to be answered by the economic policy is to determine the 

economic structure of a certain area, and to identify the key sectors in terms of their 

impact in the economy and their effect on the employment, wages and production, in 

order to design policies that contribute to achieve the objectives of the policy makers. 

In last years, starting in 2008, and due to the economic crisis, it has been heavily 

criticized the investment in some public infrastructures, especially those linked to 

modes of transport, such as airports or high speed trains. Taking into account this 

situation it has been envisaged the need of having studies that assess the impact of these 

modes of transport in the economy of the area that is served by them, adding helpful 

information for taking decisions about investing in transport infrastructures.  

This chapter is focused on achieving such kind of information in Andalusia, where 

studies about the impact of different modes of transport has been done, mainly linked to 

infrastructures such as sea ports (Universidad de Cádiz, 2009) or airports (Analistas 

Económicos de Andalucía, 2007), in some cases making use of methodologies based on 

input-output tables but not on SAMs with the different modes of transport 

disaggregated. 

Andalusia is an autonomous territory into the Spanish state, located in the south of the 

Iberian Peninsula. It has a surface of 87.597 square kilometres and in the year 2010 it 

had a population of 8.370.975 habitants, total active population accounts for 3.969.775 

people, an unemployment rate of 27, 97% and GDP reached 143.587,377 million of 

euros in 2010 (Institute of Statistics and Cartography of Andalusia)  

The study is structured as follows. Next section describes the basis of the SAM model 

as an extension of the Leontief model, which will allow the use of the multipliers theory 

afterwards. Later on it is explained in a nutshell how the SAM has been built up, 

because it will be used as database for obtaining the results in following sections. This 

section is followed by the application of the multiplier theory to the MAS model, 

making use of the SAM of Andalusia of year 2010 with sectors of modes of transport 

disaggregated. Finally, we stated the conclusions and discuss constrains and possible 

extension of the model. 
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1.2. METHODOLOGY 

Input Output (IO) tables give a detailed account of interindustry transactions in an 

equilibrium setup in which total supply matches the sum of intermediate and final 

demand, and they allow a structural analysis of the composition of the economy and the 

whole productive system. A Social Account Matrix (SAM) improves an IO table by 

introducing balanced accounts for factors, institutions, and other auxiliary accounts in 

order to close the process of income distribution and income spending. As Stone (1962) 

pointed out, a SAM is an efficient and transparent device that presents the circular 

income flow of an economy over a period of time by means of a square flow matrix. 

Each row and corresponding column in the matrix provides the resources and uses of an 

account; accounts represent industries, factors income (labor and capital), institutions, 

tax instruments, and so forth. Because total resources (income) equal total uses 

(expenditures) for every account, the information in a SAM can be interpreted, in some 

cases, through zero benefit conditions, budget constraints, and market clearing 

equations. 

The use of SAM was started by Stone (1962) who first published a SAM for the United 

Kingdom. SAMs for countries in development were published later on, due to its 

usefulness to know the cross-sectorial economic links and the income distribution, in 

order to implement policies to reduce the poverty in these countries. 

Among others, it could be underlined the SAMs for Sri Lanka drawn up by Pyatt (1974) 

due to the boost that it gave to this methodology and to its applications, in particular to 

the use of the multiplier analysis (Pyatt and Round, 1979). Later on, once the usefulness 

of the applications of the SAMs was confirmed, the SAMs were also used for developed 

countries, in many cases to be used with Dynamic General Equilibrium Models 

(DGEM) together.  

SAMs have been already used to perform impact analysis of industrial sectors in the 

Andalusian economy, like the one for the petrochemical industry (Cardenete and 

Sancho, 2006) or the one for the Aeronautical Industry (Cardenete and López, 2016). 

There are also examples of scientific research articles making use of IO models related 

to the relevance of transports in Spain (Fernández et al. 2008, Sainz et al. 2013).  The 

use of this methodology based in IO tables or SAM has evolved since they started to be 

used, being also possible nowadays to perform analysis that not only give quantitative 
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information about the impact of sectors in one region but also about the interregional 

and spillover effects (Olaf et al, 2013) 

SAM matrixes can be split in four, each of them with its own meaning:  

 Intermediate Consumption Matrix: It gathers the links among all the productive 

sectors participating in the economy. The columns represent the purchases of 

one sector to the others. The rows represent the sales of one sector to the others  

 Primary Factors Matrix: It gathers the consumption that the productive sectors 

require from the accounts of labor, capital, social contribution and imports. 

 End Use Matrix: It gathers by column the expenditures in the different 

productive sectors of households, government, savings, investment and exports. 

 Closing Matrix: It is the one that added to the previous ones gives as a result the 

SAM, and makes the difference from the IO tables. This matrix gathers the links 

between the added value and the final demand, closing the circular flow of the 

economy. For households and the public administration, the total expenditures in 

consumption and investment are shown by row. The expenditures in final 

consumption, taxes and savings are shown by column.  

The information in a SAM can be used to develop a linear model in the same way than 

IO tables. 

In figure 1.1 the brief version of the SAM is shown. In our case it accounts for 33 

productive sectors, the 25 original ones where the transport sector has been replaced by 

9 new sectors: load transport by road, passenger transport by road, passenger transport 

by train, load transport by train, high speed train, passenger transport by air, passenger 

transport by sea, load transport by sea, plus an additional sector covering all the 

annexed services. The complete list of accounts can be checked in table 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1.  

Brief structure of SAMAND2010 

Source: Own Elaboration 

Table 1.1.  

Account structure of SAM of Andalusia with modes of transport disaggregated 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 

SAM consist in a nxn matrix denoted as Y=(Yij) of income flows among the N accounts 

in the economy. Some accounts are productive sectors, others are economic actors, such 

as consumers or institutions, and others are accounts of capital, labor, taxes…in such a 

way that the account equality of the economy is satisfied: total income equals total 

1 Agriculture 22 Transport of passenger by road

2 Cattle 23 Transport of cargo by road

3 Fishery 24 Transport of cargo by train

4 Extractivas 25 Treansport of passenger by train (excluding high speed)

5 Oil refining and treatment of nuclear waste 26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (HST)

6 Electrical generation and distribution 27 Transport of passenger by air

7 Generation and distribution of gas, steam and hot water. 28 Transport of passenger by sea

8 Water capture, tratment and distribution 29 Transport of cargo by sea

9 Food 30 Activities Annexed to transport, mail and telegraph

10 Fabric and leather 31 Other Services

11 Wood made goods 32 Sale Services

12 Chemistry 33 No Sale Services

13 Mining and foundry 34 Labor

14 Metallic made goods 35 Capital

15 Maquinaria 36 Households and private institutions

16 Vehicles 37 Savings/Investment

17 Building Materials 38 Indirect Tax

18 Transport 39 Direct Tax

19 Other goods 40 Government

20 Building 41 Foreign Sector

21 Commerce

Productive Sectors 

(1…25)

Productive Factors:

- (26) Labour

- (27) Capital

 Institutions:

- (28) Household and institutions

- (30) Direct tax

- (31) Indirect tax

- (32) PPAA (Public Administrations)

(29) 

Savings/Investment

(33) Foreign Sector

Productive Sectors 

(1…25)

INTERMEDIATE 

CONSUMPTION MATRIX                      

(1)

Productive Factors:

- (26) Labour

- (27) Capital

 Institutions:

- (28) Household and institutions

- (30) Direct tax

- (31) Indirect tax

- (32) PPAA (Public Administrations)

(29) Savings/Investment

(33) Foreign Sector

PRIMARY FACTORS 

MATRIX

(2)

FINAL USE MATRIX 

(3)

CLOSING MATRIX

(4)
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expenditure.  

Columns show the payments form a sector to the rest of accounts. In the same way rows 

show the sales of a sector to the rest of accounts. Each component Yij of the matrix 

shows the bilateral flow between the account i (row) and the account j (column). 

The average income flow from account j directed to account i is aij = Yij / Yj, i, j=1,.., n. 

Given this definition, the total income of account i can be written as the product of 

average income flows directed to account i multiplied by the corresponding income 

levels: 

nkmYYY
Y

Y
Y

km

mj

jij

n

j

m

j

jijj

j

ij

i 













  



 

;
11 1

                                           (1.1) 

Indexes m and k represent the split of accounts between exogenous and endogenous 

accounts. Taking into account this split, the average income flow matrix, A, can be 

divided in four: Amm, Amk, Akm, y Akk. Ym and Yk denote the vectors that represent the total 

income of the endogenous and exogenous accounts respectively. The part of the 

previous identity referred to the endogenous accounts can be then expressed as: Ym =Amm 

Ym + Amk Yk, and the income vector of the endogenous accounts as Ym = (I-Amm)
-1

(Amk 

Yk)= M∙Z,  where Z is the vector Amk Yk of exogenous income directed to the endogenous 

accounts, and M = (I- Amm)
-1

  is the square generalized multiplier matrix. It can be 

interpreted as the income accruing to account i when the vector of exogenous income 

directed to account j increases by just one unit. It has a similar meaning than the 

Leontieff inverse, with the particularity that, when extended to SAM models, it takes 

into account the links between the production, the factors income, the income 

distribution and the final demand. Submatrix Amk shows how the income flows from the 

exogenous accounts are shared between the endogenous accounts. 

The same identity can be written as a differential equation, where dZ denotes the 

changes in the vector of exogenous accounts (Polo, Roland-Host, y Sancho, 1990): 

  kmkkmkm dYMAYAMdMdZdY                                                               (1.2) 

Which accounts are selected as endogenous and which ones are selected as exogenous 

depend on the analysis that are being carried out, which ones are being explained 
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(endogenous) by changes in others (exogenous). Obviously the solution depends on the 

partition chosen: the larger the subset of endogenous accounts, the greater the income 

directed to all accounts when there is a one unit increase in exogenous income directed 

to the endogenous accounts.  

Once the SAM linear model has been established, the same methodology that is used in 

the Leontieff models is also applied with a SAM. 
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1.3. STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

The starting point has been the SAM already drawn up for the Andalusian economy for 

the year 2010 (Cardenete et al, 2011). This SAM is an update of the one for the year 

2005 (Cardenete, Fuentes & Ordoñez, 2010) done by the cross entropy method. To split 

the sector Transport, it has been used the data from the IO tables for Andalusia in the 

period 2005 (Institute of Statistics and Cartography of Andalusia, 2005
 
), as well as the 

accounts for the satellite sector of tourism for the year 2005 (Department of Tourism 

and Commerce. Autonomous Government of Andalusia, 2005) and the IO tables for 

Spain for the year 2005 (National Institute of Statistics of Spain, INE
 
, 2005) 

To split the intermediate consumption of transport sector by columns it has been used 

data from the transport companies as proxy (Vueling Airlines Economic Report, 2005; 

and Renfe Economic Report, 2007), as well as data from the IO tables of Spain and 

Andalusia of year 2005. The split of the primary consumption of transport sector by 

columns has been done based on data from the accounts in the satellite sector of tourism 

and from the Spain´s and Andalusia´s IO tables of year 2005. Finally data has been 

updated to year 2010 based on the yearly survey of services in Andalusia for year 2010 

(Institute of Statistics and Cartography of Andalusia, 2010). 

To split the demand from productive sectors by rows, it has been also used data from IO 

tables of Spain and Andalusia of year 2005. The rest of the demand has been estimated 

with data from the accounts in the satellite sector of tourism and from the Spain´s and 

Andalusia´s IO tables from the year 2005, being pondered to equals total production 

already estimated when splitting the SAM by columns. 

Finally the data of the split of transport sector in the SAM of Andalucía of year 2005 is 

expressed in percentage, and these percentages are applied to SAM of Andalucía of year 

2010. 

It has to be pointed out that the High Speed train (HST) from Madrid to Malaga started 

to operate in 2007. The area of Malaga has an important weight in the economy of 

Andalusia, and the tourism is an important part of it. The entry into service of this 

infrastructure may have therefore had an impact on the economy of Málaga, and hence 

in Andalusia; As a consequence, the demand of HST from other productive sectors and 

households could be slightly different to the one assumed in the SAM, because it is 
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based on the data of 2005 (IO tables and satellite sector of tourism) when the HST 

Madrid-Malaga was not still working.  
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1.4. APPLICATION AND RESULTS TO DIFFERENT 

MODES OF TRANSPORT IN ANDALUSIA  

Before starting to present the result of the analysis, let´s remember that this paper treat 

about the impact of the different modes of transport in the economy; therefore, it does 

not consider the potential impact of the people and goods transported (tourism) neither 

the impact in terms of the effect as facilitators to improve the allocation of other sectors 

or the impact of the construction of the infrastructures. This paper does not have either 

as an objective to go deeper in the analysis of the strategic sector for the Andalusian 

economy, in terms of their capability to promote the growth of the economy, the 

employment or wages, which have been already analyzed in a detailed way in previous 

works (Cardenete, Mainar and Delgado, 2011).  

Labor, capital and consumption accounts have been considered as endogenous accounts 

in order to take into account the circular income inflow of the economy, gathering the 

feedback effects from the accounts receiving incomes to the rest of sectors. 

1.4.1. KEY SECTOR: HYPOTHETIC EXTRACTION METHOD 

This methodology is based on assessing the change in the total output in one economy 

as a proxy of the role of a sector in the economy through a virtual experiment where a 

sector is isolated from the economy, in the sense that it will not sell goods to any other 

actor in the economy, and neither it will buy from other actors, but it still will operated 

inside their own sector. This method was first developed by Paelink, De Caevel and 

Degueldre (1965) and Miller (1966), and further developed by Strasset (1968). In this 

approach the importance of each sector in the economy is measured through the 

difference in the gross output when the sector is hypothetically extracted. The classical 

formulation based on IO linear models, the equilibrium is represented in equation (1.3), 

where A is the matrix of coefficients, X the final demand and Y the gross output: 
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When the sector i is hypothetically extracted, the equation is as follows: 
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Then the different output after the extraction of sector I is: 

     XAIAIYYY 








1

1

1

1       (1.5) 

When multiplying this vector by a vector of ones, the result is the change in the output 

when sector i is extracted from the economy. The larger the difference is, more 

important is the sector in the economy.  

The values are presented in terms of variations as in equation (1.5) measured in 

percentage relative to the initial equilibrium, a positive value represents thus a decrease 

in the hypothetical extraction relative to the initial equilibrium, denoting a positive 

impact of the sector in the economy. 

According to the HEM, the sectors of transport are in the bottom half of the list of all 

sectors (33) ordered by their impact. The ones with a better impact are the transport by 

road (cargo and passengers) in an intermediate position. The rest of the modes of 

transport are the last ones. From the perspective of the HEM, and if we consider a key 

sectors those with a reduction in the gross output higher than the mean, it can be 

concluded that none of the sectors of modes of transport is a key sector, and only the 

transport of cargo by road has a relevant position (18 out of 33 sectors). This conclusion 

is attending only to their economic impact when applying the HEM. In next chapters the 

relevance of the sector will be analyzed deeply with other methods. 
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Table 1.2.  

Classification of sectors attending to Hypothetic Extraction Method (HEM) 

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

Another analysis that can be performed based on the data obtained with this 

methodology is to assess how the extraction of one sector is impacting to the rest of the 

sectors. The results are shown in table 1.3, where the data represents the impact in the 

gross output when the corresponding sector by columns is extracted. It can be conclude 

that there is a common pattern to all sectors, that points to the fact that the sectors that 

has more links with the rest of sectors are (22) Transport of passengers by road and 

(24) Transport of cargo by train, as they are the more affected by the others sectors of 

transport when they are extracted. On the other side the sectors of transport more 

isolated from the rest of sectors are (23) Transport of cargo by road and (26) High 

% Change in 

Gross Output

31 Other Services 30,1485

4 Extractivas 19,0568

32 Sale Services 17,8418

20 Building 15,8393

9 Food 8,2733

15 Maquinaria 7,9860

1 Agriculture 7,5022

21 Commerce 7,3841

5 Oil refining and treatment of nuclear waste 6,4545

17 Building Materials 6,3364

30 Activities Annexed to transport, mail and telegraph 4,7722

12 Chemistry 4,7302

6 Electrical generation and distribution 4,4524

19 Other goods 3,4757

14 Metallic made goods 3,4195

13 Mining and foundry 3,3783

11 Wood made goods 3,1419

23 Transport of cargo by road 2,8254

2 Cattle 2,6268

16 Vehicles 1,4402

8 Water capture, tratment and distribution 1,4052

10 Fabric and leather 1,2734

7 Generation and distribution of gas, steam and hot water. 1,0972

33 No Sale Services 1,0948

22 Transport of passenger by road 0,7710

18 Transport 0,4855

3 Fishery 0,4556

26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (HST) 0,1865

27 Transport of passenger by air 0,1032

28 Transport of passenger by sea 0,0516

29 Transport of cargo by sea 0,0505

25 Treansport of passenger by train (excluding high speed) 0,0403

24 Transport of cargo by train 0,0307

Sectors
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speed train (HST). It is also interesting to observe how (23) Transport of cargo by road 

is the one that most perturbs the rest of sectors due to its weight in the economy. 

Table 1.3.  

Interaction between modes of transport attending to Hypothetic Extraction 

Method (HEM) results 

 

In red are the sector more impacted by the extraction of a sector and in green the sectors less affected by 

the extraction of the sector. 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

1.4.2. KEY SECTOR: BACKWARDS & FORWARD LINKEAGES 

The theory of multipliers was started by Stone (1978) and Pyatt and Round (1979), 

being further developed later on by works as the ones from Defourney and Thorbecke 

(1984). As any other analysis performed with IO tables as source, or SAM as this is the 

case, it starts with the Leontieff (1941) and Ghosh (1958) inverse matrixes. These 

matrixes can establish the way of how changes in demand or in cost are transmitted to 

the different sectors of the economy. The capability that a sector has to transmit these 

effects to the rest of the economy is gathered by two different kinds of linkages, which 

were drawn up by Rasmussen (1956): the Backward Linkages (BL), and the Forward 

Linkages (FL). The backward linkages of a sector are measured by the intensity of its 

links with sectors providing inputs, establishing the capability of one sector to spread 

increases on the demand towards the others sectors, through the inputs required from 

them. The FL is a complement to BL, then FL of a sector represents the increase in its 

output needed to supply the inputs required to produce a unit of the final demand output 

in the other sectors. 

Attending to the values of these linkages the different sectors can be organized in four 
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22 Transport of passenger by road 11,959% 53,609% 0,276% 0,400% 2,447% 1,557% 0,733% 0,742%

23 Transport of cargo by road 0,522% 0,457% 0,005% 0,007% 0,029% 0,022% 0,008% 0,018%

24 Transport of cargo by train 0,619% 5,993% 2,386% 3,061% 17,033% 7,216% 11,410% 3,613%

25 Treansport of passenger by train (excluding high speed) 0,746% 2,530% 0,026% 0,040% 0,210% 0,103% 0,071% 0,051%

26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (HST) 0,298% 1,127% 0,015% 0,025% 0,016% 0,009% 0,005% 0,004%

27 Transport of passenger by air 0,575% 2,064% 0,020% 0,028% 0,312% 0,076% 0,044% 0,043%

28 Transport of passenger by sea 6,800% 1,608% 0,017% 0,023% 0,163% 0,058% 0,085% 0,079%

29 Transport of cargo by sea 0,670% 7,255% 0,037% 0,033% 0,178% 0,084% 0,050% 0,027%
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different categories: 

 Key Sectors: are those that require an amount of intermediate inputs higher than 

the mean of all sectors in the economy to answer to an increase of the demand. 

On the other hand and increase in the demand of other sectors also requires 

inputs from this sector in an amount higher than the mean of all sectors. These 

sectors can generate a generalized increase of the economic activity. 

 Basic sectors: are those that show a demand of inputs from other sectors lower 

than the mean of all sectors, being the destiny of its outputs the use as inputs by 

other sectors mainly. 

 Promoting sectors: are those that require an amount of inputs higher than the 

mean of all sectors, but their outputs are not required by other sectors in the 

same way. These are important sectors, because an increase in its demand can 

promote more economic growth than others. 

 Independent sectors: are those with forward and backward linkages lower than 

the mean of all sectors, so they affect and are affected by the other in a lower 

way that the mean of all sectors. 

Table 1.4. 

 Classification of sectors attending to the Forward and Backward Linkages 

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

In table 1.5 it is shown the classification of the productive sector for the Andalusian 

economy in terms of key, basic, promoting and independent sectors, including the 

transport sector disaggregated in the different modes of transport. In this classification 

the requirement for BL and FL to classify sectors has been relaxed from 1 to 0.9, in 

order to not lose those sectors with values of BL and FL close to one but not reaching 

this value.  

 

 

 

BL<1 BL>1

FL<1 Independent Promoting

FL>1 Basic Key
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Table 1.5.  

Classification of key sectors in the Andalusian economy according to the SAM of 

Andalusia in year 2010, with the modes of transport disaggregated. 

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

From previous studies of the Andalusian economy (Cardenete Mainar and Delgado, 

2010), the sector of transportation is classified as backward oriented sector (promoting 

sector), with a backward linkage over 0,9 and forward linkage of less than 0,9. 

According to the results of this study, the different modes of transportation are kept also 

as backward oriented (promoting sector) with the exemption of the air transport that is 

classified as an isolated sector. In this case the due to the organization of the operations 

of the airlines, the air transport is linked with their related sectors in the economy of 

those places where the aircraft are based, and in Spain the main bases are in the airports 

of Madrid, Barcelona & Palma. In the Andalusian region there are based a few aircraft 

in Malaga and in Seville in some seasons. 

FL BL Type

1 Agriculture 0,53 1,25 Promoting

2 Cattle 0,36 1,11 Promoting

3 Fishery 0,26 0,85 Independent

4 Extractivas 4,30 0,89 Base

5 Oil refining and treatment of nuclear waste 0,73 0,94 Promoting

6 Electrical generation and distribution 0,69 1,05 Promoting

7 Generation and distribution of gas, steam and hot water. 0,35 1,18 Promoting

8 Water capture, tratment and distribution 0,35 0,97 Promoting

9 Food 0,91 0,97 Key

10 Fabric and leather 0,37 0,79 Independent

11 Wood made goods 0,60 0,70 Independent

12 Chemistry 0,70 0,60 Independent

13 Mining and foundry 0,53 0,78 Independent

14 Metallic made goods 0,44 0,96 Promoting

15 Maquinaria 1,10 0,54 Base

16 Vehicles 0,39 0,42 Independent

17 Building Materials 0,55 0,94 Promoting

18 Transport 0,47 1,01 Promoting

19 Other goods 0,46 0,90 Promoting

20 Building 0,51 1,14 Promoting

21 Commerce 1,04 1,15 Key

22 Transport of passenger by road 0,27 1,22 Promoting

23 Transport of goods by road 0,47 1,03 Promoting

24 Transport of goods by train 0,23 1,14 Promoting

25 Treansport of passenger by train (excluding high speed) 0,23 2,12 Promoting

26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (AVE) 0,23 1,06 Promoting

27 Transport of passenger by air 0,23 0,88 Independent

28 Transport of passenger by sea 0,23 1,09 Promoting

29 Transport of goods by sea 0,23 0,97 Promoting

30 Activities Annexed to transport, mail and telegraph 0,79 1,09 Promoting

31 Other Services 1,72 1,07 Key

32 Sale Services 1,55 1,07 Key

33 No Sale Services 0,23 1,25 Promoting

Sectors
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1.4.3. MULTIPLIERS BREAKDOWN 

In this paragraph the multipliers are being breaking down in the different effects that are 

in the economy: direct, indirect and induced effects. This methodology is developed 

from the work of Defourny and Thorbecke (1984) y Pyatt y Round (1985), and from the 

works of Polo, Roland-Host and Sancho (1991) for the Spanish economy. The use of 

this methodology allows adding to the links among sectors, the direct and indirect 

effects, the links between the rents of the primary factors and the final demand from the 

institutions. 

Find here after the different effect in which the multipliers are split off, where I is the 

identity matrix, A is the matrix of coefficients of expenditure of the institutions (a ij), Ma 

is the square generalized multiplier matrix and Ml denotes the Leontief inverse matrix:  

 Direct or own effect effects = (I+A), It weights up the effect on the output of a 

sector to meet the changes in the final demand. 

 Indirect or derived effects = (Ml-I-A), It weights the effect on the output of the 

rest of the sectors to meet the changes in the final demand of a sector. 

 Induced effects = (Ma – Ml), It weights up the effect on the output of the 

economy due to the increase in the final demand as a consequence of the 

increase on rents. 

 Total Effects= Direct Effects + Derived Effects + Induced Effects. It is the 

whole effect of a shook of one monetary unit in the sector j, and can be written 

in the following way: 





n

i

njjjij MaMaMaMa
1

21 ...                        (1.6) 

This procedure for breaking down the economy multipliers in the additive sum of three 

effects, each of one representing one effect in the economy, was stablished by Pyatt and 

Round (1979). This breaking down of multiplayers has been already used in studies of 

some sectors in the Andalusian economy, as the one for the petrochemical sector in 

Andalusia (Cardenete and Sancho, 2006) and the one for the Aeronautical sector in 

Andalusia (Cardenete and Lopez, 2016). The advantage of using SAM instead of IO 

tables is the possibility to have a measure of the induced effect, which is a consequence 

of the links in the circular income flow of the economy, gathering the feedback effects 
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from the accounts receiving income to the rest of the accounts. This is an improvement 

in the process of obtaining a detailed picture of the economy. 

In table 1.6 the results for the Andalusian economy are shown, including the modes of 

transport as separate sectors, in year 2010. 

Table 1.6.  

Multipliers break down in the Andalusian economy according to the SAM of 

Andalusia in year 2010, with the modes of transport disaggregated. 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 

The multiplayers presented mean how the output of each sector increases when the 

demand on this sector increases one monetary unit. The results highlight the high values 

of the transport of passenger by train (excluded the high speed train), making it as the 

sector with the highest value, but this is due to the amount of subsidies received. On the 

Direct 

Effect
%

Indirect 

Effect
%

Induced 

Effect
%

Total 

Effect

1 Agriculture 1,39 45% 0,33 11% 1,40 45% 3,11

2 Cattle 1,47 49% 0,42 14% 1,10 37% 3,00

3 Fishery 1,49 57% 0,44 17% 0,68 26% 2,61

4 Extractivas 1,61 54% 0,83 28% 0,55 18% 2,99

5 Oil refining and treatment of nuclear waste 1,73 53% 1,01 31% 0,53 16% 3,27

6 Electrical generation and distribution 1,45 48% 0,62 21% 0,94 31% 3,01

7 Generation and distribution of gas, steam and hot water. 1,87 49% 1,17 31% 0,81 21% 3,85

8 Water capture, tratment and distribution 1,34 52% 0,26 10% 0,97 38% 2,58

9 Food 1,57 55% 0,49 17% 0,82 28% 2,89

10 Fabric and leather 1,48 60% 0,38 16% 0,59 24% 2,46

11 Wood made goods 1,40 63% 0,32 14% 0,51 23% 2,23

12 Chemistry 1,35 66% 0,33 16% 0,36 18% 2,04

13 Mining and foundry 1,57 58% 0,68 25% 0,45 17% 2,70

14 Metallic made goods 1,58 53% 0,63 21% 0,74 25% 2,95

15 Maquinaria 1,27 70% 0,19 10% 0,35 19% 1,81

16 Vehicles 1,20 78% 0,17 11% 0,18 12% 1,54

17 Building Materials 1,54 53% 0,62 21% 0,73 25% 2,89

18 Transport 1,60 53% 0,57 19% 0,85 28% 3,02

19 Other goods 1,54 57% 0,44 16% 0,73 27% 2,71

20 Building 1,62 49% 0,65 20% 1,02 31% 3,29

21 Commerce 1,48 50% 0,31 10% 1,20 40% 2,99

22 Transport of passenger by road 1,30 44% 0,23 8% 1,40 48% 2,93

23 Transport of goods by road 1,31 50% 0,21 8% 1,11 42% 2,63

24 Transport of goods by train 1,37 47% 0,32 11% 1,23 42% 2,91

25 Treansport of passenger by train (excluding high speed) 1,97 38% 0,83 16% 2,40 46% 5,20

26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (AVE) 1,56 52% 0,42 14% 0,99 33% 2,97

27 Transport of passenger by air 1,33 56% 0,16 7% 0,88 37% 2,37

28 Transport of passenger by sea 1,61 52% 0,50 16% 0,99 32% 3,10

29 Transport of goods by sea 1,49 55% 0,30 11% 0,91 34% 2,70

30 Activities Annexed to transport, mail and telegraph 1,25 48% 0,12 5% 1,26 48% 2,63

31 Other Services 1,24 48% 0,12 5% 1,22 47% 2,58

32 Sale Services 1,18 46% 0,13 5% 1,24 49% 2,55

33 No Sale Services 1,41 46% 0,23 8% 1,42 46% 3,07

Sectors
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other hand the mean of transport with lower values is the air transport, mainly due to the 

indirect effects, as a consequence of being an isolated sector in the economy, making it 

as one of the sector with lower values of its multipliers. 

1.4.4. EMPLOYMENT MULTIPLIERS 

The employment multipliers for the Andalusian economy are presented here after. 

These multipliers take a measure of the effect on the employment when there is a shock 

in demand.  

The employment multiplier for each sector is determined by: 





n

i

ijnj bwE
1

1    (1.7) 

Where wn+1=Y
ei
/Xi, Y

ei
 is the employment per sector, Xi is the total output of sector i. 

and bij, is the element in position ij in the matrix of multipliers M which has been got 

from the SAM. 

In table 1.5 the figures for the Andalusian economy are shown, ordered by total effects, 

and in table 1.6 the same data ordered by relative effects: indirect and induced effects 

per direct effect. 

For each sector the employment multiplier means the employment increase when the 

demand increases in 1000 euro. 

The employment multipliers are going to be analyzed from two different points of view. 

The first one is from it absolute value (see table 1.7), the second one from the capability 

of each sector to create indirect and induced employment per each direct employment 

generated (see table 1.8), as it is a parameter that sometimes is used to evaluate the 

quality of the employment created by one activity. 
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Table 1.7.  

Additive break down of employment multipliers in the Andalusian economy in 

year 2010, with sectors of transport disaggregated. 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 

If the employment multipliers are analyzed from their absolute value point of view, 

(25) Transport of passengers by train is the one among all the sectors with the highest 

value. This is a consequence of their high output multiplier due to the subventions. 

Excluding this transport mean, because it is an outsider, the modes of transport with 

highest multipliers are (22) y (23) Transport by road (with highest values for the 

transport of passenger than for the transport of loads) and (24) Transport of loads by 

train. (28) Transport of passengers by sea is in an intermediate position and the lower 

positions with poor values of multipliers are (26) High speed train (HST), (27) Air 

transport and (29) Load transport by sea. These have values around half of those for 

the road transport, (22) and (23). This means that the demand to create employment is 

higher for (26) HST and (27) Air transport than the required by road transport, (22) and 

(23), for example.   

Direct 

Effect
Relative %

Indirect 

Effect
Relative %

Induced 

Effect
Relative %

Total 

Effect
Relative

1 Agriculture 0,0140 1,00 53% 0,0026 0,19 10% 0,0097 0,69 37% 0,0263 1,88

2 Cattle 0,0158 1,00 58% 0,0039 0,25 14% 0,0076 0,48 28% 0,0273 1,73

3 Fishery 0,0153 1,00 64% 0,0038 0,25 16% 0,0047 0,31 20% 0,0238 1,55

4 Extractivas 0,0051 1,00 41% 0,0036 0,70 29% 0,0038 0,74 30% 0,0124 2,44

5 Oil refining and treatment of nuclear waste 0,0180 1,00 69% 0,0045 0,25 17% 0,0037 0,21 14% 0,0262 1,46

6 Electrical generation and distribution 0,0142 1,00 59% 0,0033 0,23 14% 0,0065 0,46 27% 0,0239 1,69

7 Generation and distribution of gas, steam and hot water. 0,0235 1,00 68% 0,0053 0,23 15% 0,0056 0,24 16% 0,0344 1,46

8 Water capture, tratment and distribution 0,0108 1,00 55% 0,0021 0,20 11% 0,0067 0,63 34% 0,0196 1,82

9 Food 0,0195 1,00 66% 0,0046 0,24 15% 0,0057 0,29 19% 0,0298 1,53

10 Fabric and leather 0,0153 1,00 66% 0,0036 0,24 16% 0,0041 0,27 18% 0,0230 1,50

11 Wood made goods 0,0131 1,00 67% 0,0029 0,22 15% 0,0035 0,27 18% 0,0195 1,49

12 Chemistry 0,0114 1,00 71% 0,0022 0,19 14% 0,0025 0,22 15% 0,0161 1,41

13 Mining and foundry 0,0152 1,00 69% 0,0038 0,25 17% 0,0031 0,21 14% 0,0222 1,46

14 Metallic made goods 0,0192 1,00 66% 0,0046 0,24 16% 0,0052 0,27 18% 0,0289 1,51

15 Maquinaria 0,0077 1,00 66% 0,0015 0,19 13% 0,0024 0,31 21% 0,0116 1,50

16 Vehicles 0,0060 1,00 71% 0,0013 0,21 15% 0,0012 0,21 15% 0,0085 1,42

17 Building Materials 0,0165 1,00 66% 0,0036 0,22 14% 0,0050 0,30 20% 0,0251 1,52

18 Transport 0,0194 1,00 64% 0,0050 0,26 16% 0,0059 0,30 19% 0,0303 1,56

19 Other goods 0,0177 1,00 67% 0,0038 0,21 14% 0,0050 0,28 19% 0,0266 1,50

20 Building 0,0205 1,00 63% 0,0049 0,24 15% 0,0070 0,34 22% 0,0324 1,58

21 Commerce 0,0131 1,00 54% 0,0027 0,21 11% 0,0083 0,63 34% 0,0241 1,84

22 Transport of passenger by road 0,0226 1,00 66% 0,0017 0,07 5% 0,0097 0,43 29% 0,0340 1,50

23 Transport of loads by road 0,0194 1,00 68% 0,0016 0,08 6% 0,0077 0,39 27% 0,0287 1,48

24 Transport of goods by train 0,0157 1,00 59% 0,0026 0,16 10% 0,0085 0,54 32% 0,0268 1,71

25 Treansport of passenger by train (excluding high speed) 0,0358 1,00 61% 0,0067 0,19 11% 0,0166 0,46 28% 0,0591 1,65

26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (AVE) 0,0082 1,00 44% 0,0037 0,45 20% 0,0069 0,83 36% 0,0188 2,29

27 Transport of passenger by air 0,0077 1,00 51% 0,0014 0,18 9% 0,0061 0,79 40% 0,0151 1,98

28 Transport of passenger by sea 0,0135 1,00 57% 0,0035 0,26 15% 0,0069 0,51 29% 0,0238 1,77

29 Transport of goods by sea 0,0083 1,00 49% 0,0025 0,31 15% 0,0063 0,75 37% 0,0171 2,06

30 Activities Annexed to transport, mail and telegraph 0,0103 1,00 52% 0,0010 0,10 5% 0,0087 0,84 43% 0,0200 1,94

31 Other Services 0,0085 1,00 48% 0,0010 0,11 5% 0,0085 0,99 47% 0,0180 2,10

32 Sale Services 0,0066 1,00 41% 0,0010 0,15 6% 0,0086 1,30 53% 0,0162 2,45

33 No Sale Services 0,0099 1,00 46% 0,0020 0,20 9% 0,0098 0,99 45% 0,0216 2,19

Sectores
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Table 1.8.  

Additive break down of employment multipliers in the Andalusian economy in 

year 2010, with sectors of transport disaggregated. 

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

When the employment multipliers are analyzed from the point of view of their 

capability to create indirect and induced employment, the results are then different (this 

is a different approach). Their position change, and the higher positions in the table are 

occupied by (26) HST, (28) Transport of goods by sea and by (27) Air transport, and 

the modes of transport by road (22) and (23) are in the lower positions. (27) Air 

transport and (29) Sea transport of load can create one additional employment per 

direct employment, and (26) HST even more than one, mainly due to the induced 

employment. This could be taken as a measure of the quality of the employment. 

1.4.5. SALARY MULTIPLIERS 

The notion is the same than the employment multipliers, but in this case the multiplier 

shows the effect of a shock in the end demand in terms of salaries. 

Direct 

Effect
Relative %

Indirect 

Effect
Relative %

Induced 

Effect
Relative %

Total 

Effect
Relative

32 Sale Services 0,0066 1,00 41% 0,0010 0,15 6% 0,0086 1,30 53% 0,0162 2,45

4 Extractivas 0,0051 1,00 41% 0,0036 0,70 29% 0,0038 0,74 30% 0,0124 2,44

26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (AVE) 0,0082 1,00 44% 0,0037 0,45 20% 0,0069 0,83 36% 0,0188 2,29

33 No Sale Services 0,0099 1,00 46% 0,0020 0,20 9% 0,0098 0,99 45% 0,0216 2,19

31 Other Services 0,0085 1,00 48% 0,0010 0,11 5% 0,0085 0,99 47% 0,0180 2,10

29 Transport of goods by sea 0,0083 1,00 49% 0,0025 0,31 15% 0,0063 0,75 37% 0,0171 2,06

27 Transport of passenger by air 0,0077 1,00 51% 0,0014 0,18 9% 0,0061 0,79 40% 0,0151 1,98

30 Activities Annexed to transport, mail and telegraph 0,0103 1,00 52% 0,0010 0,10 5% 0,0087 0,84 43% 0,0200 1,94

1 Agriculture 0,0140 1,00 53% 0,0026 0,19 10% 0,0097 0,69 37% 0,0263 1,88

21 Commerce 0,0131 1,00 54% 0,0027 0,21 11% 0,0083 0,63 34% 0,0241 1,84

8 Water capture, tratment and distribution 0,0108 1,00 55% 0,0021 0,20 11% 0,0067 0,63 34% 0,0196 1,82

28 Transport of passenger by sea 0,0135 1,00 57% 0,0035 0,26 15% 0,0069 0,51 29% 0,0238 1,77

2 Cattle 0,0158 1,00 58% 0,0039 0,25 14% 0,0076 0,48 28% 0,0273 1,73

24 Transport of goods by train 0,0157 1,00 59% 0,0026 0,16 10% 0,0085 0,54 32% 0,0268 1,71

6 Electrical generation and distribution 0,0142 1,00 59% 0,0033 0,23 14% 0,0065 0,46 27% 0,0239 1,69

25 Treansport of passenger by train (excluding high speed) 0,0358 1,00 61% 0,0067 0,19 11% 0,0166 0,46 28% 0,0591 1,65

20 Building 0,0205 1,00 63% 0,0049 0,24 15% 0,0070 0,34 22% 0,0324 1,58

18 Transport 0,0194 1,00 64% 0,0050 0,26 16% 0,0059 0,30 19% 0,0303 1,56

3 Fishery 0,0153 1,00 64% 0,0038 0,25 16% 0,0047 0,31 20% 0,0238 1,55

9 Food 0,0195 1,00 66% 0,0046 0,24 15% 0,0057 0,29 19% 0,0298 1,53

17 Building Materials 0,0165 1,00 66% 0,0036 0,22 14% 0,0050 0,30 20% 0,0251 1,52

14 Metallic made goods 0,0192 1,00 66% 0,0046 0,24 16% 0,0052 0,27 18% 0,0289 1,51

15 Maquinaria 0,0077 1,00 66% 0,0015 0,19 13% 0,0024 0,31 21% 0,0116 1,50

22 Transport of passenger by road 0,0226 1,00 66% 0,0017 0,07 5% 0,0097 0,43 29% 0,0340 1,50

10 Fabric and leather 0,0153 1,00 66% 0,0036 0,24 16% 0,0041 0,27 18% 0,0230 1,50

19 Other goods 0,0177 1,00 67% 0,0038 0,21 14% 0,0050 0,28 19% 0,0266 1,50

11 Wood made goods 0,0131 1,00 67% 0,0029 0,22 15% 0,0035 0,27 18% 0,0195 1,49

23 Transport of goods by road 0,0194 1,00 68% 0,0016 0,08 6% 0,0077 0,39 27% 0,0287 1,48

7 Generation and distribution of gas, steam and hot water. 0,0235 1,00 68% 0,0053 0,23 15% 0,0056 0,24 16% 0,0344 1,46

5 Oil refining and treatment of nuclear waste 0,0180 1,00 69% 0,0045 0,25 17% 0,0037 0,21 14% 0,0262 1,46

13 Mining and foundry 0,0152 1,00 69% 0,0038 0,25 17% 0,0031 0,21 14% 0,0222 1,46

16 Vehicles 0,0060 1,00 71% 0,0013 0,21 15% 0,0012 0,21 15% 0,0085 1,42

12 Chemistry 0,0114 1,00 71% 0,0022 0,19 14% 0,0025 0,22 15% 0,0161 1,41

Sectors
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The salary multiplier for each sector is determined by: 

 



n

i

ijnj bsS
1

1                      (1.8) 

Where Sn+1=W
ei
/Xi , W

ei
 is the salary per sector, Xi is total output total of sector i. and bij, 

is the element in position ij in the matrix of multipliers M which has been got from the 

SAM. 

In table 1.9 are shown the figures for the Andalusian economy. For each sector the 

salary multiplier means the increase on salaries in the whole economy when the demand 

for the sector increases in the amount of one euro. 

Table 1.9.  

Salary multipliers in the Andalusian economy in year 2010, with sectors of 

transport disaggregated. 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 

Total 

Effect

25 Treansport of passenger by train (excluding high speed) 1,51

33 No Sale Services 0,74

24 Transport of goods by train 0,69

22 Transport of passenger by road 0,67

31 Other Services 0,62

23 Transport of goods by road 0,53

30 Activities Annexed to transport, mail and telegraph 0,51

21 Commerce 0,49

28 Transport of passenger by sea 0,49

27 Transport of passenger by air 0,48

1 Agriculture 0,44

20 Building 0,44

18 Transport 0,44

29 Transport of cargo by sea 0,42

26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (AVE) 0,41

8 Water capture, tratment and distribution 0,39

32 Sale Services 0,37

2 Cattle 0,37

14 Metallic made goods 0,35

19 Other goods 0,32

9 Food 0,31

7 Generation and distribution of gas, steam and hot water. 0,30

17 Building Materials 0,29

3 Fishery 0,29

6 Electrical generation and distribution 0,26

10 Fabric and leather 0,26

4 Extractivas 0,23

11 Wood made goods 0,21

5 Oil refining and treatment of nuclear waste 0,21

13 Mining and foundry 0,19

15 Maquinaria 0,17

12 Chemistry 0,14

16 Vehicles 0,09

Sectors
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All the different modes of transport are relevant when the salary multipliers are 

compared. All of them are among the most important ones generating salary income. 

Excluding (25) Transport of passenger by train (excluding high speed), the sectors with 

higher values are (24) Transport of goods by train and (22) Transport of passenger by 

road. The sectors (26) Transport of passenger by high speed train (HST) and (27) 

Transport of passenger by air have lower values, but with better figures for air 

transport.   

1.4.6. GLOBAL IMPACT OF DIFFERENT MODES OF TRANSPORT 

In order to have a measure of the global impact of each mean of transport in the 

economy of Andalusia, it has been carried out a series of simulations. Taking advantage 

of the linear SAM model, with the SAM of Andalusia of year 2010 with the modes of 

transport disaggregated, it has been performed one simulation per mean of transport, 

taking a contra factual scenario based on a shock of minus the total output of the 

corresponding mean of transport. The results obtained are shown in the table 1.10. 

It has to be pointed out that to relativize the importance of each sectors, their impact has 

been also measured as a percentage of the GDP, but the impact is a measure of the gross 

output, included the double accounting effect of adding the interindustry transactions. 

On the other hand GDP is a net output, so even if it is not strictly correct we have 

allowed ourselves the presumption of  measuring the impact of the gross output in terms 

of percentage of the GDP, just in order to compare the effect of the modes of transport 

among them. 

Table 1.10.  

Impact of the modes of transport in the economy of Andalusia in 2010. 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 

Sector Mean of transport Shock Impact % GDP

22 Transport of passenger by road -882.341 -2.586.746 1,80%

23 Transport of cargo by road -3.826.187 -10.048.013 7,00%

24 Transport of cargo by train -34.997 -101.937 0,07%

25 Treansport of passenger by train (excluding high speed) -24.729 -128.637 0,09%

26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (HST) -250.411 -744.869 0,52%

27 Transport of passenger by air -163.768 -388.770 0,27%

28 Transport of passenger by sea -67.214 -208.407 0,15%

29 Transport of cargo by sea -68.197 -184.034 0,13%
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As it can be shown (22) Transport by road has the highest impact in the economy, much 

higher for (23) Transport of goods than (22) Transport of passengers. In fact, the 

impact of the rest of modes of transport of cargo is negligible compared with (23) 

Transport of cargo by road. 

Regarding the transport of passengers, (22) Transport by road has the higher value, 

reaching 1,8%, followed by (26) HST, that reaches 0,52%, doubling the impact of (27) 

Air transport, 0,27%, and nearly four times (28) Transport by sea, 0,15%. 
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1.5. CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of this work it is highlighted how the importance of the different modes of 

transport in the economy of Andalusia is very different from one to the others; 

therefore, how interesting is to have information with the modes of transport 

disaggregated. It is necessary to be aware about this conclusion, because the impact will 

be different depending on the mean of transport when there is a change on the demand 

of these modes of transport. Policy makers should be aware about the different effects 

of promoting one mean instead of others. If there is no alternative, the evaluation of the 

impact in the economy will provide to policy makers with more data to evaluate the 

efficiency of investing in infrastructures of transport or policies to favor the demand. 

Table 1.11.  

Summary of Multipliers of the modes of transport in the economy of Andalusia in 

2010. 

 

(25) Transport of passenger by train (excluding high speed) not being considered 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

Regarding the transport of loads, when comparing (24) Transport of cargo by train and 

(23) by road, because they both are two modes of transport that can sometimes 

compete, it can be highlighted how (24) Transport by train is preferred over (23) 

Transport by road, in terms of total and salaries multipliers, being (23) Transport by 

road only preferable in terms of employment multipliers due to the fact that it is a sector 

more intensive in labor. (29) Transport of cargo by sea cannot always compete with 

train and road; it has anyway better performance in terms of induced employment and 

lower performance in terms of salaries and labor multipliers.  

When focusing on the transport of passengers, if the goal is to favor an increase of the 

Total Output
Total 

Employment

Relative Total to Direct 

Employment 
Labor Income

22 Transport of passenger by road 2,93 0,034 1,5 0,67

23 Transport of cargo by road 2,63 0,0287 1,48 0,53

24 Transport of cargo by train 2,91 0,0268 1,71 0,69

26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (HST) 2,97 0,0188 2,29 0,41

27 Transport of passenger by air 2,37 0,0151 1,98 0,48

28 Transport of passenger by sea 3,1 0,0238 1,77 0,49

29 Transport of cargo by sea 2,7 0,0171 2,06 0,42

upper third of the multipliers amplitude

lower third of the multipliers amplitude

middle third of the multipliers amplitude
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total output of the economy it should be then interesting to invest in policies to increase 

the demand of (28) Transport of passenger by sea, if not (26) High speed train (HST) or 

(22) by road, but (27) Air transport should not be favored in any case. If the aim is to 

favor the creation of employment, the (22) Transport by road is then the mode that 

offers better results, and (27) Air transport is the one that offers the poorest results. It 

has also to be taken into account that once direct employment has been created, the 

capability of (27) Air transport to generate indirect and induced employment is higher 

than (22) Road transport, but still lower than (26) HST. Finally, if the labor income is to 

be favored then (22) Road transport demand should be improved. 

In the transport of passengers, it has also to be taken into account that the modes of 

transport are not always substitutive, so it cannot be favored one mean in detriment of 

another: (22) Transport of passenger by road cannot be compared with (26) HST or (27) 

Air transport due to the length of the trip. Sea transport cannot compete with road 

transport as not all destines have a port. But modes of transport sometimes enters into 

competition, it is when they also compete for the investment on infrastructures which 

allow an increase in the demand or its creation. One typical case is the competition 

between (26) HST and (27) Air transport. In the case of Andalusia, in the routes where 

the two modes of transports enter into competition, (26) HST has better impact in the 

economy in terms of the total output of the economy (multiplier is 25% higher) and the 

creation of employment (multiplier is also 25% higher), also in the creation of indirect 

and induced employment per direct employment generated (0.31 additional 

employments per direct employment, what means 32% higher than air transport). Only 

(27) Air transport offers a better behavior in creating labor income (air transport 

multiplier is 17% higher than HST). It can be concluded that in the case of Andalusia in 

2010 in routes where (27) Transport of passengers by air and (26) by HST are 

competing, the impact of (26) HST in the economy is better that the impact of (27) Air 

transport.  

As has been already pointed out at the beginning of this paragraph, the results of this 

exercise are potentially useful for extending the, sometimes deficient, information about 

the impact of favoring the demand of the different modes of transport, mainly when 

they are competing for the investment they require.  

In this respect, an interesting extension of this research could be to make an approach by 
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using other models, such as Computed General Equilibrium (CGE) models, which are 

much more elaborated and could provide with more accurate information. 

Additionally, these analyses can also be improved when the information available 

would allow updated data for the SAM. 
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2.1. INTRODUCTION. 

One of the questions in economy that has been deeply treated is the effectiveness of the 

public expenditure policies.   

To assess this effectiveness it has been put in place different methodologies to measure 

the impact of these policies, in terms of impact in the global output, salaries or 

employment. Based on this information key sectors in an economy are then identified as 

those with better effect in the whole economy when the demand increases.  

From this perspective, one of the relevant sectors in any economy is the sector of 

transports, due to its weight in the economy, and how they interact with the rest of 

sectors. The investment in infrastructure of transport is the blood of the economy and 

fuel the economic growth. Manufactured goods and rough materials are moved from 

one place to another through a transport system. Transport makes also possible the 

transport of people, what ease the commercial activity of the companies beyond the 

limits of their geographical area of activity. They also represent an essential component 

for industries such the tourism, which requires of minimum levels of accessibility for 

their development. 

In addition, the economic crisis that started in 2008 put in the front line of discussion 

the effectiveness of the investment on transport infrastructures. Critics to this 

expenditure have been done in an economic environment of high public debt and low 

tax collection. 

Then, it can be envisaged the importance of measuring the economic impact of changes 

in the sector of transport.  

The economic impact based on Input-Output (IO) tables was first developed by 

Leontieff (1941, 1951). The analysis based on the most advanced Social Accounting 

Matrix (SAM) was started by Stone (1962) and further developed by Pyatt and Round 

(1979), in particular for the use of multipliers. These both methodologies are usually 

used to have a complete picture about the economic impact in the economy of the 

different sectors. 

The methodologies to stablish the economic impact based on IO and SAM tables are the 

most widely used due to their simplicity and that they are easily implementable. But 
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they also have some constrains. They neglect how changes in the demand for inputs and 

scare resources affect the prices, producing a negative impact.  

Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) provides a modelling approach that overcomes 

these limitations, since it takes into account the price effects, elasticities of demand and 

substitution of products and factors. CGE can furthermore make use of different 

production functions for each sector and different utility function for utility-maximizing 

consumers.  

CGE models also have some limitations and critics, such as the need of a big amount of 

statistical data, whose updating or quality is variable. Additionally the accuracy of their 

results relay on how the equations reproduce the real behavior of the economy in a 

certain point of the time. CGE models nevertheless offer the possibility of obtaining 

results closer to the actual empirical ones through the use of the appropriate equations 

and parameters.  

From this perspective the need of improving this impact analysis through the use of the 

most accurate methodologies based on CGE models is clearly justified. This 

information will help to policy makers to improve their decision making. 

In this chapter, and based on the use of CGE models, it will be established the impact 

and the relative importance of different modes of transport in Andalusia. This work will 

not take into account the short term impacts in the economy derived from the 

investment on developing new transport infrastructures, neither the impact of these 

infrastructures derived from their effect of favoring the establishment of productive 

centers. 

This is a first effort on applying the CGE methodology to the modes of transport in 

Andalusia. Next steps and way forward will be cleared at the end of the chapter in the 

section of conclusions. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the basic CGE model and 

database. Section 3 exposes the underlying methodology for the classification of sectors 

in the economy attending to their impact. In Section 4 we recap and discuss the 

empirical results and in section 5 a simulation is performed in order to show the 
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advantages of using CGE models to evaluate how economic policies impact to the 

sectors of transport. Section 6 concludes and summarizes. 
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2.2. THE MODEL 

The CGE model used is a numerical representation of the Andalusian economy 

following the basic principles of the concept of the Walrasian equilibrium. The 

fundamentals of these models are well explained in works as those from Dervis et al. 

(1982), and more recently from Ginsburgh and Keyzer (2002), Kehoe at al. (2005), 

Hosoe et al. (2010), Burfisher (2010) and Cardenete et al. (2012) 

This model includes thirty-three productive sectors. Nine of these sectors represents the 

modes of transport which the transport sector has been split in: transport of passengers 

by road, transport of loads by road, transport of loads by train, transport of passengers 

by train, transport of passengers by high speed train (HST), transport of passengers by 

air, transport of passengers by sea and transport of loads by sea. The model has been 

enlarged by including both public sector and foreign activities.  

2.2.1. PRODUCTION 

The production technology is given by a nested production function. 

 

  (2.1) 

 

In the first level the overall input yi is obtained combining domestic qi and imported mi 

outputs with a Cobb-Douglas aggregator, according to the Armington hypothesis: 
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In the second level of the nested technology the domestic output of a sector is obtained 

by combining, through a Leontief technology inputs from the rest of sectors and value-

added, with fixed coefficients aij and i: 
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Where yij are que quantities of the good i available for the manufacturing of the 

domestic good j; aij are the technical coefficients. They represent the technology of the 
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production process. aij is the quantity of goods from sector i that are required for the 

manufacturing of one unit of the domestic product j. aij are also the elements in the 

matrix of technical coefficients denoted as A. It is obtained from the SAM. VAj and is 

the added value, and j is the amount of VA that is required for the manufacturing of one 

unit of domestic good j. 

In the third level, finally, this value-added is generated from primary factors (labor and 

capital) using a simple Cobb-Douglas aggregator: 

)1( jj

jjjj LKVA





         (2.4) 

The quantity of added value for sector j is determined by the aggregation of primary 

factors labout (Lj) and capital (Kj) by a Cobb-Douglas technology. 

All agents, consumers and firms, behave rationally as utility and profit maximizers, and 

as constant returns of scale are assumed for firms, to maximize profits for them is the 

same than to minimize cost. 

2.2.2. CONSUMERS  

On the demand side, there is one representative consumer h, that demands final 

consumption Cj of each good j, and saving, Sv. The objective of the consumer is to 

maximize a Cobb-Douglas utility aggregator subject to a disposable income constraint, 

and facing a price vector p for goods and w for primary factors. Disposable income h 

includes primary factors income (labor and capital), government and external lump-sum 

transfers T and income taxation .  
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 and  are the coefficients of participation in the consumption of goods and saving; 

therefore, they represents the elasticities of consumption of goods and saving. The final 

demand will include the individual demand of all consumers, as the sum of the 

consumption of the households, the investment and the external sector. 
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pj is the price of the good j and pinv is the price of the good of investment for consumer 

h. The aggregation of these expressions for the complete economy will result on the 

disposable income for the whole economy. This total disposable income is financed by 

the sale of the primary inputs, labor and capital. As a result of the sale of these inputs, 

the customer pays taxes. The customer also receives lump transfers from the 

government and also consumes public goods. There are also transferences with the rest 

of the world. The disposal income for consuming will be therefore gross income minus 

taxes: 
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Rearranging: 

wLCOCOIDIDTRMipcTSPrKIDYDISP )1())(1(    (2.7) 

Where w and r are the prices of the primary factors, labor and capital, and ipc is the 

index of consumer prices index. In summary, the consumer will maximize the utility of 

the consuming goods and savings, subject to the disposable income restriction. 

2.2.3. PUBLIC SECTOR 

The government is a special agent in the economy who taxes the exchanges between the 

rest of agents in order to get resources. With these resources the government will 

finance their activity. On the other hand it also transfers resources to the private sector 

through the consumption of goods and services. The difference between income and 

expenses will determine the deficit.  

The income from the taxation to the productive activity follows the next expression: 
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RIP is the collection of indirect taxation to the production, including VAT.  j is the tax 

rate on production of sector j, and CPj is the rate of employer´s contribution to the social 

security.  
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The government taxes the labor in two different ways. One way is through the 

employer´s contribution to the social security. The collection of this tax is denoted as 

RP. Another way is by the employee´s contribution which collection is denoted as RO. 
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Taking into account that there is only one representative consumer: 

LwCORO           (2.10) 

Tariff for imports has not been considered as most of them come from the rest of Spain 

and the UE. 

The government also obtains resources from the direct taxation on the consumer´s 

income. 

 wLCOTRMTSipcKrLwIDRD       (2.11) 

ID is the tax rate on the consumer´s income which comes from the sale of primary 

factors, labor and capital, the transference from the public sector, TS, and from the rest 

of the world, TRM. The employee´s contribution to the social security has to be 

discounted.  

The total collection of taxes by the government is thus: 

RDRPRORIPR           (2.12) 

In our model the demand of the public sector is kept as steady, and denoted as DCj. The 

government´s deficit D is consequently endogenously determined as follows: 
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2.2.4. EXTERNAL SECTOR 

The Andalusian economy is very small compared with the rest of the world. Based on 

this assumption, the demand level of the foreign sector is assumed to be exogenously 

given, not being influenced by domestic variables. On the other hand, the imports are 
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considered as imperfect substitutes for domestic production, following the Armington 

hypothesis. Imports are endogenously determined. According to this hypothesis for the 

external sector, it could be an external deficit F, which is endogenously determined. 
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Where prm is the weighed averaged price of the international market, EXPj is the 

external demand of goods from sector j and mj the imported goods of sector j. 

2.2.5. SAVING AND INVESTMENT. 

This is a saving driven model, for this reason the level of investment is endogenously 

determined by saving, that is endogenously defined by the preferences of consumers 

and the deficit of the government and of the external sector.   
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 pinv is a price index for the investment goods. 

The demand of investment is shared between sectors. When the government decreases 

its demand of goods and services, the government´s deficit also decreases; therefore, the 

demand of investment increases. This is important to understand how the general 

equilibrium works and how it impacts to the macroeconomic aggregate magnitudes.   

2.2.6. PRICES 

Prices are endogenous in the model and they are made up taking into account the 

production of goods and services and the primary factors.  

There is an internal price of the locally produced goods, and a final price that also take 

into account the participation of the imported goods in the production of the final 

product.  
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2.2.7. CALIBRATION 

The SAM represents equilibrium in the economy. All the parameters in the equations 

that are modelling the economy are calibrated to reproduce such equilibrium.  

The process to calculate the parameters is as follows: 
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aij is the technological coefficient that represents the production of the sector i that is 

required by the production of sector j. It is calculated through the element mij in the 

SAM and the local output of the sector j Xj. 
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mlj and mkj are respectively the components of the labor and capital vector of the sector 

j. 

The tax rate for each type of tax is calculated as the rate between the tax collection and 

the taxable income. 

Additionally the parameter of the Cobb-Douglas aggregators are calculated by imposing 

the first order conditions to the maximizations of the firm´s profits and consumer´s 

utility. 

2.2.8. LABOR MARKET 

In the simplest formulation labor and capital are inelastically supplied, regardless of 

their prices. This assumption can be somehow acceptable for capital, as this factor could 

be considered as not being utility producer. For this reason the aggregate labor 

endowment demanded by the firms is not fixed, and the clearing condition is not being 
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imposed. The idle resources can be then considered as unemployment. This behavior 

will be imposed assuming that the real wage is sensitive to the unemployment rate. This 

sensitivity is related to the power of unions, or any other socioeconomic factors 

inducing frictions and rigidities in the labor market. The idea behind the proposed 

formulation is that of a wage curve (Blanchflower and Oswald, 1990, 1994) that 

captures the relationship between the real wage   pwl  and the unemployment rate 

u through a parameter β.   
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When β is large, then we have the case of rigid salaries, and when β is decreasing, the 

salaries are more flexible. We now introduce the elasticity ε of the real wage with 

respect to unemployment: 
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We observe that when ε→0 then β→∞ (rigid wages), and when ε→∞ then β→0 

(flexible wages). The value of the elasticities for Spanish regions has been estimated in 

previous works (Bande et al., 2012); therefore, the parameter β is also estimated. 

This model follows the implementation of Kehoe et al. (1995), based on the use of the 

elasticity of the real wage relative to the unemployment: 
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Where ͞w is the real wage rate and ͞u is the benchmark unemployment rate. 

2.2.9. MODEL RESOLUTION 

Due to the Walras´s law, one equation is redundant, for this reason one of the prices has 

to be chosen as numéraire and the results will be referred to this numéraire price. In this 

case the salary wage has been chosen as numéraire. 
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The economic structure of the model is translated to a nonlinear system of equations. 

The equilibrium is reached when the consumers maximize their utility, the firms their 

benefits. In addition, the government redistributes among the different actors in the 

economy. All markets also reach their equilibrium; at each market of factors and goods 

the demand equals the supply.  

GAMS software module computes the benchmark equilibrium and uses it as an internal 

basis for subsequent simulation. This guarantees very fast compilation and execution 

time and in practice yields convergence in all studied cases. 

2.2.10. THE DATABASE 

Once the model is stablished, it is calibrated using as reference the SAM of the 

Andalusian economy for 2010 assembled by Cardenete et al (2011) with the sectors of 

transport disaggregated as it has been explained in chapter 1. The SAM includes 33 

productive sectors, the 25 original ones where the sector of transport has been split in 8 

sectors of transport and the annexed services to the transport, plus two primary factors 

(labor and capital), a capital account (savings and investment), a private consumption 

account, a foreign sector, a government account that collects the taxation, one indirect 

tax to production, a direct taxation to the next income, and taxation to the labor. The 

matrix structure is such that for each sector the sum by column equals the sum by row.  
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2.3. METHODOLOGY 

2.3.1. KEY SECTORS ANALYSIS. 

To have a measure about the relative importance of the sectors in an economy, two 

approaches are commonly carried out in the literature. One is based on the matrix of 

multipliers that was first developed by Rasmussen (1956). In this approach the 

multiplier effect of each sector is the result of aggregating by columns the elements in 

the matrix of multipliers. In this approach the multiplier effect of each sector is the 

result of aggregating by columns the elements in the matrix of multipliers. The 

importance of each sector is based on these results. Consequently, the key sectors are 

defined as those where pull effects gathered in this multipliers are above the average. 

The multipliers are a measure of the intensity of its links with sectors providing inputs. 

They establish the capability of one sector to spread increases on demand towards other 

sectors through the inputs required from it   

A second approach is the Hypothetical Extraction Method (HEM), and it is based on 

simulating the absence of each sector and their effect. This method was first developed 

by Paelink, De Caevel and Degueldre (1965) and Miller (1966), and further developed 

by Strasset (1968). In this approach measure of the importance of each sector in the 

economy is the difference in the gross output when the sector is hypothetically 

extracted. 

These methodologies are well developed when making use of IO or SAM models, and 

they have been already used in the analysis of the different sector of transport in 

Andalusia in chapter 1, as well as in other sectorial impacts analysis in Andalusia, such 

as the petrochemical industry (Cardenete and Sancho, 2014) and the aerospace industry 

(Cardenete and López, 2015) 

This time the methodology will be slightly different, as the model will be a CGE instead 

of a linear one (IO or SAM). With a CGE approach some of the limitations of linear 

models are overcome: CGE model takes into account how changes in prices, due to 

changes in demand and restrictions in the supply of goods and factors, can produce 

negative impacts.  
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2.3.2. HYPOTHETICAL EXTRACTION METHOD (HEM) 

This methodology has been already explained in chapter 1 of this thesis, but here it is 

going to be used with a CGE model.   

Cardenete et al (2013) already introduced the extension of HEM to be used with CGE 

models, and also highlighted the limitations of this methodology. One of them is that 

effect is measured in terms of the total output; however, it is more convenient to 

measure it in terms of GDP. Other limitation in the classic formulation is that, as the 

final demand remains constant, there is not real effect on the domestic output; all the 

change is hence a consequence of the adjustment in the intermediate consumption. In 

addition, it has to be assumed that the external sector is a perfect substitutive for the 

inputs that the rest of sectors cannot afford from sector i, and for the inputs that sector i 

is not buying from the rest of the sectors. Finally, this methodology applied with linear 

models is not taking into account all the economic connections which leads to 

adjustments in quantities and prices. The final demand should be furthermore 

considered as endogenous instead of fixed. 

Some of these shortcomings are overcome through the use of CGE models. This 

methodology will be adapted to the use of a CGE replacing in the model the technology 

matrix A by the matrix with the extracted sector. The model will react to reach a new 

equilibrium adjusting quantities and prices and subsequently, it can be performed a new 

estimation of key sectors, following the gross output criteria as in the classical 

approach, or in terms of GDP as the CGE approach also allows. This analysis and 

comparison is performed in chapter 4. 

2.3.3. MULTIPLIER ANALYSIS 

Another important analysis to define economic policies is to define the sector 

multipliers. These multipliers are very popular in economic policy as a way to evaluate 

the effectiveness of government spending. As it happens with the key sector analysis, it 

is a well-known methodology when it is applied with linear models, and very popular 

due to their simplicity. Finally they are easily implementable and empirically 

operational.  

If we consider a linear model, the equation that describes the equilibrium of the 

economy is the one already shown in equation (1.3). This equation can be rewritten as Y 
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= M∙X, where M is (I-A)
-1

. Matrix M represents the multiplier matrix in a linear 

economy. When it is used to calculate multipliers with linear models it has the same 

limitations and advantages that have been previously described: it neglects how changes 

in the demand for inputs and scare resources affect prices, producing a negative impact. 

They furthermore look at the world as it is fully linear, not taking into account 

aggregate supply constraints, such as fixed amounts of labor and capital.   

As in the HEM, these limitations are overcome with the use of a CGE model that 

determines at the same time prices and quantities, avoiding linearity in the relationships 

between actors in the economy. 

The process that has been followed to establish multipliers with the use of a CGE model 

has been already used by Cardenete et al. (2012), who already highlighted some of the 

limitations of linear models in the determination of multipliers. To obtain multipliers 

making use of the CGE model, the government demand, which is exogenously defined 

in the CGE model, is increased in one unit; therefore, a new equilibrium is reached in 

terms of prices and quantities of goods and factors. The multiplier effect is the change in 

the output when compared with the benchmark. 

As in the extraction method, the use of a CGE model allows us to stablish multipliers 

not only in terms of gross output, as in the linear models, but also in terms of GDP. 
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2.4.  NUMERICAL RESULTS 
 

2.4.1. KEY SECTORS WITH THE HYPOTHETICAL EXTRACTION 

METHOD (HEM) 

The sector of transport of passenger by train has not been solved due to the fact that the 

model was not able to find a feasible solution because of the weight of the subsidies. 

The values are presented in terms of variations as in equation (1.5) measured in 

percentage relative to the initial equilibrium; a negative value therefore represents a 

decrease in the hypothetical extraction method relative to the initial equilibrium, 

denoting a positive impact of the sector in the economy.  

Table 2.1 shows the values obtained through the HEM for the modes of transport in 

Andalusia in 2010, using a CGE model. The results are presented not only in terms of 

changes on percentage of the gross output, but also in terms of GDP and unemployment 

rate. In table 2.2 are presented into brackets the positions of the modes of transport in a 

list with all the sectors in the economy ordered by the HEM results. In the same table de 

modes of transport are ordered attending to the relative position among them.   

Table 2.1.  

Data for HEM of modes of transport in Andalusia 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 

 

 

 

Linear Approach

% Change in 

Gross Output

% Change in 

GDP

% Change in 

Unemployment 

Rate

% Change in 

Gross Output

22 Transport of passenger by road 0,2249 0,0407 0,0679 0,7710

23 Transport of cargo by road 0,4201 -0,1216 -0,7052 2,8254

24 Transport of cargo by train 0,0089 0,0030 -0,0421 0,0307

26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (HST) 0,1161 -0,0036 0,0624 0,1865

27 Transport of passenger by air 0,0194 -0,0105 0,1040 0,1032

28 Transport of passenger by sea 0,0082 -0,0191 0,1286 0,0516

29 Transport of cargo by sea 0,0171 -0,0028 0,0014 0,0505

Means of Transport

CGE Approach

Data for HEM of means of transport in Andalusia, 2010
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Table 2.2. 

 Relative position of modes of transport in Andalusia based on HEM data. 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 

The analysis of the results from the CGE model in terms of gross output shows that the 

sectors of transport have values that put them at the bottom of the table, however, with 

positive values. These values represent a loss in the gross output when the sector is 

hypothetically extracted; therefore it has a positive impact in the economy. These 

comparative low values mean that when the sector is extracted the impact in the gross 

output is not as important as when other sectors are extracted. When comparing the 

values in terms of gross output from the linear model and from the CGE model it is 

important to highlight that the relative position between sectors, except for transport by 

sea, is the same. The relative position between all the sectors does not change a lot 

either. It is therefore not so different to use a CGE model or a linear model from a 

qualitative point of view; nevertheless, it is not the same from a quantitative point of 

view. If we compare two modes of transport that sometimes enter into competition such 

as air transport and high speed train (HST), this one reaches values five times higher 

than air transport when the CGE model is used and roughly two with the linear one. In 

general, gross output values are much higher than the ones from the CGE model, and all 

are positive. This is a consequence of the highly biased appraisals of the results of linear 

models due to their restrictions. 

CGE model allows the use of other concepts for comparing the relevance of sectors in 

the economy (GDP, employment, consumer utility). GDP could be the most useful 

Linear Approach

% Change in Gross 

Output
% Change in GDP

% Change in 

Unemployment Rate

% Change in Gross 

Output

cargo by road (19) passenger by road (6) cargo by road (1) passenger by road (18)

passenger by road (21) cargo by train (7) cargo by train (4) cargo by road (25)

HST (23) cargo by sea (8) cargo by sea (5) HST (28)

passenger by air (25) HST (9) HST (7) passenger by air (29)

cargo by sea (26) passenger by air (10) passenger by road (8) passenger by sea (30)

cargo by train (27) passenger by sea (11) passenger by air (9) cargo by sea (31)

passenger by sea (28) cargo by road (16) passenger by sea (10) cargo by train (32)

Position in a table of 33 sectors, sorted by their impact according to HEM, 

of means of transport in Andalusia, 2010

CGE Approach
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aggregate to give a classification about the relevance of a sector or the impact of a 

certain policy. It has a more economic significance, avoiding double-counting of 

production that accumulates the gross output. GDP can also be used as a proxy of the 

welfare. In this case it is very interesting to observe how the position of the modes of 

transport move from the lower positions in the table, with the lowest impact among the 

all sector, to the upper positions with the higher values. 

It is also relevant how the values for the GDP can be negative instead of being always 

positive in some cases. It reveals a negative effect when a sector is extracted due to the 

effect of prices on the allocation of resources. 

A new point of view has been added to this analysis through the use of changes in 

unemployment rate. Negative values highlight a decrease in the unemployment rate 

when a sector is extracted; therefore, it reveals a negative impact of the sector in terms 

of employment, according to the HEM. This is due to effect that the extraction of the 

sector has in the prices relative to the wages. If real wages are lower than in the 

benchmark then unemployment rate decreases in final equilibrium. Among all the 

modes of transport, the HEM shows a positive effect transport of cargo by road and by 

train on employment; however, it shows a negative effect in the rest of sectors. From a 

qualitative point of view the sectors of transport are in the upper half of the sectors with 

higher impact in the economy, when they are classified in accordance with the 

unemployment rate impact. In addition, their relative position matches with the ones in 

accordance with the GDP, except for the transport of passengers and in particular cargo 

by road. It changes from position 16 to position 1. 

The classification of the sectors in an economy under the HEM in terms of GDP 

matches better with the real behavior of the economy. It is more in line with the 

classification that can be done according to the impact in the employment or in the 

customer utility, always under the HEM approach. It has then more economic 

significance than the gross output. 

Coming back to the comparison between HST and air transport, the impact in the 

economy of HST is more important than the impact of air transport, but both are 

important in the economy, being in position 9 and 10 in a list of all sectors classified in 

accordance with the impact in terms of GDP under the HEM. 
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In addition, it can also be highlighted the importance of the transport by road 

(passengers in terms of the GDP and cargo for employment), and from a global point of 

view the importance of all the modes of transport in the economy. 

2.4.1. SECTOR MULTIPLIERS  

As it has been already stated before, the importance of the multipliers consist in their 

ability to evaluate the effectiveness of government expenditure, what makes these 

multipliers very popular in economy policy. Table 2.3 shows the numerical results for 

the multipliers of modes of transport calculated with a CGE. Table 2.4 shows the 

position in a list of sectors of transport among the all sectors in the economy, when they 

are ordered according to the values of their multipliers.  

Table 2.3.  

Multipliers based on linear and CGE models 

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Linear Model

Gross Output 

Multipliers

GDP 

multipliers

Unemployment 

rate change

Gross Output 

Multipliers

22 Transport of passenger by road -1,14 -0,20 0,0066 2,93

23 Transport of cargo by road -0,58 -0,07 0,0067 2,63

24 Transport of cargo by train -0,07 0,07 0,0064 2,91

26 Transport of passenger by high speed train (HST) -0,27 -0,13 0,0068 2,97

27 Transport of passenger by air 0,15 0,05 0,0066 2,37

28 Transport of passenger by sea 0,31 0,04 0,0066 3,10

29 Transport of cargo by sea 0,00 -0,02 0,0067 2,70

Sector

Data of Multipliers of means of transport in Andalusia, 2010

CGE Approach
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Table 2.4.  

Relative position of modes of transport based on multipliers from linear and CGE 

models 

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

One of the main differences when we use a CGE model instead of a linear model is that 

not all sectors are winners. In some sectors the increase in demand will lead to a 

decrease in the gross output and some values can be therefore negative; however, in 

linear models all multipliers are positive. As it has been already pointed out, this is a 

consequence of having supply constrains in the model; therefore, when the government 

requests for higher demand in one sector, the resources for this increase shift from other 

sectors.  These sectors have consequently to readjust their production levels and prices. 

Another contribution is that the increase in the government expenditure gets the deficit 

worse and therefore reduces the investment, which is a component of the aggregate 

demand. These both effects can lead to a decrease in the global output.  

Multipliers of the CGE model are highly biased in comparison with the ones from the 

linear model. This is due to the lack of supply restrictions what leads to higher 

multipliers. The figures from a CGE model are thus much lower than the ones from a 

linear model. The multiplier effects could not be therefore as important as they had been 

foreseen by a linear model. In contrast, they could be much lower. They could indeed 

reach negative values. From a qualitative point of view, the relative importance of 

sectors of transport is also far away in both cases (using a CGE model or a linear 

model). As an example, when we compare again the air transport and HST, both are 

Linear Approach

Gross Output 

Multipliers
GDP multipliers

Unemployment rate 

change

Gross Output 

Multipliers

passengers by sea (16) cargo by train (8) cargo by train (2) passenger by sea (6)

passengers by air (17) passenger by air (9) passenger by air (4) HST (13)

cargo by sea (18) passenger by sea (11) passenger by sea (8) passenger by road (15)

cargo by train (19) cargo by sea (17) passenger by road (9) cargo by train (16)

HST (20) cargo by road (22) cargo by road (10) cargo by sea (20)

cargo by road (21) HST (26) cargo by sea (11) cargo by road (22)

passenger by road (29) passengers by road (28) HST (24) passenger by air (29)

Position in a table of 33 sectors, sorted by their multipliers, 

of means of transport in Andalusia, 2010

CGE Approach
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competitors in some routes, the relative importance of air transport in terms of 

multipliers in the CGE case is higher than the HST (with positive values for air 

transport, and negative values for HST), whereas HST is more relevant in the case we 

use a linear model. Anyway, in both cases the modes of transport are in the bottom half 

of the table (except passenger by sea in the linear model). They reach higher positions in 

the case of a linear model. 

One interesting multiplier that can be also calculated in the CGE model is the multiplier 

in terms of GDP instead of gross output. In other words, how the GDP changes when 

the government demand increases. In this case the multipliers are much lower because 

they are not taking into account the interindustry demand. In general, the relative 

position of modes of transport in relation to the rest of sector in the economy is better in 

terms of GDP than in terms of gross output multipliers, except for HST. For some 

modes of transport the relative position is improved significantly, as it is the case of 

cargo by train or the air transport. If we compare again the air transport and HST, the 

difference is even more important in terms of GDP than in terms of gross output.  

Another parameter that the CGE model allows to calculate is the impact in the 

unemployment rate. In this case when the demand of the government increases, the 

unemployment rate also increases in all cases. This could be explained in terms of the 

production, by the effect that the increase on the government demand has in savings 

through the government deficit. Lower savings also means lower investment and lower 

production; it can be also explained in terms of prices by the effect of higher prices 

relative to salaries, which leads to lower real wages. In equilibrium lower real wages are 

possible with an increase in the unemployment rate. Anyway, the relative position in a 

list of the modes of transport is in the upper half when compared with the rest of 

sectors, except for HST.  

Another conclusion is that transport of cargo by train is much more relevant in terms of 

multipliers than the cargo by road, under any criteria we use. These two modes are 

frequently compared as they also compete. 

Before finishing this presentation of result of multipliers, it has to be also highlighted 

that the multiplier in CGE approach is calculated as a result of an increase of the 

demand of the government. However in the linear model it is done through an increase 
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in the total demand. This represents also a source of differences on the results. It is also 

a point that favors the use of CGE models instead of linear models. 

2.4.2. ADDITIONAL SIMULATIONS 

One of the tools in economic policy is to increase the demand of the government in 

certain sectors, normally in those with a higher impact in the economy. In the case of 

the transport this could be more difficult than to favor certain sectors of transport 

through other economic policies, as the subsidies. It is what is usually done somehow in 

the air transport in order to assure the air service in certain areas for providing with 

tourists to the tourism sector. 

Following this approach we are going to simulate the impact of this policy in the two 

transport modes we are comparing so far: the high speed train (HST) and the air 

transport. The simulation will consist of providing a subsidy. It will be modeled through 

a reduction in the direct taxation of 10%, 20% and 30%. The increase in the total output, 

GDP, unemployment rate as well as the impact on the tax collection will be calculated. 

Table 2.5 shows the changes in the magnitudes when the indirect taxation of these 

sectors is decreased a 10%, 20% or 30%. In table 2.6 same magnitudes are considered 

but in terms of elasticity to the decrease in the tax collection. 

The effect on the increase of gross output, GDP and the decrease in unemployment rate 

and tax collections is proportional to the decrease in the indirect taxation. This is 

confirmed by the ratio between the variation in output and GDP relative to the decrease 

in tax collection. This ratio is constant in all scenarios. In addition, the impact in the air 

transport is much higher than in HST in any scenario. Moreover, the cost of this policy 

in terms of reduction of tax collection is overcome by the increase of gross output and 

GDP, as well as a reduction of unemployment rates. 
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Table 2.5.  

Variation of magnitudes versus a reduction of indirect taxation 

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

If we focus on this data but in terms of elasticities to the reduction of the tax collection, 

the values for gross output and GDP are greater than the ones in absolute value and they 

do not change in any scenario. The effect is always positive, and it is more important in 

the air transport than in HST, as it was already highlighted when we compared only 

variations instead of elasticities.  

Table 2.6. 

 Elasticities to tax reduction. 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 

For unemployment rates the effect of increasing the reduction in taxes is quite different. 

The effect is slightly higher when the % of reduction in indirect taxation increases. The 

effect in air transport is more important than in HST. 

If we compare these results with the multipliers in previous paragraph, it can be 

concluded that, in accordance with the CGE model used in the simulation, the policy of 

subsidies to the air transport or to HST obtains better results than the policy of 

increasing the demand of services from the public administration. Both ways of 

promoting the transport are possible. 

  

AIR HST AIR HST AIR HST AIR HST AIR HST AIR HST

10% 1,05 0,18 1,11 0,34 -0,55 -0,68 -5,16 -2,04 -13,02 -1,83 -5,14 -1,28

20% 2,10 0,37 2,23 0,69 -1,09 -1,35 -10,56 -4,32 -13,01 -1,83 -5,13 -1,28

30% 3,15 0,55 3,34 1,03 -1,64 -2,03 -15,96 -6,59 -12,99 -1,83 -5,12 -1,28

UNEMPLOY (%*10
-4

)OUTPUT (%*10
-4

) GDP (%*10
-4

) TAX COLL. (%*10
-4

) ΔOUTPUT/ΔTAX Δ GDP/ Δ TAX

AIR HST AIR HST AIR HST

10% -1,93 -0,27 -2,04 -0,51 9,45 3,02

20% -1,92 -0,27 -2,04 -0,51 9,66 3,19

30% -1,92 -0,27 -2,04 -0,51 9,72 3,25

Elasticities

Output-Tax Coll. GDP-Tax Coll. Unempl-Tax Coll
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2.5. CONCLUSIONS 

Previous studies with linear models, as the one carried out in previous chapter, have 

already emphasized that the behavior of the modes of transport is very different; 

therefore, it is necessary to consider them in a segregated way.  

The differences between using linear and CGE models have been highlighted through 

an application to the modes of transport in Andalusia. This application shows the 

restrictions of linear models and the improvements of CGE models over these ones. 

Through the use of two methods, Hypothetic Extraction Method (HEM) and Output 

Multipliers, this chapter evaluates the importance of modes of transport in the economy 

of Andalusia. CGE models have the possibility of better match with the real behavior of 

the economy; the use of appropriate CGE models is therefore strongly recommended. 

Thanks to the use of a CGE model, we have calculated the impact of the sectors of 

transport, as well as the multipliers, not only in terms of the gross output but also in 

terms of GDP and unemployment rate. The results are quite different when the criterion 

is gross output, GDP or unemployment rate. These results are lower in terms of GDP 

than in terms of gross output, however the relative importance of sectors of transport is 

improved in terms of GDP. 

This chapter assesses the importance of the sectors of transport in the economy of 

Andalusia through the use of HEM. The relative importance of the sectors of transport 

does not change significantly when it is calculated by using a CGE or a linear model, 

even if the value of their impact is very different in each case. In terms of gross output 

the sectors of transport are not among the most significant, however they are in terms of 

GDP and unemployment rate. Transport of passengers by road is the most important 

mean of transport in terms of GDP. Cargo by road is the most important in terms of 

employment although it is the least important in terms of impact on GDP. If we 

compare HST and air transport, because they both are competing in some routes, HST is 

more important than air transport in terms of GDP and employment. In any case both 

are in intermediate positions among all sectors of transport.  

Regarding gross output multipliers, they are much lower in the CGE model, and 

negatives in some cases. The relative position of the sectors of transport is not the same 

either. The air transport is the one with lower multiplier in linear model; however, it is 
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the second one when the CGE model is used and it is more important than HST, which 

is the second one when the linear model is used. This is an example of how the results 

are different depending on the model used. 

The advantage of using a CGE model is that the multipliers can be calculated also in 

terms of GDP and unemployment rate. Multipliers in terms of GDP are obviously lower 

than in terms of gross output because they are closer to the net multipliers. The relative 

position of the modes of transport does not change a lot. Only cargo by sea and 

passengers by road change their position significantly. All the multipliers of the sectors 

of transport in terms of unemployment rate have negative and very similar value. The 

unemployment rate increases due to lower real salaries and less investment, as a 

consequence of the increase of the government´s deficit. According to the values of the 

multipliers, sectors of transport seem to be more important in terms of employment than 

in terms of GDP. The most important mean of transport in terms of multipliers is the 

transport of cargo by train, followed by the air transport. Surprisingly the relative 

importance of HST is much lower that air transport.  It has the lower multipliers in 

terms of unemployment rate and the second last in terms of GDP among all sectors of 

transport. This result is the opposite of the one provided by multiplier analysis with 

linear models. Transport by road (passengers and cargo) are the other ones with worse 

multipliers in terms of GDP. 

This chapter also carries out a simulation with a CGE model to illustrate the potential 

usefulness of this family of models compared with the linear models. The simulation 

evaluates the impact of subsidies on HST and air transport, instead of an increase on the 

government´s demand. This increase on the government‘s demand could have a 

negative impact on the economy, in accordance with the values of the multipliers. On 

the other hand, the result of a decrease of the indirect taxation is positive in terms of 

employment and GDP. This policy is much more effective in the air transport than in 

the HST. The effect is not dependent on the tax reduction. 

The results of the multiplier analysis and key sectors by HEM are different if a linear 

model or a CGE model is used. CGE models improve the richness of the analysis as 

they can be better reproduce the real economy and solve some of the limitations of 

linear models. CGE models allow making analysis in terms of magnitudes that linear 

models cannot, such as GDP and unemployment rate. CGE model has a better economic 
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significance than gross output, which is commonly used in the analysis based on linear 

models. 

But CGE models have also their own limitations. As they are complex models, their 

results will be closer to the reality insofar as the equations in the model can match with 

the real economy. In this line, the CGE model can be improved to reach better results, 

such as making the model dynamic, using nested technologies based on CES with 

substitution elasticities different from one, or using different closing rules that are more 

appropriate for a regional economy.  

In the domain of transport economics in regional economies in Spain, this chapter treats 

to be a first approach to the use to the use of CGE models for helping the decision 

makers with a wider view than the one provided by simpler linear models. This work 

shows how CGE models can overcome the limitations of linear models, offering more 

flexibility. The use of CGE models can lead to different results and conclusion; 

however, CGE models needs to be attuned to the relevant scenario before its empirical 

applicability, to exploit all their power. In this sense this first approach leaves room for 

their improvement. 
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3.1. INTRODUCTION. 

This chapter continues dealing with the question of the effectiveness of the public 

expenditure policies, and it details the procedure for using a dynamic CGE model to 

solve one the cases related to sectors of transport.   

To assess this effectiveness it has been put in place different methodologies to measure 

the impact of these policies. This effect can be measured in terms of impact in the 

global output, salaries or employment.  

One of the relevant sectors in any economy is the sector of transports, due to their 

weight in the economy, and how they interact with the rest of sectors. The investment in 

infrastructure of transport is the blood of the economy and fuel the economic growth. 

Manufactured goods and rough materials are moved from one place to another through 

a transport system. Transport makes also possible the transport of people, what ease the 

commercial activity of the companies beyond the limits of their geographical area of 

activity.  

In chapters 1 and 2 it has been also highlighted the importance of the transport in the 

economy due to their weight in the economy, and how they interact with the rest of 

sectors. It makes possible the transport of people, manufactured goods and rough 

materials. It also represents an essential component for industries such the tourism, 

which requires of minimum levels of accessibility for their development. 

From this perspective, the European Union is favoring the improvement of the 

communications all around Europe. The goal is to create a European net of transports 

(TEN-T). 

3.1.1. THE PORT OF ALGECIRAS´ BAY. 

In this net the port of Algeciras is an important node. It is both Mediterranean and 

Spanish number one port
1
 and it is placed in an exceptional geo-strategic location, on 

the crossroads of the world’s main cargo shipping lanes, close to the Strait of Gibraltar 

in the south of Spain. It is the second maritime enclave with more traffic in the world. It 

also belongs to the “Cero Deviation“ seaway. This sea lane goes around the world 

                                                             
1
 Puertos del Estado. Ministry of Transport. Spanish Government.  http://www.puertos.es/es-

es/estadisticas/Paginas/estadistica_mensual.aspx  

http://www.puertos.es/es-es/estadisticas/Paginas/estadistica_mensual.aspx
http://www.puertos.es/es-es/estadisticas/Paginas/estadistica_mensual.aspx
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passing also through the Malaca strait and Suez and Panama straits; therefore, 

Andalusia is somehow in the middle of the world network of transport of loads.  

Algeciras Bay´s port is a Western Mediterranean “hub” for container transshipment. Its 

traffic evolution over the last few years ranks it as one of the top 5 European ports, and 

the number among Mediterranean ports both in total throughput and container handling. 

In 2013, it broke through the 90-million tons barrier for total cargo throughput for the 

first time in its history.  

The Port of Algeciras Bay is classified as a primary rail hub for both the Mediterranean 

and Atlantic TEN-T rail corridors of the European Core Network. It means that 

Algeciras´ port is one of only a few European ports that will become the starting point 

for two of TEN-T’s main rail corridors. 

3.1.2. THE EUROPEAN NET OF TRANSPORT. RAIL CORRIDORS. 

The transport corridors belong to the European net of transport. They are built in such a 

way that makes it compatible with the trains travelling all around Europe. This means 

that corridors will have the international gauge, electrification of 25KVA AC and 

European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS). These corridors would allow the 

traffic of trains up to 750 meters long. The corridors will also have double railway, 

except in the stretch from Bobadilla to Algeciras. 

Once those containers arrive to the destiny port, the shipping line has to decide which 

mean of ground transport will be used to carry the containers to their final destiny. The 

train is usually the most efficient and less costly ground mean of transport; therefore, 

the improvement of the access by train to the center of Spain and to the rest of Europe 

will has an impact in the activity of the port. On the other hand, it can be also foreseen a 

shift from the road transport to the train transport due to the better accessibility by train 

to the center of Spain. In 2014 roughly 138.000 tons were transported by rail versus 

9.500.000 tons by road.  

The starting of the infrastructures is foreseen for the year 2020. The works started in 

2015, and the cost is partially financed by the European Union through the FEDER 

funds.  

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/L%C3%ADnea_Bobadilla-Algeciras
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This chapter is organized as follows. Section two reviews the methodology used in this 

chapter. In the third it is explained the main characteristics of the dynamic model. In the 

fourth section the different scenarios are described as well as how the impact has been 

modeled. In section five results are shown and analyzed. Finally section 6 concludes 

and summarizes. 
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3.2. METHODOLOGY 

The effect of this new infrastructure in the Andalusian economy will be performed 

through the use of a Computational General Equilibrium (CGE) model. The CGE 

will also add a dynamic component to evaluate the effect along several periods of 

time. 

Most of the CGE models developed over the years are static. They are useful to 

compare the equilibrium ex-ante with the one reached after the simulation of a shock or 

a certain economic policy. However in certain cases it could be useful to have a grow 

path for the endogenous variables. This is the goal of these dynamic CGEs. 

This family of models includes the dynamic behavior through changes in capital stock. 

The most popular approach is the growth model of Ramsey with a representative 

consumer with infinite lifetime.  The model of Ramsey (1928) was later on improved by 

Cass (1965) and Koopmans (1965). However there are also models based on 

overlapping generations.  

Scarf and Hansen (1973) started the use of dynamic CGE models.  However Johansen 

(1974) was the first one to develop a dynamic CGE to depict the Norwegian economy. 

Harberger (1962) was another early user of the dynamic CGEs to show the impact of 

taxation in an economy with two sectors. 

Since nineties the dynamic CGE models have become more common in the literature. 

These models have been used to analyze policy issues in disciplines such as the 

taxation, international trade or climate change. A good review of the literature about 

dynamic-CGE models including recent applications can be found in Cardente and 

Delgado (2015).  This work is also the last application of this family of models to the 

Andalusian economy. 

Dynamic-CGE models have been also used in the field of transportation.  The Spatial 

CGE models are widely used in the impact analysis of infrastructures. Bröcker et al. 

(2004), instead on including transportation as a production sector, treated it by assuming 

that goods lose value in transit between regions in proportion to the transport costs, in 

line with the “iceberg” model of Samuelson (1954). Latter on Bröcker and 

Korzhenevych (2013) propose a dynamic extension that allows factors to adjust. Rather 

than iterating a series of static models, Bröcker and Korzhenevych’s model is forward 
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looking and formulated in continuous time. Kim et al. (2004) use the concept of spatial 

accessibility explored in Vickerman et al. (1999) to model the effects of transport. This 

dynamic model consists of a within-period static CGE model combined with an 

intertemporal model to update exogenous variables including capital stock, determined 

by investment, as well as population and government expenditure. The model is thus 

recursive, and, unlike Bröcker and Korzhenevych (2013), decisions are optimized for 

each static time period only. 

This work evaluates the impact of the new rail infrastructure in the port of Algeciras. 

It will be done in terms of an increase of the traffic and also the shift from the road 

transport to the train. This work, however, is not taking into account the impact of 

the construction of the infrastructures, neither the effect of the attractiveness of the 

area to the installation of new industries. 
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3.3. THE DYNAMIC MODEL 

The model has been developed from the one already used in chapter 2 of this 

dissertation. The changes introduced in this model are explained in this paragraph here 

after.  

One of the main changes has been the use of CES aggregators instead of Cobb-Douglas 

for the combination of internal and imported goods to produce final outputs. CES also 

substitutes Cobb-Douglas to merge labor and capital to give added values, VA. 

The aggregation of imported and locally produced outputs to produce final outputs is 

done according to the following CES function: 

     j
jj

jmjjqjj mqy 


1

        (3.1) 

The substitution elasticity σyj depends on the parameter αj: 

j

yj






1

1
          (3.2) 

The aggregation of labor and capital to produce added value is done also through a CES 

function: 
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        (3.3) 

The substitution elasticity between labor and capital σVAj is a function of parameter βj: 

j

VAj






1

1
           (3.4) 

The initial value of both elasticities are set to 0,5 so the behavior of the both CES 

functions are the same than the Cobb-Douglas, but by using the CES function the 

substitution elasticity can be set to a different value.  

The model that has been used in this chapter is dynamic; consequently, some new 

equations have been added to introduce the dynamic behavior in the model. 
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3.3.1. GROWTH MODEL OF RAMSEY 

There are different approaches to develop a Dynamic-CGE. The growth model of 

Ramsey is the most widely used in the literature. This approach is based on the growth 

model of Ramsey (1928), later improved by Cass (1965) and Koopmans (1965). For our 

purpose we will use of the simple model of Ramsey. 

The model behaves in a different way depending on whether the economy is in a steady 

state or not. The steady state is the one where the economic aggregates such as the 

capital, GDP or investment grow at a constant rate.  

The analysis of the Ramsey´s model starts with the data of the base period of an 

economy in a steady state.  

The representative consumer maximizes the present value of their utility along his 

lifetime. 

 t

t
T

t

CUMax 











0 1

1


        (3.5) 

t represents the periods of time. The lifetime of the consumer is T periods.  is the 

discount factor between periods, U is the utility function and Ct is the consumption in 

the period t. Additionally the representative consumer is facing some restrictions. The 

total production in the economy is dedicated to investment It and consumption Ct. There 

is also a capital depreciation rate denoted as . Finally, the investment cannot be 

negative.  These restrictions are written as follows: 

  tttt ILKFC  ,          (3.6) 

  ttt IKK  11          (3.7) 

0tI            (3.8) 

K is the capital and F is the function of production. The solution to the maximization 

problem subject to these restrictions is gathered in the following equations: 
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1 tt PKP           (3.11) 

Pt, PKt and PKt+1 are the Lagrange multipliers of the maximization problem. These can 

be interpreted as the price of the product, the price of today’s capital and the price of 

tomorrow’s capital. 

One of the objectives is to determine the value of the investment in the steady state. To 

achieve this goal the capital and the labor have to be established first. We start from the 

assumption that the growth rate is g, the depreciation rate is  and the interest rate is r, 

and all of them are known.  The initial labor force L0 is also known, therefore the labor 

force at any time t is as follows: 

  11  tt LgL          (3.12) 

  01 LgL
t

t            (3.13) 

In a steady state economy all the quantities of capital, output, labor and consumption 

grow at the same steady rate g. Therefore the growth path of the capital follows the next 

rule: 

  tt KgK  11          (3.14) 

The interest rate r is fixed. If the future prices are in present value, then: 

 r

P
P t

t



1

1

          (3.15) 

The capital can be rented or purchased. There are therefore two prices of capital, the 

purchase price, PK, and the rental price, RK. If VK is the total return of capital, the 

rental price can be written as follows: 
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ttt RKKVK            (3.16) 

The first order conditions from the maximization problem can be used to define the 

growing path of investment and capital levels in the steady state economy. These 

conditions can be re-written in the following way: 

  ttt RKPKPK  11            (3.17) 

  ttt PrPKtPPK  11    (3.18) 

Equation (18) can be used to substitute PKt+1 and PKt in equation (3.17). It can be thus 

rewritten as: 

    ttt RKPPr  11         (3.19) 

The renting price of capital is: 

  tt PrRK           (3.20) 

The investment is obtained from the second restriction of the maximization problem 

(3.7) and the growing path of the capital. The investment is consequently given by the 

following equation: 

  tt KgI             (3.21) 

This expression is the base for the investment rule in the steady state growth model. 

In the Ramsey´s model the investment can be also referred to the initial capital attending 

to the grow path: 

   01 KtgI
t

t            (3.22) 

CGE models are calibrated with the information in IO tables or SAM. The data 

available will be then the total return of capital in the base period, VK0.  The equations 

(3.16), (3.20) and (3.21) referred to the basic period give us the relation between 

investment and return of capital in the base period: 
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3.3.2. DINAMICS IN THE MODEL 

Here after it is explained how the Ramsey´s model has been introduced in the dynamic 

CGE model. 

From equations (3.7) and (3.14) the investment rule is: 

  ttt KgI 1           (3.24) 

And the growth rule for the capital stock is the equation (3.16): 

  11  ttt KgK          (3.25) 

The capital stock in the basis period is obtained from equations (3.16) and (3.20): 
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          (3.26) 

In the static model investment (I) is calculated as the sum of household savings (Sh), 

deficit of the government (D) and the external deficit (F), therefore I is well established 

once Sh, D and F are also defined. All these variables are endogenously determined in 

the model, as a result, any additional degree of freedom has to be added to the model. 

Household saving (Sh) is defined through the utility function of the consumers. Deficit 

of the government (D) is the difference between the government income through taxes, 

that is endogenously determined in the model, and the government expenditure, that is 

an exogenous variable. The external deficit (F) is the variation between imports (M), 

that are endogenously determined in the model, and exports, that are exogenously 

defined. The government expenditure and imports are the only variables that can be 

added as new degrees of freedom. The government expenditures are quasi-fix. As a 

consequence, if a level of investment is required and the household saving and the 

government deficit are not enough, the external sector will fulfill the required level of 

investment through the external deficit. As the imports are endogenously defined, the 

exports will be also; the exports are thus endogenously determined in the dynamic CGE 

model, in contrast to the static CGE. 
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3.4. MODELLING THE SHOCK AND SCENARIOS 

3.4.1. SHAPING THE SHOCK 

The equations in the model have been also adapted to gather the shock of the rail 

infrastructure in the port of Algeciras. 

The shock will be modeled in two ways. It will be modeled first as an increase of 

exports in the sector of transport of cargo by train, and hence a decrease in the exports 

in the sector of transport of cargo by road. In this case the shock is neutral from the 

point of view of the amount of transported goods. There is only a shift from a transport 

mean to another. The second way of modeling the shock is through an increase of the 

transport by train but without reducing the amount transported by road. The sock 

assumes an increase on the goods transported by ground. 

This effect has been modeled in the equations of production. The expressions that 

define the total output have then modified to change the amount of the external demand 

in different periods of time.  

It has been defined a new parameter that defines the change of the demand of the 

external sector. For each sector this change has been defined in terms of the total output 

of the previous period. 

ttt yDex  1          (3.27) 

For each sector δt is the parameter that defines the increase on the external demand in 

terms of the total output in the previous period of time. This parameter is null except for 

the sectors of transport of cargo by train and road. The values of these parameters are 

defined afterwards. 

This change on the external demand is included in the equation of the total output. 
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Due to the Walras´s law, one equation is redundant, for this reason one of the prices has 

to be chosen as numéraire and the results will be referred to this numéraire price. In this 

case the salary wage has been chosen as numéraire as it was in chapter 2. 

3.4.2. MODELING THE IMPACT OF THE RAIL INFRAESTRCTURE 

The port of Algeciras is one of the most important ports in Europe in terms of freight 

movement. Moreover, it is the most important one in Spain. In 2011 it was the eighth 

busiest port in Europe in total freight traffic and the 49
th

 in the world. In terms of 

container traffic it was the second largest in Spain, the sixth in Europe, and the thirtieth 

in the world. The ports of Rotterdam (Holland), Hamburg (Germany), Antwerp 

(Belgium), Bremen (Germany) and Valencia (Spain) are the ones with higher traffic 

figures than Algeciras in terms of container traffic. 

The port of the Bahia de Algeciras has increased their traffic of cargo roughly a 50% in 

ten years..  

Figure 3.1.  

Total Cargo Traffic Handled in the Port of Algeciras 

 

Source: Port Authority of Algeciras´ Bay 
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Figure 3.2.  

Container Traffic Handled in the Port of Algeciras 

 

Source: Port Authority of Algeciras´ Bay 

 

In 2014 the traffic arrived or left the port by ground through different modes. The less 

relevant was the train. 

 Table 3.1. 

 Modes of transport for cargo to entry and exit from the port of Algeciras (2014) 

 

 

Source: Port Authority of Algeciras´ Bay 

 

Mean of transport used for the entry 

and exit of cargo from the port

Mean of Transport Loaded Unloaded Total

Train 78.760 59.042 137.802

Road 5.215.546 4.189.463 9.405.009

Pipeline 8.073.499 17.105.349 25.178.848

Others 0 971.573 971.573

Without land transport 29.672.564 22.596.578 52.269.142

Total Cargo by mean of transport 43.040.369 44.922.005 87.962.374

Fishing, supplying, inner traffic 3.249.859 3.719.489 6.969.348

Total 46.290.228 48.641.494 94.931.722

Tons
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Figure 3.3. 

 Modal split for cargo entry and exit from the port of Algeciras (2014) 

 

Source: Port Authority of Algeciras´ Bay 

 

In year 2014 the share of load carried by train was negligible. Even making the 

conservative assumption that all the cargo transported by train was containerized, the 

sharing would not be more than 4%. This sharing between train and road is due to the 

lack of the appropriate railway infrastructure. This is the reason why a European rail 

corridor is being proposed. 

If we analyze the relative importance of the rail transport in other port infrastructures in 

Europe, the result is quite interesting. 

In the port of Rotterdam the transport by rail is much more important, even if the 

transport by barge takes a big stake.   
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Figure 3.4.  

Modal split for containers entry and exit from the port of Rotterdam (2014) 

 

Source: Port of Rotterdam 

 

The ports of Bremen and Hamburg, both are also among the biggest ports in Europe, 

have even a higher portion of rail.  

Figure 3.5.  

Modal split for containers entry and exit from the port of Bremen (2014) 

 

Source: Bremenports GmbH & Co KG 
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Figure 3.6.  

Modal split for containers entry and exit from the port of Hamburg (2014) 

 

Source: Port of Hamburg 

 

In terms of containers, the modal split of European ports gives an average of the relative 

weight of the rail transport of around the 30%. Some of the most important ports in 

Europe have relative low figures due to the high importance of the inland waterway, 

such as Rotterdam and Antwerp.  
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Figure 3.7. 

 Modal share in selected ports (Container throughput) in 2013 

 

 

Source: Modal Share of Freight Transport to and from EU Ports. Enrico Pastori, 2015. 

 

The figures are lower in terms of the overall cargo and not only containers. In this case 

the mean is around the 20%. The big European ports which are far from this weight of 

the rail transport it is also due to the relative importance of the inner waterway, such as 

Rotterdam or Antwerp, or the lack of appropriate infrastructure, such as Valencia that is 

also pushing for an European rail corridor. 
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Figure 3.8.  

Modal share in selected ports (Overall throughput) in 2013 

 

Source: Modal Share of Freight Transport to and from EU Ports. Enrico Pastori, 2015. 

 

The rail transport is more relevant in the containerized cargo; therefore the ports where 

the rail transport has a higher weight are also those with a higher percentage of 

containers. The containerized cargo handled in Bremen´s port is the 89.5% of the total 

gross weight, the 65.6% in Hamburg, but only the 25% in Rotterdam. In the port of 

Algeciras the containerized cargo represents the 60% of the total gross weight handled. 

But unlike these European ports, in Algeciras the 90% of the containerized cargo 

handled is transshipment. The transshipment of containers is around the 30% of the total 

in the rest of major ports in Europe. This keeps room for increasing the amount of 
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containers to be transported by train instead of being transferred to smaller ships to 

other ports in Europe. 2 

Based on these data three scenarios are chosen. The scenarios will show the final weight 

of the rail transport in the port of Algeciras. This relative weight will be reached after 

three periods of times (six years), from the entry into service of the rail infrastructure.  

The first simulation has taken into account the shift from one mode of transport, trucks 

by road, to another, transport by train, but it has not taking into account any additional 

increase of traffic due to the more efficient connections of the port with its hinterland. In 

the second simulation the scenarios are based on a net increase on the transport due the 

growth of the transport by train. 

The realistic scenario is based on a weight of the transport by train of 20%. This weight 

takes into account the overall transport of cargo. This 20% is in line with the mean of 

the rest of ports in Europe.  

The 20% of cargo transported by land only means the 32% of the TIR transport. 

Therefore it does not represent a huge change in the behavior of the port’s users and it is 

not difficult to assume it as a realistic scenario. 

Alternatively it has been established a gap of ±10%. The result is an optimistic scenario 

with a weight of the transport by train of 30%, and a pessimistic scenario with a relative 

weigh of the transport by train of 10%.  

In order to introduce these changes into the model it is important to highlight how the 

figures of transport are being treated, mainly the ones referred to the train. In the first 

simulation the increase in the traffic by train also means a decrease in the transport by 

road. The model is simulating a shift of traffic from the transport by road to the train. 

According to the agreed criteria for the MIOAN2010 the transport services rendered by 

non-residents fall on the imported goods exclusively. In the same way, the transport 

services linked to the exports are provided by resident transport units. Following this 

criterion and also in line with the valuation criteria of Eurostat, the transport of goods 

“in transit” carried out by resident units is considered as export of services. Following 

this criteria, and in order to quantify the impact on the quantities transported by road 

                                                             
2
 EUROSTAT: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/transport/data/database 
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and rail, it has been estimated the production of the sectors of transport of loads by road 

and train in terms of ton-kilometer. Based on data of 2014, the total production of the 

transport of loads by road in Andalusia has been estimated3 at 29.356 million of ton-km. 

In the same way the total production in Andalusia of transport of goods by train has 

been estimated4 at 646 million of ton-km. In transport by road the weight of exports in 

terms of ton-km is more important than in terms of ton, as exported goods are carried to 

higher distances than non-exported goods. In the first simulation the shift of loads 

transported from road to train, is modeled as a decrease of exports of transport by road 

and an increase of exports of transport by train. In the second simulation there is an 

increase in the traffic of goods by train but the traffic by road is kept.  

Our simulation has been split in five periods of time. These are two-year periods of 

time, and the infrastructure starts to work in the third period. The year basis is 2010 and 

the last period ends in 2020 

To define the dynamic model based on Ramsey´s growth model it is necessary to 

establish the growth path (see chapter 3.3)  

The changes on real GDP have been taken from the Instituto de Estadística y Geografía 

de Andalucía (IGEA). The interest rate has been estimated based on the 10 year bond’s 

yield and the GDP deflator (estimated by the Bank of Spain, BDE).  The depreciation of 

the capital has been chosen based on the literature. 

The GDP forecast has been chosen based on estimations from the European Union for 

2016 and 2017. The data for 2017 is also taken as proxy for the rest of the periods, from 

2018 to 2010. 

The path is summarized in the following tables: 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
3
 Own estimation based on data from INE and Ministery of Transport (Observatorio del Transporte y la 

Logística en España) 
4
 Own estimation based on data from Andalusia´s Institute of Statistics and Ministery of Transport 

(Observatorio del Transporte y la Logística en España)  
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Table 3.2. 

Economic data for Andalusia (2010-2014)  

 

Table 3.3. 

 Economic data for Andalusia. Estimations 2015-2020  

 

 

Table 3.4 shows the parameters that will be used in the model to simulate the grow path 

in the six two-year periods of time: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameter Source 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

GDP deflactor BdE 0,3% 0,2% 0,1% 0,2% 0,7% -0,5%

Real GDP IGEA -3,5% -1,0% -1,3% -3,0% -1,6% 1,4%

Rate of capital depreciation Literature* 5,0% 5,0% 5,0% 5,0% 5,0% 5,0%

10 year bond´s yield INE 3,8% 5,4% 5,5% 5,3% 4,1% 1,8%

rate of real interest. Estimated 3,5% 5,2% 5,4% 5,1% 3,4% 2,3%

Historical data

Parameter Source 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Real GDP various** 3,2% 2,7% 2,4% 2,4% 2,4% 2,4%

Rate of capital depreciation Literature* 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

rate of real interest. Various*** 1,3% 1,4% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1%

Forecast

Bde: Banco de España (Bank of Spain) 

IGEA: Instituto de Estadíatica y Cartografía  de Andalucía (Statistical and Cartography  office of Andalusia)  

INE: Instituto Nacional de Estadística (Spanish Statistical Institute) 

*Denia, Gallego and Mauleón. 1996 

Various**: BdE (Feb 2016) and UE (http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/eu/countries/spain_es.htm) 

Various***: BdE. Stability Plan 2015-2018 

*Denia, Gallego and Mauleón. 1996 
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Table 3.4.  

Parameters defining the growing path of Ramsey´s model.  

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

Once this parameters are established all along the different periods of time the grow 

path required by the Ramsey´s model is fixed. The shock is also modelled; therefore 

these are the values that will be introduced in the model that has been previously 

defined. The behavior of the model with the sock will be compared with the evolution 

of the economy without the shock.  

3.4.3. SIMULATION WITHOUT TRAFFIC INCREASE. 

Based on the figures of year 2014 the realistic scenario of 20% means 1.908.562 tons 

transported by train. Roughly half of this quantity is entry and the other half is exit. The 

hypothesis is that the load in transit is considered as export if it exits from the region; 

therefore, exports of the sector of transport by train increase in 9.542.811 tons.  In terms 

of tons, it represents about a 106% increase of the final demand of the transport of cargo 

by train. As it has been previously explained, this increase is accounted as exports.  

The cargo shifts from the transport by truck to the transport by train, consequently, the 

demand of the transport by truck decreases. The decrease is calculated in terms of 

kilometer-tons. The increase of the demand of transport by train is about a 2,34% 

decrease of the demand of transport by truck.  

The increases and decreases for the rest of scenarios are calculated following a 

proportional rule. In addition the shock does not happen suddenly but it takes some time 

to reach the final relative weight.  

The parameters of the shock are also summarized in the following tables: 

Parameter
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Real GDP -4,3% -0,2% 6,0% 4,9% 4,9% 4,9%

Rate of capital depreciation 10,3% 10,3% 10,3% 10,3% 10,3% 10,3%

Real interest rate 10,8% 5,8% 2,7% 2,2% 2,2% 2,2%
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Table 3.5.  

Modal split forecast in the port of Algeciras.  

 
Source: Own Elaboration. 

Table 3.6. 

 Increase on traffic by train. Andalusia. 

 
Source: Own Elaboration. 

Table 3.7. 

 Decrease on traffic by road. Andalusia. 

 
Source: Own Elaboration. 

 

 

 

Scenario
Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Pesimistic 3,2% 6,6% 10,0%

Realistic 6% 13% 20%

Optimistic 9,1% 19,1% 30,0%

 Share of transported loads by train 

over the total

Scenario
Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Pesimistic 15,2% 32,8% 53,0%

Realistic 27,2% 61,9% 106,0%

Optimistic 37,3% 88,6% 159,0%

 Increase over the total transported 

loads by train (As exports)

Scenario
Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Pesimistic -0,39% -0,78% -1,17%

Realistic -0,79% -1,57% -2,34%

Optimistic -1,18% -2,35% -3,51%

 Decrease over the total transported 

loads by road (As exports)
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3.4.4. SIMULATION WITH TRAFFIC INCREASE. 

Due to the high amount of transshipment in the port of Algeciras, there is room for 

increasing the transport by train, not only as a shift from the transport by road, but as a 

net increase. This means that the attractiveness of the port due to the new infrastructure 

will produce a growth of the traffic that requires to be transported from the port of 

Algeciras by ground. This increase can be originated not only by a shift from 

transshipment but also by an increase on the overall traffic in the port. The new rail 

infrastructure can make more attractive the transport by train from Algeciras to some 

destinations instead of being transferred to smaller ships to other ports close to the final 

destination. 

From this point of view the first simulation is not taking into account this effect, so a 

second simulation has been modelled. In this simulation the share of goods transported 

by train reaches the same amount than in the first simulation: 10%-20%-30% depending 

on the scenario. But in this case the share is reached without any reduction on the 

amount transported by road. A share of the 20%, keeping the amount transported by 

road, means a 116% increase in the overall transported goods by train. This increase 

will be managed as exports. For the others scenarios the changes follow a proportional 

rule.  

Therefore the model will only take into account the increase on the transport by train as 

exports. The model is the same but the parameters that define the shock are the ones 

referred in the following tables. 

As it can be observed in Annexe 3, the internal production of transport of loads by rail 

in the SAM of Andalusia of 2010 accounted for 35 million euro. 
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Table 3.8.  

Modal split forecast in the port of Algeciras.  

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

Table 3.9. 

 Increase on traffic by train. Andalusia. 

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

Table 3.10.  

Decrease on traffic by road. Andalusia. 

 

Scenario
Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Pesimistic 3,2% 6,6% 10,0%

Realistic 6% 13% 20%

Optimistic 9,1% 19,1% 30,0%

 Share of transported loads by train 

over the total

Scenario
Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Pesimistic 16,5% 35,7% 58,0%

Realistic 29,3% 67,1% 116,0%

Optimistic 39,9% 95,8% 174,0%

 Increase over the total transported 

loads by train (As exports)

Scenario
Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Pesimistic 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Realistic 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Optimistic 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

 Decrease over the total transported 

loads by road (As exports)
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Source: Own Elaboration. 

 

 

 

Once this parameters are fixed all along the periods of time, the grow path required by 

the Ramsey´s model is also defined. The shock is also modeled; these are therefore the 

values that will be introduced in the model that has been previously defined 
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3.5. RESULTS 

The model has been used to drawn up the different magnitudes previous to the shock. 

Afterwards the simulation will be done with the shock. The results with and without the 

sock will be used to compare the effect of the port of Algeciras´s rail infrastructure. 

Labor in the model is endogenous, but it has been assumed the active population as 

steady all along the period of time of the simulation. The evolution of this magnitude in 

Andalusia is shown here after. 

Figure 3.9. 

 Working population in Andalusia (2014) 

 

Source: INE (Spanish Statistical Institute) 

 

Therefore, the variation is negligible. In last years the total amount has kept around four 

million, with variation rates between 1% and -0.5% in years 2010 to 2015. As a 

consequence the hypothesis of keeping the total active population as steady can be 

accepted. 

As part of the simulation runs through periods of time in the past, it is interesting to 

carry out the matching between the data from the simulation and the real data.   
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We are comparing the different magnitudes from the model and the real behavior of the 

economy. The unemployment rate of the model follows the trend but with a momentum 

that prevents it from the sharp changes in the real rate if unemployment. The model can 

increase the rate of change by modifying the parameter β in equation (2.23) in chapter 2. 

There is also a contribution of the increase in the working population that has been 

dismissed.. 

Table 3.11. 

 Comparison between unemployment real data and dynamic-CGE model. 

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016*

Real 27,8% 34,4% 34,8% 30,0%

CGE_Dynamic Model 28,4% 31,9% 30,5% 27,6%  

Source: Own Elaboration. 

 

The other parameter that can be compared is the GDP. In this case the conclusions are 

the same than with the unemployment rate.  

Table 3.12.  

Comparison between GDP real data and dynamic-CGE model. 

GDP variation from 

year to year

Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Real GDP -4,3% -0,2% 6,0% 4,9% 4,9% 4,9%

Dynamic-CGE GDP -4,9% 1,8% 4,9% 4,3% 4,3% 4,3%

Source: Own Elaboration. 

In this case the model also reproduces the trend but the GDP rate of change from one 

period to the following one does not match the ones imposed to calculate the variation 

of the capital stock. The reason is that in the Ramsey´s steady model the capital and the 

labor both grow at the same pace. But in our model only the capital stock is following 

this rule as the labor is endogenous. The buffering of the labor change also leads to 

cushion the changes on the GDP. Changes on the parameter that rules the changes in the 

unemployment rate will also lead to a better match of the GDP variations as well as 

changes in the labor-capital elasticity.   
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Anyway there is a risk of over-optimize the model for a period of time, losing capability 

of reproducing the behavior of the economy in a different period of time, moreover, 

when along last years the performance of the economy has been so radical due to the 

crisis. On the other hand the Ramsey´s model that has been used to introduce model 

dynamics assumes a steady economy. For all these reasons the current formulation of 

the model is kept, as the three periods where the shock is working the economy is 

considered as steady.  

Once it has been justified the predictive capability of the model, what it is really 

important to highlight is the capability of the dynamic model to reproduce the trends of 

the economy, even in a difficult scenario as the current one.  

Then, it is time to have a measure about the shock in the economy of introducing the 

new rail infrastructure feeding the port of Algeciras.  

3.5.1. IMPACT OF THE RAIL INFRAESTRUCTURE WITHOUT 

TRAFFIC INCREASE  

The impact is going to be measure in terms of GDP and employment. The results are 

shown here after for the three scenarios. 

Before, it is good to remember that the figures to be presented are showing the impact 

of the shift from transport by road to transport by train. These figures are not 

considering the potential impact of an increase in the total amount of transported goods 

neither the reduction of the weight of transshipment. However, it is expected that the 

new infrastructure will favor not only the shift from the transport by road to transport by 

train, but also an increase in the traffic of the port and also a reduction of the 

transshipment. The simulation has a neutral impact on the amount of transported goods, 

measured in ton-kilometer. 

According to the results of previous chapter in this dissertation, the shift from the 

transport by road to the transport by train should have a positive impact in the whole 

economy in terms of GDP, as it has a much more positive effect in the economy than 

the transport by road. 

However it is not so clear their impact in terms of employment. The Hypothetic 

Extraction Method (HEM) anticipates a negative impact and the theory of Multipliers a 
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positive impact. Multipliers are calculated in terms of variation of the Government´s 

demand, but the current simulation is based on changes in the external demand. Another 

point that can lead to results different from the ones expected when using the 

Multipliers theory, is that the shock is measured in terms of quantities that produces an 

output of a monetary unit. Such output, when it is measured in quantities, can be 

different from one sector of transport to another. The transport by road has higher costs, 

so the same impact in terms of monetary units has a higher impact in terms of quantities 

(ton-kilometer) in the transport by train than in the transport by road. Therefore the 

impact in terms of multipliers can be overestimated if we use it in this case. 

The impact of the new infrastructure in the port of Algeciras is shown hereafter in terms 

of Andalusia´s GDP. 

Table 3.13. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the GDP (million €) of Andalusia.                                

Best (Optimistic) scenario. 

 
 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

Table 3.14. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the GDP (million €) of Andalusia.                                

Medium (Realistic) scenario. 

 
 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

 

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Baseline Scenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151360 157071 163010

Best Scenario Secenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151360 157073 163015

GDP Variation from Baseline to Best Scenario 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,5 2,1 5,4

GDP Variation from Baseline to Best Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0003% 0,0014% 0,0033%

Impact on GDP-Best Scenario

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Baseline Scenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151360 157071 163010

Medium Secenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151360 157073 163014

GDP Variation from Baseline to Medium Scenario 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,5 1,6 3,6

GDP Variation from Baseline to Medium Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0003% 0,0010% 0,0022%

Impact on GDP-Medium Scenario
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Table 3.15. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the GDP (million €) of Andalusia.                                

Worst (Pessimistic) scenario. 

 
 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

 

The qualitative impact of the shift can be foreseen from previous chapters, but now we 

have the figures. The shift of the transport of loads from the road to the train has a 

positive impact in the economy. This impact has been valued in up to 5,5 million euro. 

The impact follows a constant rate when compared with the percentage shifted from the 

road to the rail. This impact on GDP will be higher if the traffic increases, as it will be 

confirmed in the second simulation, due to increases in the whole traffic or a reduction 

of transshipment. 

The impact on employment has been also calculated. In this case the impact from a 

qualitative point of view was not as clear as the one in GDP was. The impact is shown 

here after for the all three different scenarios. 

It has to be reminded that all prices are relatives to the labor price, which is the 

numeraire price, so the results in terms of GDP are also relatives to the salaries as 

numeraire price.  

 

 

 

 

 

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Baseline Scenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151360 157071 163010

Worst Secenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151360 157072 163012

GDP Variation from Baseline to Worst Scenario 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,4 0,9 1,8

GDP Variation from Baseline to Worst Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0002% 0,0006% 0,0011%

Impact on GDP-Worst Scenario
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Table 3.16. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the unemployment rate of Andalusia.                                

Best (Optimistic) Scenario. 

 
 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

Table 3.17. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the unemployment rate of Andalusia.                                

Medium (Realistic) Scenario. 

 
 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

Table 3.18. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the unemployment rate of Andalusia.                                

Worst (Pessimistic) Scenario. 

 
 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

 

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Labor in Baseline Scanario 417,21 426,90 444,98 462,12 480,00 498,66

Labor in Best Scenario 417,21 426,90 444,98 462,11 479,99 498,65

Labor Variation from Baseline to Best Scenario 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -0,00447 -0,00611 -0,00374

Labor variation from Baseline to Best Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% -0,0010% -0,0013% -0,0007%

Variation on Transport of Goods by Train 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,04493 0,11299 0,21448

Variation in Transport of Goods by Road 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -0,10803 -0,22787 -0,36033

Impact on Labor-Best Scenario

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Labor in Baseline Scanario 417,21 426,90 444,98 462,12 480,00 498,66

Labor in Medium Scenario 417,21 426,90 444,98 462,11 480,00 498,65

Labor Variation from Baseline to Medium Scenario 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -0,00255 -0,00353 -0,00249

Labor variation from Baseline to Medium Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% -0,0006% -0,0007% -0,0005%

Variation on Transport of Goods by Train 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,03276 0,07894 0,14301

Variation in Transport of Goods by Road 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -0,07237 -0,15229 -0,24022

Impact on Labor-Medium Scenario

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Labor in Baseline Scanario 417,21 426,90 444,98 462,12 480,00 498,66

Labor in Worst Scenario 417,21 426,90 444,98 462,12 480,00 498,66

Labor Variation from Baseline to Worst Scenario 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -0,00090 -0,00134 -0,00124

Labor variation from Baseline to Worst Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% -0,0002% -0,0003% -0,0002%

Variation on Transport of Goods by Train 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,01831 0,04183 0,07151

Variation in Transport of Goods by Road 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -0,03576 -0,07570 -0,12011

Impact on Labor-Worst Scenario
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The magnitudes are in terms of labor quantities, but the units have not any direct 

relation to worked hours or direct employment.  

The impact on employment is slightly negative. The transport by road is more labor 

intensive than the transport by train. The decrease of labor demand in the sector of 

transport by road cannot be compensated by the increase on the labor demand in the 

sector of transport by train. The increase on transport by train only covers the 60% of 

the decrease in transport by road. 

Anyway there is a positive indirect and induced effect that minimizes the negative 

impact of the reduction of labor demand. The 40% of the decrease on the labor demand 

in the sector of transport by road that is not covered by the increase of the train is 

reduced to a 1%. In the best scenario this amount of employment is negligible.  

Therefore, it can be concluded that the shift from the transport by road to the transport 

by train, keeping the total amount transported, has a positive impact in the GDP of 

Andalusia of roughly 5,5 million euro. On the other hand the impact on employment is 

neutral.  

3.5.2. IMPACT OF THE RAIL INFRAESTRUCTURE WITH TRAFFIC 

INCREASE  

Here after are shown the results when the share of transport by train is reached through 

an increase on the traffic transported by train. 

Table 3.19. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the GDP (million €) of Andalusia.                                

Best (Optimistic) scenario. 

 
 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

 

 

 

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Baseline Scenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151360 157071 163010

Best Scenario Secenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151363 157078 163022

GDP Variation from Baseline to Best Scenario 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,7 6,7 12,5

GDP Variation from Baseline to Best Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0018% 0,0043% 0,0077%

Impact on GDP-Best Scenario
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Table 3.20. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the GDP (million €) of Andalusia.                                

Medium (Realistic) scenario. 

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

Table 3.21. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the GDP (million €) of Andalusia.                                

Worst (Pessimistic) scenario. 

 
 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

 

 

The impact in the GDP can reach the 13 million euro in the best scenario, and 4 million 

euro in the worst scenario. In this case the result is slighter worse than the best scenario 

when the transported goods are kept and only a shift between transport modes is 

considered.  

As it has done before, it has to be kept in mind that all prices are relatives to the labor 

price, which is the numeraire price, so the results in terms of GDP are also relatives to 

the salaries as numeraire price.  

In terms of employment, in this case, as the increase in the demand of transport by train 

is not compensated by a decrease in the transport by road, the impact is much better. 

 

 

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Baseline Scenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151360 157071 163010

Medium Secenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151362 157076 163018

GDP Variation from Baseline to Medium Scenario 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,0 4,7 8,4

GDP Variation from Baseline to Medium Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0013% 0,0030% 0,0051%

Impact on GDP-Medium Scenario

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Baseline Scenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151360 157071 163010

Worst Secenario GDP 143900 137800 139868 145868 151361 157073 163014

GDP Variation from Baseline to Worst Scenario 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,1 2,5 4,2

GDP Variation from Baseline to Worst Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0007% 0,0016% 0,0026%

Impact on GDP-Worst Scenario
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Table 3.22. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the unemployment rate of Andalusia.                                

Best (Optimistic) Scenario. 

 
 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

 

Table 3.23. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the unemployment rate of Andalusia.                                

Medium (Realistic) Scenario. 

 

Source: Own Elaboration. 

Table 3.24. 

 Impact of rail infrastructure on the unemployment rate of Andalusia.                                

Worst (Pessimistic) Scenario. 

 
 

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Labor in Baseline Scanario 417,2132 426,9039 444,9809 462,1173 479,9986 498,6566

Labor in Best Scenario 417,2132 426,9039 444,9809 462,1253 480,0180 498,6923

Labor Variation from Baseline to Best Scenario 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00796 0,01938 0,03567

Labor variation from Baseline to Best Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0017% 0,0040% 0,0072%

Variation on Transport of Goods by Train 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,04807 0,12220 0,23479

Variation in Transport of Goods by Road 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -0,00078 -0,00199 -0,00385

Impact on Labor-Best Scenario

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Labor in Baseline Scanario 417,21 426,90 444,98 462,12 480,00 498,66

Labor in Medium Scenario 417,21 426,90 444,98 462,12 480,01 498,68

Labor Variation from Baseline to Medium Scenario 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00585 0,01358 0,02378

Labor variation from Baseline to Medium Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0013% 0,0028% 0,0048%

Variation on Transport of Goods by Train 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,03530 0,08559 0,15654

Variation in Transport of Goods by Road 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -0,00057 -0,00140 -0,00257

Impact on Labor-Medium Scenario

2010
Period 1 

2011-2012

Period 2 

2013-2014

Period 3 

2015-2016

Period 4 

2017-2018

Period 5 

2019-2020

Period 6 

2021-2022

Labor in Baseline Scanario 417,21 426,90 444,98 462,12 480,00 498,66

Labor in Worst Scenario 417,21 426,90 444,98 462,12 480,01 498,67

Labor Variation from Baseline to Worst Scenario 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00329 0,00722 0,01189

Labor variation from Baseline to Worst Scenario 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0000% 0,0007% 0,0015% 0,0024%

Variation on Transport of Goods by Train 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,01988 0,04554 0,07827

Variation in Transport of Goods by Road 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -0,00032 -0,00074 -0,00128

Impact on Labor-Worst Scenario
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Source: Own Elaboration. 

 

In the best scenario, the employment can reach an increase of 0,0072% what accounts 

for roughly 200 new positions. There is a slightly reduction of employment in the sector 

of transport by road. At the end of the period, the total employment is lower than direct 

employment, as a consequence of the reduction on employment in other sectors.  This is 

originated by the limitation on resources, what implies that the ones demanded by the 

sector of transport by train have to be taken out from others. In this sectors where the 

resources has been taken from, there is a negative impact that is reflected on the 

employment reduction. Anyway the whole effect is positive. 
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3.6. CONCLUSIONS 

All along this chapter it has been developed the simulations that provides the 

quantitative effect of the new rail infrastructure in the Port of Algeciras. This impact has 

been measured in terms of GDP and employment in Andalusia. 

The qualitative effect could have been anticipated from the results of the previous 

chapter in this dissertation, but not the quantitative effects. 

To achieve these results it has been developed a dynamic-CGE with enough parameters 

to better match the real behavior of the economy, such as the elasticities in the CES 

functions and the elasticity unemployment-salaries. The parameters that have been 

chosen in the simulation clearly reproduce the trend in the economy, as has been shown 

along the periods where real and simulated parameters are available.   

The effect that has been evaluated does not take into account the impact of the 

construction of the infrastructure (short terms impact), but the operation of the new 

infrastructure (long term effects).  It is important also to highlight that the use of the 

transport by rail has some other advantages that have not been taken into account either, 

such as the fact that the rail transport is much more environmental friendly than the 

transport by road. 

The impact of the new rail infrastructure is positive in any possible scenario. In the case 

of only having a shift from road to train, the impact could reach 5.5 million euro in the 

best scenario. This scenario has been chosen in comparison with the situation in other 

European ports. The effect in the employment can be classified as neutral. The loss of 

employment due to the fall of transport by road is compensated by the direct, indirect 

and induced effect originated by the increase of the transport by train. 

The effects of an additional increase on the traffic have been evaluated in the second 

simulation. In this case the whole effect on the employment is positive, but with a 

negative contribution of the indirect and induced effects, what reduces the direct impact. 

In this simulation the effect on GDP in the best scenario can reach nearly 13 million 

euro at the end of the period.     

Next steps to improve the model are oriented to the use of multiregional models, 

accessibility measured by a gravity model, and the use of an additional level 
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aggregation in the function of production for the modes of transport. This level will nest 

the different modes of transport through a CES aggregator. The use of these concepts 

will improve the model but will also add additional constrains to it, due to the additional 

amount of parameters whose values have to be stablished. It will require the use of 

additional statistical information that is not always easily accessible. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

All along this work we have analyzed the different economic impact of the modes of 

transport in the economy of Andalusia. The impact has been evaluated making use of 

the two main methodologies available for this purpose: linear models, based on Social 

Accounting Matrix (SAM), and Computer General Equilibrium (CGE) models. The 

geographical area is Andalusia, and the analysis rests on the structure of the economy in 

2010.  

The impact analysis has been based on the use of the Hypothetic Extraction Method 

(HEM) and the use of multipliers. Afterwards some simulations have also performed to 

illustrate the application and advantages of using CGE models. 

In the first chapter is where the sectors of transport have been disaggregated in the SAM 

of Andalusia of 2010. This chapter offers a first answer to the Q1, about the relative 

importance of the different modes of transport in the Andalusian economy. The SAM 

that has been used is the one prepared by Cardenete et al (2011). By using the HEM and 

Multiplier analysis, we have concluded the different behavior of the different modes of 

transport in the economy of Andalusia. Multiplier analysis studies the effect in the 

economy of a shock in the demand of one sector. Regarding the transport of loads, the 

transport by train has a better behavior than transport by road in terms of salaries and 

total output, but not in terms of employment, as the transport by road is more intensive 

in labor. However the transport by train has a better capability to produce induced and 

indirect employment relative to the direct employment. Transport of cargo by sea, 

cannot always compete with train and road, anyway it has better performance in terms 

of induced employment, and behaves worse in terms of salaries and labor multipliers. In 

transport of passengers, it has also to be taken into account that in some cases the modes 

of transport are not substitutes among them, so one mean of transport cannot be favored 

in detriment of another. Anyhow, they are sometimes competing in some routes, as it is 

the case of high speed train (HST) and air transport. In Andalusia HST has a better 

behavior in terms of total output of the economy and employment, being only surpassed 

by air transport in terms of generating labor income. 

The second chapter answers the same question Q1 than in chapter one about the relative 

importance of the different modes of transport in the Andalusian economy. But this time 
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it is done through a Computational General Equilibrium (CGE) model. This is the 

answer to the question Q2, which asked about the differences between using the SAM 

linear model and CGE model. Thanks to the use of a CGE model the impact has been 

calculated not only in terms of gross output but also in terms of Gross Domestic Output 

(GDP) which has a better economic significance. CGE models also offer the possibility 

of a better matching the real behavior of the economy as well as they also solve some of 

the limitations of linear models. Through the use of HEM, and in terms of gross output, 

the relative importance of the sectors of transport between them does not change 

significantly when it is calculated by using a CGE or a linear model. In terms of gross 

output the sectors of transport are not among the most significant, however they are in 

terms of GDP and unemployment rate.  

In terms of multipliers, their values are much lower when calculated through a CGE 

model, reaching negative values in some cases. The relative position of the sectors of 

transport is not the same either. In terms of gross output the air transport has the lower 

multiplier when it is calculated with the linear model, however, it is the second one 

when the CGE model is used, and even more, it is more important than HST, which is 

the second one when the linear model is used. This is an example of how the results are 

different depending on the type of model which has been used: linear or CGE. In terms 

of GDP the relative position of the modes of transport does not change a lot when they 

compared with the results in terms of gross output. Nevertheless, these results are lower 

in terms of GDP than in terms of gross output, and the relative importance of sectors of 

transport is more significant. The sectors of transport seem to be more important in 

terms of employment than in terms of GDP. The most important mean of transport in 

terms of multipliers is the transport of cargo by train, followed by the air transport. 

Surprisingly the relative importance of HST is much lower that air transport.  It has the 

lower multipliers in terms of unemployment rate and the second last in terms of GDP 

among all the sectors of transport. This result is the opposite of the one provided by a 

multiplier analysis with linear models. Transport by road (passengers and cargo) are the 

other ones with worse multipliers in terms of GDP. In all cases, transport of loads by 

train as a much better behavior than transport of loads by road, using linear or CGE 

model, gross output or GDP.  
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Chapter two also answer to the question Q3 in the introduction, and determines the 

impact of applying policies of subsidies to air and HST, two modes of transport which 

are sometimes competing. It is an example of how CGE models can be applied to 

sectors of transport. It evaluates the impact of subsidies on HST and air transport, 

instead of an increase on the government´s demand. The increase on the government‘s 

demand could have a negative impact on the economy, in accordance with the values of 

the multipliers. On the other hand the result of a decrease of indirect taxation is positive 

in terms of employment and GDP. This policy is much more effective in the air 

transport than in the HST. 

But CGE models have also their own limitations. As they are complex models, their 

results will be closer to the reality insofar as the equations in the model can match with 

the real economy. There is therefore room to improve the CGE model to reach better 

results. 

In chapter three is when a dynamic CGE model has been developed from the previous 

one. Some improvements have been also added, such as the use of more complex 

Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) functions instead of Cobb-Douglas ones to 

aggregate added value and other inputs or local and imported products. Question Q4 

about the quantitative impact of the new rail infrastructure in the port of Algeciras Bay 

has been answered in this chapter. The shock has been modeled as a shift of 30% from 

the transport of loads by road to transport by rail, in the port of Algeciras. This shock is 

neutral from the point of view of the total amount of transported goods and it is 

distributed along three periods of time. The impact in terms of GDP is of nearly 6 

million euro per year in last period. In this case, even if the transport by road is much 

more labor intensive, the shift does not have any impact on employment, because the 

loss of direct employment is compensated by the increase on indirect and induced 

employment. In order to compare the effect in the case of an increase of the transported 

goods by ground, a second simulation has been accomplished. Now the shock is 

modelled as an increase of 30% on transport by ground on the port. This 30% increase 

is gained by the transport by rail. In this case there is a net increase of 200 employments 

and the yearly impact on GDP could reach 13 million euro in the last period.   
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These values are based on the growing path that has been assumed for the economy in 

next six years. It has to be also taken into account that prices are referred to the price of 

labor as numeraire in the model.  

The effect that has been evaluated does not take into account the impact of the 

construction of the infrastructure (short terms impact), but the operation of the new 

infrastructure (long term effects).  It is important also to highlight that the use of the 

transport by rail has some other advantages that have not been taken into account either, 

such as the fact that the rail transport is much more environmental friendly than the 

transport by road. 

Next steps to improve the model are oriented to the use of multiregional models, 

accessibility concept measured by a gravity model, and the use of an additional level 

aggregation for modes of transport in the function of production. This level will nest the 

different modes of transport through a CES aggregator. The use of these concepts will 

improve the model but will also add additional constrains. The additional amount of 

parameters, whose values have to be stablished, will require additional statistical 

information that is not always easily accessible. 

In the field of transport economics applied to regional economies in Spain, this work 

treats to be a first approach to the use of CGE models for helping the decision makers 

with a wider view than the one provided by simpler linear models. This work shows 

how CGE models can overcome the limitations of linear models, offering more 

flexibility. The use of CGE models can lead to different results and conclusions than if 

we use linear models. However, CGE models needs to be attuned to the relevant 

scenario before its empirical applicability, to exploit all their power. In this sense this 

first approach leaves room for its improvement. 
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ANNEXE 1: SAMAND 2010. 
 

 
 

Source: Cardenete et al (2011)  

MILES DE EUROS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Agricultura 541364 114896 78 802 4967 60 13 4844 2231732 4155 199 40805 331 448 1856 252 1193

2 Ganadería 64182 134087 802 747 60 31 113 860649 38 402428 6382 76 1003 1247 74 427

3 Pesca 385 40 5739 802 125 60 13 187 79321 88 128 393 91 258 1048 168 592

4 Extractivas 140 1364 114 36686963 6138100 657248 736548 1503 25318 25 1296 798862 1886866 39388 8355 78 2069231

5 Refino de petróleo y tratamiento residuos nucleares 374225 55513 38632 549323 1643767 403975 126424 17662 76058 2653 31943 488559 17666 34547 39546 3119 300415

6 Producción y distribución de energía eléctrica 107436 29866 937 554926 43231 240612 33296 61922 106998 4073 59179 178369 71333 34719 77588 11178 210192

7 Producción y distribución de gas, vapor de agua y agua caliente 1696 221 997 32082 16229 688787 44949 2018 30811 854 31525 111115 41584 20852 7995 3776 64262

8 Captación, depuración y distribución de agua 176595 22328 7 21731 5289 6670 583 119741 18623 495 2570 9505 1852 3080 9766 2368 11186

9 Alimentación 98381 660124 11238 4854 283 60 19 3705 2835722 2655 8321 9901 1807 5115 20331 3315 11620

10 Textil y piel 18262 3600 4335 3359 125 232 22 329 7168 236938 19847 1027 132 3353 5112 1139 5254

11 Elaborados de madera 35925 15194 1890 119555 4156 3700 805 2725 233954 1314 1394918 35331 114405 15212 47980 3188 73212

12 Químicas 548672 71325 5620 520812 231494 8041 637 37207 85156 9180 188858 1682447 89879 60366 131347 40531 257240

13 Minería y siderurgia 108 860 31811 831 1358 137 4783 1919 3795 6225 6937 901450 1601686 1008384 494254 119814

14 Elaborados metálicos 182128 35276 10 681058 2651 50775 968 6334 47613 13579 61315 9988 14455 550066 486339 45942 69815

15 Maquinaria 67902 28844 3098 1229266 58181 210446 17271 78116 143487 4499 58423 87368 162853 107815 3863838 110556 219945

16 Vehículos 1397 2200 92125 125 80 13 971 5372 366 580 1688 3604 3560 113823 232563 3311

17 Materiales de construcción 22004 14776 479261 3190 3626 1644 16174 245792 42 7419 4190 23360 77330 239962 1064 1580246

18 Transporte 594 11205 10081 2250 125 60 13 21 273 25 81 150 76 7769 298 72 124

19 Otras manufacturas 118415 8816 766 49093 12494 3129 2687 8764 123261 11018 50454 97859 669497 29917 436001 21694 43653

20 Construcción 37851 79348 49235 4894 61706 5399 116583 31147 2194 17142 10552 14588 176148 53507 2387 169406

21 Comercio 839545 129181 274771 846 309734 6924 4474 41192 1229622 834727 654312 1138183 12738 197365 554308 347384 134944

22 Transporte y Comunicaciones 351286 70487 7125 11225010 303775 28259 39942 33179 471403 40056 310845 500588 236384 220113 600499 36947 1393063

23 Otros servicios 252457 207578 4044 609680 302114 289058 60241 123023 502850 25509 106286 164259 82954 153531 553503 36934 293445

24 Servicios destinados a la venta 16197 27962 423 283521 67903 28148 10610 39370 87279 5690 28493 36798 11349 80298 173138 16928 128714

25 Servicios no destinados a la venta 797 1781 184 802 709 265 13 96 2004 25 336 210 76 81 298 72 676

26 Trabajo 1555688 395428 39142 4160366 115962 300642 39251 351143 923957 83892 485824 438074 228504 782373 2254552 190608 1013552

27 Capital 4284167 985846 27884 4210040 580928 1882104 148837 449368 1217491 44502 419010 547766 313783 451243 1115161 37481 1290343

28 Consumo 

29 FBK

30 Impuestos indirectos Netos -1149813 -405144 41488 556586 452168 762539 -61762 476489 1521971 302900 383259 2791791 94714 243426 3068381 595268 -99493

31 IRPF

32 Sector Público

33 Sector Exterior (importaciones) (CIF) 1104652 892736 271345 18032534 2184874 354252 41394 60990 3240542 855479 3390077 5754737 2625992 944280 14929366 4944717 2932372

TOTAL RECURSOS 9652638 3595740 749949 80189494 12489172 5992876 1254475 2058552 16387495 2490767 8121292 14953833 7622401 5845341 29803528 7184054 12298754
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ANNEXE 1: SAMAND 2010 (Cont.) 

 

 
 
Source: Cardenete et al (2011) 
  

MILES DE EUROS 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 total output

Agricultura 27 758 1242 79038 1315 19190 9008 2202 2397044 162141 4032677 9.652.638

2 Ganadería 51 2268 322 25295 2859 257717 429 723 590173 87307 1156250 3595740

3 Pesca 17 325 278 41889 745 4373 377 542 431493 4848 175624 749949

4 Extractivas 2931 11139 1769326 4386 7081 22716 102426 94 24566561 464797 4186638 80189494

5 Refino de petróleo y tratamiento residuos nucleares 1567 36091 439623 34901 2393773 78639 80836 7697 1201896 54202 3955921 12489172

6 Producción y distribución de energía eléctrica 6206 50225 96793 136080 286254 503539 134836 21459 2836850 94778 5992876

7 Producción y distribución de gas, vapor de agua y agua caliente 1584 5192 18550 26009 23020 24966 12761 1710 40930 1254475

8 Captación, depuración y distribución de agua 501 3028 51947 34051 40292 95162 79058 4948 1307974 29201 2058552

9 Alimentación 339 6542 3341 833822 14451 93613 7797 10328 6349690 -417460 5807583 16387495

10 Textil y piel 329 66131 1278 47342 3320 50940 6223 5335 1596437 15257 387940 2490767

11 Elaborados de madera 2962 490301 450236 114774 131942 617520 52711 8295 2736194 111895 1019 1299977 8121292

12 Químicas 41766 426378 349853 38151 98501 1128886 195074 9951 2712102 102598 3002568 2879194 14953833

13 Minería y siderurgia 57547 193533 237587 4283 6610 8111 8809 269 1420 237213 2682668 7622401

14 Elaborados metálicos 31770 99312 1049472 17259 50557 55391 38859 2904 456086 894965 890453 5845341

15 Maquinaria 50933 93198 1792997 132799 1460341 1341824 128758 20056 7046213 8414990 142289 2727221 29803528

16 Vehículos 3145 6126 2491 168540 294421 7932 19883 2391 2045875 3509930 661544 7184054

17 Materiales de construcción 2781 25204 4187053 9762 34261 51064 66249 744 2131901 430425 2639228 12298754

18 Transporte 193615 99 321 220 62029 570 274 9164 90371 192058 397775 979713

19 Otras manufacturas 3386 477175 119567 57265 190292 339269 55933 16146 1204000 1056989 35180 1066510 6309227

20 Construcción 44237 15020 4794662 71467 109460 137309 1144869 22985 69804 20573332 27815234

21 Comercio 72175 995093 35731 77122 10384 21586 18424 1420 7942185

22 Transporte y Comunicaciones 19329 222711 573742 486604 1946278 1245153 442056 29380 9070470 156803 1918090 31979578

23 Otros servicios 37940 200004 744490 517742 1850519 6378045 1886031 134983 11325210 5986536 22907109 1235597 56971673

24 Servicios destinados a la venta 17450 53491 297593 415060 796479 1625815 587837 39054 17268270 4386788 757934 65759 27354351

25 Servicios no destinados a la venta 36 2703 341 2480 2358 1443 1917 26860 1420 1178943 1226926

26 Trabajo 164189 594884 4681863 1818372 5590657 21797485 4221342 590743 52818490

27 Capital 42246 467875 4322916 2042764 9090737 11487695 12885288 217480 58562954

28 Consumo 52818490 58562954 23901758 6672427 141955629

29 FBK 33038104 -10503732 23734441 46268813

30 Impuestos indirectos Netos 14657 281231 1791619 781828 3906279 8850817 4948089 22058 30171345

31 IRPF 11437726 11437726

32 Sector Público 30171345 11437726 41609071

33 Sector Exterior (importaciones) (CIF) 166000 1483189 3507624 736105 215038 68668295

TOTAL RECURSOS 979713 6309227 27815234 7942185 31979578 56971673 27354351 1226926 52818490 58562954 141955629 46268813 30171345 11437726 41609071 68668295
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ANNEXE 2: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED 
 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 
 

  

MILES DE EUROS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 Agricultura 541364 114896 78 802 4967 60 13 4844 2231732 4155 199 40805 331 448

2 Ganadería 64182 134087 0 802 747 60 31 113 860649 38 402428 6382 76 1003

3 Pesca 385 40 5739 802 125 60 13 187 79321 88 128 393 91 258

4 Extractivas 140 1364 114 36686963 6138100 657248 736548 1503 25318 25 1296 798862 1886866 39388

5 Refino de petróleo y tratamiento residuos nucleares 374225 55513 38632 549323 1643767 403975 126424 17662 76058 2653 31943 488559 17666 34547

6 Producción y distribución de energía eléctrica 107436 29866 937 554926 43231 240612 33296 61922 106998 4073 59179 178369 71333 34719

7 Producción y distribución de gas, vapor de agua y agua caliente 1696 221 997 32082 16229 688787 44949 2018 30811 854 31525 111115 41584 20852

8 Captación, depuración y distribución de agua 176595 22328 7 21731 5289 6670 583 119741 18623 495 2570 9505 1852 3080

9 Alimentación 98381 660124 11238 4854 283 60 19 3705 2835722 2655 8321 9901 1807 5115

10 Textil y piel 18262 3600 4335 3359 125 232 22 329 7168 236938 19847 1027 132 3353

11 Elaborados de madera 35925 15194 1890 119555 4156 3700 805 2725 233954 1314 1394918 35331 114405 15212

12 Químicas 548672 71325 5620 520812 231494 8041 637 37207 85156 9180 188858 1682447 89879 60366

13 Minería y siderurgia 108 860 0 31811 831 1358 137 4783 1919 3795 6225 6937 901450 1601686

14 Elaborados metálicos 182128 35276 10 681058 2651 50775 968 6334 47613 13579 61315 9988 14455 550066

15 Maquinaria 67902 28844 3098 1229266 58181 210446 17271 78116 143487 4499 58423 87368 162853 107815

16 Vehículos 1397 2200 0 92125 125 80 13 971 5372 366 580 1688 3604 3560

17 Materiales de construcción 22004 14776 0 479261 3190 3626 1644 16174 245792 42 7419 4190 23360 77330

18 Transporte 594 11205 10081 2250 125 60 13 21 273 25 81 150 76 7769

19 Otras manufacturas 118415 8816 766 49093 12494 3129 2687 8764 123261 11018 50454 97859 669497 29917

20 Construcción 37851 79348 0 49235 4894 61706 5399 116583 31147 2194 17142 10552 14588 176148

21 Comercio 839545 129181 274771 846 309734 6924 4474 41192 1229622 834727 654312 1138183 12738 197365
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ANNEXE 2: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED (Cont.) 

 

 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 
 

 

 

 

MILES DE EUROS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

22 Transporte por Carretera (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

23 Transporte por Carretera (Mercancías) 47448 16292 1229 50453 117279 22280 37086 2420 256934 27610 41482 128036 110610 77430

24 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Mercancías) 2850 784 14 84 4140 0 0 0 1724 820 478 2260 1288 0

25 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

26 Transporte por Ferrocarril (AVE) 0 0 0 0 0 4679 1431 871 435 0 0 3743 2133 0

27 Transporte Aéreo (Viajeros) 0 0 0 861 546 262 0 0 0 306 407 1572 346 846

28 Transporte Marítimo (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

29 Transporte Marítimo (Mercancías) 484 168 1491 560 2486 398 2140 395 11048 822 1146 2387 642 1284

30 Actividades Anexas, Correos y Telégrafos 94161 15203 4777 38524 5720 3935 9931 11406 41546 6721 5663 25028 2509 11915

31 Otros servicios 252457 207578 4044 609680 302114 289058 60241 123023 502850 25509 106286 164259 82954 153531

32 Servicios destinados a la venta 16197 27962 423 283521 67903 28148 10610 39370 87279 5690 28493 36798 11349 80298

33 Servicios no destinados a la venta 797 1781 184 802 709 265 13 96 2004 25 336 210 76 81

34 Trabajo 1555688 395428 39142 4160366 115962 300642 39251 351143 923957 83892 485824 438074 228504 782373

35 Capital 4284167 985846 27884 4210040 580928 1882104 148837 449368 1217491 44502 419010 547766 313783 451243

36 Consumo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

37 FBK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

38 Impuestos indirectos Netos -1149813 -405144 41488 556586 452168 762539 -61762 476489 1521971 302900 383259 2791791 94714 243426

39 IRPF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

40 Sector Público 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

41 Sector Exterior (importaciones) (CIF) 1104652 892736 271345 18032534 2184874 354252 41394 60990 3240542 855479 3390077 5754737 2625992 944280

TOTAL RECURSOS 9446296 3557700 750335 69054966 12315567 5996172 1265120 2040465 16227778 2486990 7859625 14616271 7503545 5716704
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ANNEXE 2: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED (Cont.) 

 

 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 
 

 

 

MILES DE EUROS 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

1 Agricultura 1856 252 1193 27 758 1242 79038 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 Ganadería 1247 74 427 51 2268 322 25295 0 0 0 0 844 0 0

3 Pesca 1048 168 592 17 325 278 41889 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 Extractivas 8355 78 2069231 2931 11139 1769326 4386 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 Refino de petróleo y tratamiento residuos nucleares 39546 3119 300415 1567 36091 439623 34901 43029 129921 812 1354 0 0 9259

6 Producción y distribución de energía eléctrica 77588 11178 210192 6206 50225 96793 136080 1322 6545 3104 6706 22048 905 386

7 Producción y distribución de gas, vapor de agua y agua caliente 7995 3776 64262 1584 5192 18550 26009 5442 0 0 0 0 83 35

8 Captación, depuración y distribución de agua 9766 2368 11186 501 3028 51947 34051 739 3660 29 51 369 52 22

9 Alimentación 20331 3315 11620 339 6542 3341 833822 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 Textil y piel 5112 1139 5254 329 66131 1278 47342 0 0 0 13 98 29 12

11 Elaborados de madera 47980 3188 73212 2962 490301 450236 114774 16 426 3 1 8 6 3

12 Químicas 131347 40531 257240 41766 426378 349853 38151 185 916 7 13 92 0 22

13 Minería y siderurgia 1008384 494254 119814 57547 193533 237587 4283 13 64 0 0 0 0 0

14 Elaborados metálicos 486339 45942 69815 31770 99312 1049472 17259 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 Maquinaria 3863838 110556 219945 50933 93198 1792997 132799 1267 6275 93 160 1164 791 338

16 Vehículos 113823 232563 3311 3145 6126 2491 168540 1547 7660 0 0 0 0 0

17 Materiales de construcción 239962 1064 1580246 2781 25204 4187053 9762 412 2039 16 28 206 0 0

18 Transporte 298 72 124 193615 99 321 220 0 0 3220 5527 40314 1508 4267

19 Otras manufacturas 436001 21694 43653 3386 477175 119567 57265 4821 19303 7 75 548 47 6

20 Construcción 53507 2387 169406 44237 15020 4794662 71467 3494 17301 139 239 1745 1504 642

21 Comercio 554308 347384 134944 72175 995093 35731 0 63294 330970 640 856 8018 8626 3091
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ANNEXE 2: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED (Cont.) 

 

 
 

Source: Own Elaboration 
  

MILES DE EUROS 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

22 Transporte por Carretera (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14143 0 0 0 0 202 0

23 Transporte por Carretera (Mercancías) 42832 18854 342230 8897 96225 739867 664500 0 73809 160 0 0 0 2488

24 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Mercancías) 871 897 4650 0 1850 1546 7689 0 1257 0 0 0 0 0

25 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

26 Transporte por Ferrocarril (AVE) 762 0 6769 1869 0 7299 2259 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

27 Transporte Aéreo (Viajeros) 789 304 2191 182 1654 5455 12597 0 0 0 0 292 1667 0

28 Transporte Marítimo (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4279 0 0 0 41 0 0

29 Transporte Marítimo (Mercancías) 1462 461 3326 367 1650 8282 23354 0 3174 10 0 0 0 0

30 Actividades Anexas, Correos y Telégrafos 19190 2018 17038 7746 21188 194081 777165 71180 352457 2626 5512 39366 9653 6083

31 Otros servicios 553503 36934 293445 37940 200004 744490 517742 28382 140538 1406 2413 17266 15797 5683

32 Servicios destinados a la venta 173138 16928 128714 17450 53491 297593 415060 18645 84552 637 1093 7974 13851 8757

33 Servicios no destinados a la venta 298 72 676 36 2703 341 2480 281 1392 11 19 140 0 0

34 Trabajo 2254552 190608 1013552 164189 594884 4681863 1818372 346672 1100373 14965 23111 25807 41282 12744

35 Capital 1115161 37481 1290343 42246 467875 4322916 2042764 223644 648196 2910 -2209 33380 5893 2239

36 Consumo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

37 FBK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

38 Impuestos indirectos Netos 3068381 595268 -99493 14657 281231 1791619 781828 -76502 19379 87 -23985 626 1081 2689

39 IRPF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

40 Sector Público 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

41 Sector Exterior (importaciones) (CIF) 14929366 4944717 2932372 166000 1483189 0 0 126035 875981 4113 3753 50065 60792 8445

TOTAL RECURSOS 29268935 7169641 11281894 979446 6209083 28198022 8943146 882341 3826187 34997 24729 250411 163768 67214
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ANNEXE 2: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED (Cont.) 

 

 
 
 

Source: Own Elaboration 
 
  

MILES DE EUROS 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 total output

1 Agricultura 0 0 19190 9008 2202 0 0 2322488 157098 0 0 0 3907248 9.446.296

2 Ganadería 0 0 257717 429 723 0 0 578578 85591 0 0 0 1133535 3557700

3 Pesca 0 0 4373 377 542 0 0 432290 4857 0 0 0 175949 750335

4 Extractivas 0 0 22716 102426 94 0 0 15210577 287782 0 0 0 2592189 69054966

5 Refino de petróleo y tratamiento residuos nucleares 1133 36938 78639 80836 7697 0 0 1662572 74977 0 0 0 5472192 12315567

6 Producción y distribución de energía eléctrica 466 40543 503539 134836 21459 0 0 3037665 0 0 0 0 101487 5996172

7 Producción y distribución de gas, vapor de agua y agua caliente 43 484 24966 12761 1710 0 0 68507 0 0 0 0 0 1265120

8 Captación, depuración y distribución de agua 27 6150 95162 79058 4948 0 0 1318836 0 0 0 29444 0 2040465

9 Alimentación 0 3 93613 7797 10328 0 0 6271119 -412295 0 0 0 5735720 16227778

10 Textil y piel 0 71 50940 6223 5335 0 0 1595894 15252 0 0 0 387808 2486990

11 Elaborados de madera 4 10016 617520 52711 8295 0 0 2643730 108114 0 0 984 1256047 7859625

12 Químicas 27 4822 1128886 195074 9951 0 0 2635650 99706 0 0 2917928 2798031 14616271

13 Minería y siderurgia 0 588 8111 8809 269 0 0 1365 228045 0 0 0 2578980 7503545

14 Elaborados metálicos 0 0 55391 38859 2904 0 0 440198 863790 0 0 0 859435 5716704

15 Maquinaria 408 77465 1341824 128758 20056 0 0 7368254 8799589 0 0 148792 2851867 29268935

16 Vehículos 0 24007 7932 19883 2391 0 0 2127085 3649255 0 0 0 687803 7169641

17 Materiales de construcción 0 0 51064 66249 744 0 0 1728067 348892 0 0 0 2139295 11281894

18 Transporte 5150 67 570 274 9164 0 0 90599 192541 0 0 0 398776 979446

19 Otras manufacturas 7 20129 339269 55933 16146 0 0 1220185 1071198 0 0 35653 1080847 6209083

20 Construcción 775 45993 137309 1144869 22985 0 0 71225 20992325 0 0 0 0 28198022

21 Comercio 3731 88982 10384 21586 18424 0 0 571294 0 0 0 0 0 8943146
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ANNEXE 2: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED (Cont.) 

 
 

 
 

Source: Own Elaboration 
  

MILES DE EUROS 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 total output

22 Transporte por Carretera (Viajeros) 382 10489 55327 37400 31960 0 0 526849 5027 0 0 20332 180229 882341

23 Transporte por Carretera (Mercancías) 0 243837 0 0 19154 0 0 157285 19403 0 0 6291 453765 3826187

24 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Mercancías) 0 1624 0 0 0 0 0 0 173 0 0 0 0 34997

25 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Viajeros) 0 0 0 4325 1785 0 0 18495 124 0 0 0 0 24729

26 Transporte por Ferrocarril (AVE) 0 9823 68844 22930 5868 0 0 8355 1369 0 0 33182 67788 250411

27 Transporte Aéreo (Viajeros) 0 1648 6646 2145 4065 0 0 81012 0 0 0 0 37973 163768

28 Transporte Marítimo (Viajeros) 0 732 571 561 678 0 0 32874 0 0 0 0 27478 67214

29 Transporte Marítimo (Mercancías) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 659 68197

30 Actividades Anexas, Correos y Telégrafos 4147 666296 481850 296692 152092 0 0 1671817 0 0 0 14747 1906398 6996380

31 Otros servicios 6859 296485 6378045 1886031 134983 0 0 11517478 6088170 0 0 23296003 1256574 56339756

32 Servicios destinados a la venta 10568 139881 1625815 587837 39054 0 0 17600533 4471195 0 0 772518 67024 27276348

33 Servicios no destinados a la venta 0 3704 1443 1917 26860 0 0 1640 0 0 0 1361755 0 1413148

34 Trabajo 10142 1872020 21797485 4221342 590743 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50674949

35 Capital 4042 2216005 11487695 12885288 217480 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 52606317

36 Consumo 0 0 0 0 0 50674949 52606317 0 0 0 0 16190499 10273692 129745457

37 FBK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35295215 0 0 0 -7114986 18971952 47152181

38 Impuestos indirectos Netos 1364 85611 8850817 4948089 22058 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26275416

39 IRPF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11437726 0 0 0 0 0 11437726

40 Sector Público 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26275416 11437726 0 0 37713142

41 Sector Exterior (importaciones) (CIF) 18923 1091966 736105 215038 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 67400743

TOTAL RECURSOS 68197 6996380 56339756 27276348 1413148 50674949 52606317 129745457 47152181 26275416 11437726 37713142 67400743
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ANNEXE 3: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED AND 

ADJUSTED TO 2010 GDP THROUGH RAS METHOD 
 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 
  

MILES DE EUROS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 Agricultura 540211 115625 79 816 5041 60 13 4809 2263737 4254 202 41341 334 447

2 Ganadería 63391 133559 0 808 750 59 31 111 864078 39 404982 6400 76 990

3 Pesca 372 39 5645 790 123 58 13 180 77860 88 126 385 89 249

4 Extractivas 138 1349 114 36683333 6121114 645839 727438 1466 25235 25 1295 795299 1870666 38617

5 Refino de petróleo y tratamiento residuos nucleares 367820 55027 38673 550585 1643146 397913 125159 17270 75991 2675 31989 487546 17556 33952

6 Producción y distribución de energía eléctrica 106852 29956 949 562812 43728 239819 33355 61269 108173 4156 59970 180115 71733 34527

7 Producción y distribución de gas, vapor de agua y agua caliente 1678 220 1005 32380 16336 683178 44809 1987 30998 867 31791 111657 41613 20636

8 Captación, depuración y distribución de agua 175448 22371 8 22016 5344 6641 584 118350 18807 505 2601 9588 1861 3059

9 Alimentación 96708 654406 11251 4866 283 59 18 3623 2833505 2678 8334 9881 1796 5027

10 Textil y piel 17684 3516 4275 3317 123 226 22 317 7056 235406 19582 1010 129 3247

11 Elaborados de madera 35215 15021 1887 119509 4143 3635 795 2658 233121 1322 1393218 35164 113391 14910

12 Químicas 539918 70782 5632 522624 231680 7929 631 36424 85180 9268 189357 1680937 89426 59396

13 Minería y siderurgia 107 858 0 32075 835 1346 136 4705 1929 3850 6271 6964 901234 1583564

14 Elaborados metálicos 181869 35525 10 693522 2693 50812 974 6292 48330 13912 62385 10126 14594 549227

15 Maquinaria 66668 28560 3098 1230752 58096 207063 17080 76300 143203 4532 58445 87092 161666 105844

16 Vehículos 1353 2149 0 91007 123 77 13 936 5290 364 572 1660 3530 3449

17 Materiales de construcción 21845 14794 0 485188 3221 3607 1644 15974 248040 43 7504 4223 23448 76762

18 Transporte 589 11202 10178 2275 126 60 13 20 275 25 82 151 76 7700

19 Otras manufacturas 117162 8797 772 49533 12572 3102 2678 8626 123971 11184 50863 98305 669767 29597

20 Construcción 37926 80181 0 50307 4987 61962 5449 116212 31724 2255 17500 10735 14780 176479

21 Comercio 855160 132701 285052 879 320867 7068 4591 41741 1273167 872341 679076 1177094 13119 201014

22 Transporte por Carretera (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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ANNEXE 3: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED AND ADJUSTED TO 2010 GDP THROUGH 

RAS METHOD (Cont.) 

 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 
 

  

MILES DE EUROS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

23 Transporte por Carretera (Mercancías) 48391 16757 1277 52471 121646 22772 38097 2455 266363 28890 43106 132578 114059 78960

24 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Mercancías) 2856 792 14 86 4219 0 0 0 1756 843 488 2299 1305 0

25 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

26 Transporte por Ferrocarril (AVE) 0 0 0 0 0 4643 1427 858 438 0 0 3762 2136 0

27 Transporte Aéreo (Viajeros) 0 0 0 846 535 253 0 0 0 302 400 1538 337 815

28 Transporte Marítimo (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

29 Transporte Marítimo (Mercancías) 486 170 1524 573 2539 400 2164 394 11274 847 1173 2433 652 1289

30 Actividades Anexas, Correos y Telégrafos 95813 15601 4950 39974 5919 4013 10178 11546 42972 7016 5872 25857 2581 12123

31 Otros servicios 253515 210217 4136 624325 308546 290891 60931 122901 513292 26282 108748 167471 84226 154157

32 Servicios destinados a la venta 16276 28336 433 290515 69392 28344 10739 39356 89147 5866 29171 37541 11530 80676

33 Servicios no destinados a la venta 774 1744 182 794 701 258 13 93 1978 25 332 207 75 79

34 Trabajo 1357973 346085 34740 3702471 101779 215303 33111 300540 815105 75699 426929 389429 197291 670905

35 Capital 4769585 1106866 31617 4779628 657763 2099854 166900 497703 1377812 50831 475301 619162 353212 502318

36 Consumo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

37 FBK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

38 Cuota Patronal 372273 97439 9597 1016097 29386 119610 10855 87972 229471 20033 123598 105260 59656 199118

39 Impuestos indirectos Netos -1413552 -492989 46964 630828 511115 849334 -75310 526858 1719500 345401 434019 3150389 106437 270524

40 IRPF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

41 Cuota Obrera 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

42 Sector Público 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

43 Sector Exterior (importaciones) (CIF) 1078748 879205 269877 17957473 2169973 346688 40715 59253 3216790 857123 3373142 5705791 2592866 922039

9811252 3626862 773939 70235475 12458847 6302877 1265267 2169201 16785572 2588948 8048426 15099391 7537248 5841699
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ANNEXE 3: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED AND ADJUSTED TO 2010 GDP THROUGH 

RAS METHOD (Cont.) 

 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 
 

 

  

MILES DE EUROS 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

1 Agricultura 1885 259 1199 27 763 1236 77302 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 Ganadería 1254 75 424 50 2261 318 24487 0 0 0 0 824 0 0

3 Pesca 1031 168 575 16 317 268 39645 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 Extractivas 8341 79 2042439 2876 11020 1730547 4215 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 Refino de petróleo y tratamiento residuos nucleares 39574 3160 297236 1541 35791 431018 33621 42145 124865 760 1293 0 0 8953

6 Producción y distribución de energía eléctrica 78565 11460 210439 6177 50400 96026 132650 1310 6365 2938 6481 21694 893 378

7 Producción y distribución de gas, vapor de agua y agua caliente 8056 3852 64025 1569 5185 18314 25230 5368 0 0 0 0 81 34

8 Captación, depuración y distribución de agua 9879 2425 11188 498 3036 51480 33157 732 3556 28 49 363 51 22

9 Alimentación 20348 3359 11498 333 6488 3276 803346 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 Textil y piel 5040 1136 5121 318 64613 1234 44934 0 0 0 13 94 28 12

11 Elaborados de madera 47886 3222 72244 2906 484928 440243 110272 16 408 3 1 8 6 3

12 Químicas 131594 41112 254818 41129 423335 343410 36796 181 881 7 12 90 0 22

13 Minería y siderurgia 1015155 503755 119258 56943 193079 234336 4151 13 62 0 0 0 0 0

14 Elaborados metálicos 494452 47289 70179 31748 100060 1045360 16892 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 Maquinaria 3862357 111887 217382 50043 92323 1755994 127793 1240 6024 87 152 1130 770 326

16 Vehículos 112263 232226 3229 3049 5987 2407 160025 1493 7256 0 0 0 0 0

17 Materiales de construcción 242543 1088 1579229 2763 25246 4146336 9499 407 1980 16 27 202 0 0

18 Transporte 301 73 124 192066 99 318 214 0 0 3037 5324 39536 1483 4161

19 Otras manufacturas 439210 22125 43478 3353 476360 118007 55533 4754 18675 7 72 537 46 6

20 Construcción 54585 2465 170871 44357 15185 4792165 70185 3489 16951 133 233 1730 1495 633

21 Comercio 574853 364736 138368 73570 1022685 36305 0 64245 329648 621 848 8080 8717 3098

22 Transporte por Carretera (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13804 0 0 0 0 196 0
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ANNEXE 3: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED AND ADJUSTED TO 2010 GDP THROUGH 

RAS METHOD (Cont.) 

 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 
 

 

  

MILES DE EUROS 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

23 Transporte por Carretera (Mercancías) 44475 19821 351348 9080 99016 752678 664229 0 73606 155 0 0 0 2496

24 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Mercancías) 889 926 4691 0 1871 1545 7553 0 1232 0 0 0 0 0

25 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

26 Transporte por Ferrocarril (AVE) 769 0 6746 1851 0 7208 2192 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

27 Transporte Aéreo (Viajeros) 774 302 2125 176 1607 5243 11896 0 0 0 0 279 1594 0

28 Transporte Marítimo (Viajeros) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4061 0 0 0 39 0 0

29 Transporte Marítimo (Mercancías) 1494 477 3361 369 1671 8294 22979 0 3115 10 0 0 0 0

30 Actividades Anexas, Correos y Telégrafos 19881 2117 17452 7888 21753 196991 775076 72175 350684 2543 5450 39629 9745 6089

31 Otros servicios 565897 38231 296632 38126 202642 745738 509575 28401 137997 1343 2354 17154 15737 5614

32 Servicios destinados a la venta 177126 17533 130195 17546 54231 298280 408771 18669 83075 609 1067 7927 13808 8656

33 Servicios no destinados a la venta 295 72 661 35 2649 330 2361 272 1322 10 18 135 0 0

34 Trabajo 1977434 164412 875348 139955 523262 3992249 1555737 296818 924464 12236 19296 21936 35189 10772

35 Capital 1264020 43012 1446092 47067 525556 4800686 2229008 248114 705634 3083 -2395 36766 6509 2452

36 Consumo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

37 FBK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

38 Cuota Patronal 575451 54081 259365 42775 144298 1201605 426462 87388 272176 3603 5681 6458 10360 3171

39 Impuestos indirectos Netos 3472141 681967 -121688 16302 315372 1986294 851679 -92311 21061 93 -26026 688 1192 2940

40 IRPF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

41 Cuota Obrera 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

42 Sector Público 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

43 Sector Exterior (importaciones) (CIF) 14843578 4977389 2882642 162224 1461389 0 0 122650 836466 3822 3561 48369 58897 8113

30093395 7356291 11468291 998726 6374476 29245741 9277466 925433 3927502 35142 23512 253666 166797 67950
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ANNEXE 3: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED AND ADJUSTED TO 2010 GDP THROUGH 

RAS METHOD (Cont.) 

 

 

Source: Own Elaboration 
 

  

MILES DE EUROS 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 total output

1 Agricultura 0 0 19059 8935 2218 0 0 2564438 164226 0 0 0 0 0 3992733 9811252

2 Ganadería 0 0 253352 421 721 0 0 632330 88561 0 0 0 0 0 1146508 3626862

3 Pesca 0 0 4203 362 528 0 0 461908 4914 0 0 0 0 0 173991 773939

4 Extractivas 0 0 22169 99838 93 0 0 16503424 295614 0 0 0 0 0 2602890 70235475

5 Refino de petróleo y tratamiento residuos nucleares 1093 35590 76932 78982 7635 0 0 1808208 77202 0 0 0 0 0 5507946 12458847

6 Producción y distribución de energía eléctrica 455 39528 498462 133310 21541 0 0 3343024 0 0 0 0 0 0 103364 6302877

7 Producción y distribución de gas, vapor de agua y agua caliente 41 470 24595 12555 1708 0 0 75027 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1265267

8 Captación, depuración y distribución de agua 26 5990 94102 78079 4962 0 0 1449862 0 0 0 0 0 32533 0 2169201

9 Alimentación 0 3 91590 7619 10247 0 0 6821191 -399988 0 0 0 0 0 5773826 16785572

10 Textil y piel 0 67 49099 5991 5215 0 0 1710068 15473 0 0 0 0 0 384581 2588948

11 Elaborados de madera 4 9625 602497 51364 8208 0 0 2867624 111024 0 0 0 0 1073 1260874 8048426

12 Químicas 26 4651 1105679 190826 9884 0 0 2869905 102786 0 0 0 0 3193426 2819635 15099391

13 Minería y siderurgia 0 570 7983 8658 269 0 0 1493 236223 0 0 0 0 0 2611426 7537248

14 Elaborados metálicos 0 0 55053 38574 2927 0 0 486403 903625 0 0 0 0 0 878864 5841699

15 Maquinaria 393 74558 1311266 125669 19875 0 0 8004988 9050881 0 0 0 0 162472 2867385 30093395

16 Vehículos 0 22798 7648 19148 2338 0 0 2280110 3703458 0 0 0 0 0 682332 7356291

17 Materiales de construcción 0 0 50458 65380 746 0 0 1898320 362855 0 0 0 0 0 2174904 11468291

18 Transporte 5011 65 562 270 9169 0 0 99377 199950 0 0 0 0 0 404814 998726

19 Otras manufacturas 7 19524 334111 55014 16124 0 0 1335899 1110325 0 0 0 0 39233 1095148 6374476

20 Construcción 763 45176 136938 1140355 23245 0 0 78970 22035318 0 0 0 0 0 0 29245741

21 Comercio 3731 88851 10528 21857 18942 0 0 643914 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9277466

22 Transporte por Carretera (Viajeros) 367 10071 53935 36414 31595 0 0 570979 5158 0 0 0 0 22147 180767 925433
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ANNEXE 3: SAMAND 2010 WITH SECTORS OF TRSNPORT DISAGGREGATED AND ADJUSTED TO 2010 GDP THROUGH 

RAS METHOD (Cont.) 

 

 

Source: Own Elaboration

MILES DE EUROS 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 total output

23 Transporte por Carretera (Mercancías) 0 243781 0 0 19716 0 0 177499 20731 0 0 0 0 7136 473914 3927502

24 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Mercancías) 0 1596 0 0 0 0 0 0 181 0 0 0 0 0 0 35142

25 Transporte por Ferrocarril (Viajeros) 0 0 0 3786 1587 0 0 18025 114 0 0 0 0 0 0 23512

26 Transporte por Ferrocarril (AVE) 0 9533 67838 22567 5864 0 0 9153 1420 0 0 0 0 36535 68727 253666

27 Transporte Aéreo (Viajeros) 0 1557 6373 2055 3954 0 0 86370 0 0 0 0 0 0 37467 166797

28 Transporte Marítimo (Viajeros) 0 684 541 531 651 0 0 34644 0 0 0 0 0 0 26800 67950

29 Transporte Marítimo (Mercancías) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 677 68367

30 Actividades Anexas, Correos y Telégrafos 4143 664625 488009 300110 156204 0 0 1882372 0 0 0 0 0 16689 1986511 7310549

31 Otros servicios 6762 291861 6374808 1882725 136813 0 0 12797868 6404708 0 0 0 0 26017421 1292198 60740245

32 Servicios destinados a la venta 10425 137786 1626016 587178 39608 0 0 19569527 4706634 0 0 0 0 863308 68969 29584267

33 Servicios no destinados a la venta 0 3527 1395 1851 26331 0 0 1762 0 0 0 0 0 1470941 0 1521223

34 Trabajo 8554 1576739 18673496 3800594 525014 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43800863

35 Capital 4417 2418481 12729498 14260383 244382 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 58501315

36 Consumo 0 0 0 0 0 43800863 58501315 0 0 0 0 0 0 33527699 5938019 141767896

37 FBK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36780834 0 0 0 0 0 -9890680 22311238 49201392

38 Cuota Patronal 2519 464216 5455429 867151 138164 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12500718

39 Impuestos indirectos Netos 1488 93277 9791139 5466962 24745 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29096834

40 IRPF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11407353 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11407353

41 Cuota Obrera 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2495028 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2495028

42 Sector Público 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12500718 29096834 11407353 2495028 0 0 55499933

43 Sector Exterior (importaciones) (CIF) 18141 1045350 715483 208753 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66866510

68367 7310549 60740245 29584267 1521223 43800863 58501315 141767896 49201392 12500718 29096834 11407353 2495028 55499933 66866510
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ANNEXE 4: CGE MODEL 
 

$TITLE CGE MODEL  (MODELO-SAMANDTRANS2010) 
$ONTEXT 
ARCHIVO C:\GAMS\MEGATRANS_A.GMS               (01/03/15) 
TECNOLOGIA DE COBB-DOUGLAS 
M. Alejandro Cardenete 
R. López Cabaco 
Universidad Loyola 
Universidad Pablo de Olavide 
$OFFTEXT 
$OFFSYMXREF OFFSYMLIST 
*------------------------------------------------ 
*Introduction of SAMANDTRANS2010 (43 sectors) 
*------------------------------------------------ 
OPTION DECIMALS=4; 
 
SET     IT/1*43/; 
        ALIAS (IT,JT); 
SET     IA(IT)/1*33,37/; 
         ALIAS (IA,JA); 
SET     I(IA)/1*33/; 
        ALIAS (I,J); 
SET     K(IT)/34*35/; 
SET     H(IT)/36/; 
*to segregate labor 
SET     L(IT)/34/; 
*to segregate capital 
SET     CA(IT)/35/; 
*to segregate government 
SET     G(IT)/42/; 
*to segregate savings and investment 
SET     S(IA)/37/; 
 
 
$INCLUDE "C:\GAMS\SAMTPTE.GMS"; 
 
*------------------------------------------------ 
*Necessary coefficients for the model 
*------------------------------------------------ 
SAM(IT,JT)=SAM(IT,JT)/100000; 
PARAMETER E(H,K) endowments; 
E(H,K)=SAM(H,K); 
PARAMETER INT(H); 
INT(H)=SUM(I,SAM(I,H))+SAM('37',H); 
PARAMETER BETA(IA,H) household utility coefficients ; 
BETA(IA,H)=SAM(IA,H)/INT(H); 
PARAMETER XINI(IT) intermediate consumption; 
XINI(J)=SUM(I,SAM(I,J)); 
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PARAMETER XDINI(I) production in closed economy with government(without imports); 
XDINI(I)=XINI(I)+SAM("34",I)+SAM("35",I)+SAM("38",I); 
PARAMETER VA(I) Added Value; 
VA(I)=SAM("34",I)+SAM("35",I)+SAM("38",I); 
PARAMETER V(I) added value coefficient; 
V(I)=VA(I)/(XDINI(I)+SAM('39',I)); 
PARAMETER A(I,J) input-output coefficients; 
A(I,J)=SAM(I,J)/(XDINI(J)+SAM('39',J)); 
PARAMETER R(I) labor(including lab tax paid by the firms)-capital alpha ratio; 
R(I)=(SAM("34",I)+SAM("38",I))/SAM("35",I); 
PARAMETER ALPHA(K,J) production function coefficients; 
PARAMETER SA(I); 
SA(J)=SUM(I,A(I,J)); 
DISPLAY ALPHA, beta, SA, v, E, a, r; 
PARAMETER ID(H) direct taxation over household H; 
ID(H)=SAM("40",H)/(SUM(IT,SAM(H,IT))-SAM("41",H)); 
PARAMETER CP(J) employer´s contribution to SS; 
CP(J)=SAM("38",J)/SAM("34",J); 
PARAMETER CO(H) employee´s contribution to the SS; 
CO(H)=SAM("41",H)/SAM(H,"34"); 
PARAMETER MCP(I,K); 
MCP(I,'35')=1; 
MCP(I,'34')=1+CP(I); 
PARAMETER TH(H)     share of transference to households; 
TH(H)=SAM(H,'42')/(SUM(J,SAM(J,'42'))+SAM(H,'42')+SAM('37','42')); 
PARAMETER INV(I)    share of good I in investment good; 
INV(I)=SUM(S,SAM(I,S))/SUM((J,S),SAM(J,'37')); 
PARAMETER DG(I)     share of good I in government demand; 
DG(I)=SUM(G,SAM(I,G))/SUM((J,G),SAM(J,G)); 
DISPLAY INV, DG, TH; 
PARAMETER KK(I) auxiliary parameter for Gamma; 
KK(I)=SAM('43',I); 
PARAMETER GAMMA(I) coefficient of Cobb-Douglas production function with Armington; 
PARAMETER NU(I)  coefficient of Cobb-Douglas production function with Armington; 
NU(I)=(1+CP(I))**(-ALPHA('34',I)); 
PARAMETER EXP(I)  composition of the external sector good; 
EXP(I)=SAM(I,'43')/SUM(J,SAM(J,'43')); 
PARAMETER XMINI(I)       total production including imports; 
XMINI(I)=XDINI(I)+SAM('43',I); 
PARAMETER IMP(I) contribution of the imports to the total output; 
IMP(I)=SAM('43',I)/(XMINI(I)+SAM('39',I)); 
PARAMETER IP(J) indirect taxation over the produced goods; 
IP(J)=SAM("39",J)/XMINI(J); 
***************************************************************************** 
*CALIBRATION OF PARAMETERS FOR COBB DOUGLAS AGGREGATOR OF THE EXTERNAL            * 
*SECTOR AND UNEMPLOYMENT CURVE                                                                                                 * 
***************************************************************************** 
PARAMETER PIREF(I); 
PIREF(I)=XDINI(I)/(XDINI(I)+SAM('39',I)) 
PARAMETER CH(I)  % consumption per good (consumption basket); 
CH(I)=SAM(I,'36')/SUM(J,SAM(J,'36')); 
PARAMETER U0      unemployment rate 2010; 
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U0=0.2835; 
PARAMETER EPSI   elasticity salary unemployment rate; 
EPSI=0.0602; 
PARAMETER BET    parameter for the salary unemployment curve; 
BET=U0/((1-U0)*EPSI); 
PARAMETER KA      coefficient multiplying the unemployment curve; 
KA=(1-U0)**(-1/BET); 
PARAMETER NIU(I) Cobb-Douglass coefficient; 
NIU(I)=((1-GAMMA(I))*PIREF(I))**(GAMMA(I)-1)*(GAMMA(I))**(-GAMMA(I))*(PIREF(I)*(1-
GAMMA(I))+GAMMA(I)); 
PARAMETER NIUM(I)        % of M (imported goods; 
NIUM(I)=(1/NIU(I))*((1-GAMMA(I))/GAMMA(I))**GAMMA(I); 
PARAMETER NIUQ(I)        % de Q (internally produced goods; 
NIUQ(I)=(1/NIU(I))*(GAMMA(I)/(1-GAMMA(I)))**(1-GAMMA(I)); 
PARAMETER XW0     labor endowment; 
XW0=E('36','34')/(1-U0); 
DISPLAY NIU, NIUM, NIUQ, PIREF, XW0, BET, CH, KA; 
PARAMETER NIUPRIX(I)    price coefficient; 
NIUPRIX(I)=(1/NIU(I))*(GAMMA(I)**(-GAMMA(I)))*((1-GAMMA(I))**(-1+GAMMA(I))); 
DISPLAY NIUPRIX; 
PARAMETER GD0(I) exogenous demand of the government; 
GD0(I)=SAM(I,'42'); 
 
*=============================================== 
* 
*               CGE MODEL 
* 
*=============================================== 
VARIABLES 
z          maximizing dummy 
P(I)       prices for goods including taxes 
W(K)       prices for factors 
Y(I)       total output 
PVA(I)     price of value added 
B(K,I)     flexible factor coefficients 
C(IA,H)    individual demand for final consumption 
CD(I)      aggregate demand for final consumption 
X(K,I)     firms factor demand 
XD(K)      aggregate factor demand 
RD(H)     direct tax collection of household H 
RIP(J)     indirect tax collection of sector I 
RO(H)     labor tax collection from household H 
RP(J)      labor tax collection from sector J 
PP(H)      power purchase 
TC         government total tax collection 
PINV       price of the investment good 
DEF        deficit 
GD(I)      demand of the government 
NIV        investment level 
TR(H)      transfer to households 
Q(I)       internal production 
M(I)       external production 
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PEXT       price of Armington good 
PI(I)      price of internally produced good 
NEXP      export level 
DEXT(I)    external demand 
DFEXT     external deficit 
TREXT(H)  external transferences 
U          unemployment rate 
 
SCALAR LB lowerbound /1E-10/; 
 
         Y.L(I)=XMINI(I); 
         Y.LO(I)=LB; 
         PP.L(H)=SUM(JT,SAM(H,JT))-SAM(H,'37')-SAM(H,'40')-SAM(H,'41'); 
         PP.LO(H)=LB; 
         C.L(I,H)=SAM(I,H); 
         RP.L(I)=SAM('38',I); 
         PVA.LO(I)=LB; 
         CD.L(I)=SUM(H,SAM(I,H)); 
         XD.L('34')=SUM(I,(1+CP(I))*SAM('34',I)); 
         XD.L('35')=SUM(I,SAM('35',I)); 
         W.FX('34')=1; 
         W.L('35')=1; 
         W.LO('35')=LB; 
         B.L('35',I)=SAM('35',I)/VA(I); 
         P.L(I)=1; 
         P.LO(I)=LB; 
         PINV.LO=LB; 
         PINV.L=1; 
         Q.L(I)=XDINI(I); 
         Q.LO(I)=LB; 
         M.L(I)=SAM('43',I); 
         M.LO(I)=0; 
         PEXT.L=1; 
         PEXT.LO=LB; 
         PI.L(I)=1; 
         PI.LO(I)=LB; 
         NEXP.LO=LB; 
         NEXP.L=SUM(I,SAM(I,'43')); 
         DEXT.LO(I)=0; 
         DEXT.L(I)=SAM(I,'43'); 
         DFEXT.LO=LB; 
         DFEXT.L=SAM('37','42'); 
         TREXT.LO(H)=LB; 
         TREXT.L(H)=SAM(H,'43'); 
         PVA.L(I)=1; 
         U.L=0.2835; 
 
EQUATIONS 
VAPRICE(I)         price index for value added 
PRICES(I)          prices formation 
DEMAND(I)         total demand for goods 
HOUSEDEM(I,H)     household demand for goods 
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LAB(I)             variable coefficient for labor 
CAP(I)             variable coefficient for capital 
ZDFAC(K,I)         firms demand for factors 
ZFACDEM(K)       total demand for factors 
GOVERNM           government budget constrain 
RECDIR(H)          direct tax collection 
RECIND(J)          indirect tax collection 
RECPATRON(J)    labor tax collection from firms 
RECOBRERA(H)   labor tax collection from households 
EQGOODS(I)        equilibrium for goods 
EQFACTORS(K)    equilibrium for factors 
MAXIMAND         auxiliary objective function 
POWPUR(H)         power purchase of household 
SAVPRIV(S,H)       saving by households 
GOVSAV             saving by government 
GOVD(I)            government demand 
SAVINV             macro closure 
TRANSF(H)          transfer to households from government 
PRICEINV           price of the investment good 
IMPORT(I)          imports from each sector 
PRODINT(I)         internal production 
PRICEEXT           price of external sector 
PRICEINT(I)        price of the internal production 
NIVEXP             export level 
DEMEXT(I)          external demand per sector 
DEFEXT             external deficit per sector 
TRFEXT(H)          external transferences 
LABPRIX(K)         labor price 
DESEMPLEO        unemployment rate; 
 
 
VAPRICE(I)..       PVA(I)=E=NU(I)*PROD(K,(MCP(I,K)*W(K))**ALPHA(K,I)); 
PRICES(I)..       P(I)=E=(1+IP(I))*NIUPRIX(I)*(PI(I)**GAMMA(I))*(PEXT**(1-

GAMMA(I))); 
PRICEINV..         PINV=E=SUM(I,P(I)*INV(I)); 
DEMAND(I)..       CD(I)=E=SUM(H,C(I,H)); 
POWPUR(H)..      PP(H)=E=(1-ID(H))*(XD('35')*W('35')+TH(H)*TC+TREXT(H))+(1-

ID(H))*(1-CO(H)) *XD('34')*W('34'); 
HOUSEDEM(I,H)..   C(I,H)=E=BETA(I,H)*PP(H)/P(I); 
SAVPRIV(S,H)..      C(S,H)=E=BETA(S,H)*PP(H)/PINV; 
LAB(I)..           B('34',I)=E=NU(I)*ALPHA('34',I)*((W('35')/((1+CP(I))*W('34'))) 

**ALPHA('35',I)); 
CAP(I)..           B('35',I)=E=NU(I)*ALPHA('35',I)*(((1+CP(I))*(W('34'))/W('35')) 

**ALPHA('34',I)); 
ZDFAC(K,I)..        X(K,I)=E=B(K,I)*V(I)*Q(I); 
ZFACDEM(K)..      XD(K)=E=SUM(I,X(K,I)); 
GOVERNM..         TC=E=SUM(H,RD(H))+SUM(J,RIP(J)) 
                          +SUM(H,RO(H))+SUM(J,RP(J)); 
GOVSAV..           DEF=E=TC-SUM(H,TR(H))-SUM(I,GD(I)*P(I)); 
GOVD(I)..          GD(I)=E=GD0(I); 
TRANSF(H)..        TR(H)=E=TH(H)*TC; 
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RECDIR(H)..      RD(H) =E= ID(H)*(XD('35')*W('35')+TH(H)*TC+TREXT(H)+(1-
CO(H))*(XD('34')*W('34'))); 

RECIND(I)..        RIP(I) =E=(IP(I)/(1+IP(I)))*Y(I)*P(I); 
RECPATRON(J)..   RP(J) =E= CP(J)*X('34',J)*W('34'); 
RECOBRERA(H)..    RO(H) =E= CO(H)*XD('34')*W('34'); 
EQGOODS(I)..      Y(I)=E=NIV*INV(I)+GD(I)+CD(I)+SUM(J,A(I,J)*Q(J))+DEXT(I); 
EQFACTORS('35')..    XD('35')=E=SUM(H,E(H,'35')); 
SAVINV..           NIV*PINV=E=SUM((S,H),PINV*C(S,H))+DEF+DFEXT; 
IMPORT(I)..        M(I)=E=Y(I)*NIUM(I)*(PI(I)/PEXT)**GAMMA(I); 
PRODINT(I)..      Q(I)=E=Y(I)*NIUQ(I)*(PEXT/PI(I))**(1-GAMMA(I)); 
PRICEEXT..         PEXT=E=SUM(I,P(I)*EXP(I)); 
PRICEINT(I)..      PI(I)=E=PVA(I)*V(I)+SUM(J,P(J)*A(J,I)); 
NIVEXP..           NEXP=E=SUM(I,SAM(I,'43')); 
DEMEXT(I)..        DEXT(I)=E=EXP(I)*NEXP; 
DEFEXT..           DFEXT=E=SUM(J,M(J)*PEXT)-NEXP*PEXT-SUM(H,TREXT(H)); 
TRFEXT(H)..        TREXT(H)=E=SAM(H,'43')*PEXT; 
DESEMPLEO..       U=E=1-XD('34')/XW0; 
LABPRIX('34')..    W('34')=E=SUM(I,P(I)*CH(I))*KA*((1-U)**(1/BET)); 
 
 
MAXIMAND..       z=E=1; 
 
MODEL SIMPLEDGE/ALL/; 
 
SOLVE SIMPLEDGE MAXIMIZING z USING nlp; 
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ANNEXE 5: DYNAMIC CGE MODEL 
$TITLE CGE MODEL  (MODELO DINÁMICO-SAMANDTRANS2010) 
$ONTEXT 
ARCHIVO C:\GAMS\MEGATRANS_A.GMS               (01/03/16) 
TECNOLOGIA CES 
M. Alejandro Cardenete 
R. López Cabaco 
Universidad Loyola 
Universidad Pablo de Olavide 
$OFFTEXT 
$OFFSYMXREF OFFSYMLIST 
*------------------------------------------------ 
*Introduction of SAMANDTRANS2010 (43 sectors) 
*------------------------------------------------ 
OPTION DECIMALS=4; 
 
SET     IT/1*43/; 
        ALIAS (IT,JT); 
SET     IA(IT)/1*33,37/; 
         ALIAS (IA,JA); 
SET     I(IA)/1*33/; 
        ALIAS (I,J); 
SET     K(IT)/34*35/; 
SET     H(IT)/36/; 
*para segregar la mano de obra 
SET     L(IT)/34/; 
*para segregar el capital 
SET     CA(IT)/35/; 
*para desagregar el gobierno 
SET     G(IT)/42/; 
*para desagregar el ahorro y la inversión 
SET     S(IA)/37/; 
*para diferenciar el ferrocarril del resto de sectores cuando CES da problemas 
*y que siga usando la cobb-douglas 
SET      IX(I)/1*24,26*33/; 
         ALIAS (IX,JX); 
*para el modelo dinámico. Varible general, luego habrá subsets según interese 
SET      TT/0*8/; 
 
 
*$INCLUDE "C:\GAMS\SAMTPTE.GMS"; 
$call gdxxrw C:\Users\Roberto\Dropbox\Tesis\Tesis_capitulo_3\SAMAND2010Tpte.xls 
par=SAM cdim=1 rdim=1 rng=SAM2010Tpte!a1:AR44 
parameter SAM(IT,JT); 
$gdxin SAMAND2010Tpte.gdx 
$load SAM 
$gdxin 
 
*------------------------------------------------ 
*Cálculo de la matriz de coeficientes y otros 
*------------------------------------------------ 
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********************************* 
*PARAMETERS OF THE DYNAMIC MODEL* 
********************************* 
PARAMETER ELAST1(I) elasticidad de la CES de factores (labor & capital); 
ELAST1(I)=0.5; 
PARAMETER TAUCES(I) parametro tau de la función CES de los factores; 
TAUCES(I)=1-ELAST1(I); 
PARAMETER ELAST2(I) elasticidad de la CES del sector exterior; 
ELAST2(I)=0.5; 
PARAMETER TAUCESI(I) parametro tau de la función CES del sector exterior; 
TAUCESI(I)=1-ELAST2(I); 
 
**************************************************************************** 
SAM(IT,JT)=SAM(IT,JT)/100000; 
PARAMETER E(H,K) endowments; 
E(H,K)=SAM(H,K); 
PARAMETER INT(H) income and saving of the household; 
INT(H)=SUM(I,SAM(I,H))+SAM('37',H); 
PARAMETER BETA(IA,H) CD utility coefficients ; 
BETA(IA,H)=SAM(IA,H)/INT(H); 
PARAMETER XINI(IT) intermediate consumption; 
XINI(J)=SUM(I,SAM(I,J)); 
PARAMETER XDINI(I) production in closed economy with government(without imports); 
XDINI(I)=XINI(I)+SAM("34",I)+SAM("35",I)+SAM("38",I); 
PARAMETER VA(I) added value; 
VA(I)=SAM("34",I)+SAM("35",I)+SAM("38",I); 
PARAMETER V(I) added value coefficient; 
V(I)=VA(I)/(XDINI(I)+SAM('39',I)); 
PARAMETER A(I,J) input-output coefficients; 
A(I,J)=SAM(I,J)/(XDINI(J)+SAM('39',J)); 
********FOR STATIC MODEL COBB-DOUGLAS RAIL IN DYNAMIC MODEL********* 
PARAMETER R(I) labor(including lab tax paid by the firms)-capital alpha ratio; 
R(I)=(SAM("34",I)+SAM("38",I))/SAM("35",I); 
PARAMETER ALPHA(K,J) production function coefficients; 
ALPHA("34",I)=R(I)/(1+R(I)); 
ALPHA("35",I)=1/(1+R(I)); 
********ONLY FOR THE DYNAMIC MODEL CES********** 
PARAMETER CP(J) employer´s contribution to the SS; 
CP(J)=SAM("38",J)/SAM("34",J); 
PARAMETER ALPH(K,JX) parameters of factor´s CES; 
ALPH('34',IX)=(1+CP(IX))*(1+1/R(IX))**(1/TAUCES(IX)); 
ALPH('35',IX)=(R(IX)+1)**(1/TAUCES(IX)); 
********************************************* 
PARAMETER SA(I); 
SA(J)=SUM(I,A(I,J)); 
PARAMETER ID(H) direct taxation to the household H; 
ID(H)=SAM("40",H)/(SUM(IT,SAM(H,IT))-SAM("41",H)); 
PARAMETER CO(H) employee´s contribution to the SS; 
CO(H)=SAM("41",H)/SAM(H,"34"); 
PARAMETER MCP(I,K) to calculate real cost of the labor; 
MCP(I,'35')=1; 
MCP(I,'34')=1+CP(I); 
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PARAMETER TH(H)     share of transference to households; 
TH(H)=SAM(H,'42')/(SUM(J,SAM(J,'42'))+SAM(H,'42')+SAM('37','42')); 
PARAMETER INV(I)    share of good I in investment good; 
INV(I)=SUM(S,SAM(I,S))/SUM((J,S),SAM(J,'37')); 
PARAMETER DG(I)     share of good I in government demand; 
DG(I)=SUM(G,SAM(I,G))/SUM((J,G),SAM(J,G)); 
DISPLAY INV, DG, TH; 
PARAMETER GAMMA(I) coefficient of cobb-douglas production function with Armington; 
GAMMA(I)=(XDINI(I)/SAM('43',I))/(1+XDINI(I)/SAM('43',I)); 
PARAMETER NU(I)  coefficient of cobb-douglas production function with Armington; 
NU(I)=(1+CP(I))**(-ALPHA('34',I)); 
PARAMETER EXP(I)  composition of the external sector good; 
EXP(I)=SAM(I,'43')/SUM(J,SAM(J,'43')); 
PARAMETER XMINI(I)       total production including imports; 
XMINI(I)=XDINI(I)+SAM('43',I); 
PARAMETER IMP(I) contribution of the imports to the total output; 
IMP(I)=SAM('43',I)/(XMINI(I)+SAM('39',I)); 
PARAMETER PC(I)    parametro de control; 
PC(I)=SAM('39',I)/(XDINI(I)+SAM('39',I)); 
PARAMETER IP(J) direct taxation over the produced goods; 
IP(J)=SAM("39",J)/XMINI(J); 
*****************************************************************************
*PARAMETER FOR THE COBB DOUGLAS CALIBRATION OF THE EXTERNAL SECTOR AND THE      * 
*UNEMPLOYMET CURVE                                                                                                                            * 
***************************************************************************** 
PARAMETER PIREF(I) relative prices; 
PIREF(I)=XDINI(I)/(XDINI(I)+SAM('39',I)) 
PARAMETER CH(I)  % of consumption per good(consumption basket); 
CH(I)=SAM(I,'36')/SUM(J,SAM(J,'36')); 
PARAMETER U0      unemployment rate in 2010; 
U0=0.2835; 
PARAMETER EPSI   salary-labor elasticity (Bande); 
EPSI=0.0602 
PARAMETER BET    parameter beta in the salary curve; 
BET=U0/((1-U0)*EPSI); 
PARAMETER KA     parameter multiplying in the unemployment curve; 
KA=(1-U0)**(-1/BET); 
************** 
*COBB-DOUGLAS* EXTERNAL SECTOR IN STATIC MODEL 
************** 
PARAMETER NIU(I) coeficiente función cobb-douglas; 
NIU(I)=((1-GAMMA(I))*PIREF(I))**(GAMMA(I)-1)*(GAMMA(I))**(-GAMMA(I))*(PIREF(I)*(1-
GAMMA(I))+GAMMA(I)); 
PARAMETER NIUM(I)        parametro % de M; 
NIUM(I)=(1/NIU(I))*((1-GAMMA(I))/GAMMA(I))**GAMMA(I); 
PARAMETER NIUQ(I)        parametro % de Q; 
NIUQ(I)=1/NIU(I))*(GAMMA(I)/(1-GAMMA(I)))**(1-GAMMA(I)); 
***************************************************************************** 
 
 
***** 
*CES* EXTERNAL SECTOR IN DYNAMIC MODEL 
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***** 
PARAMETER ALPHCES(I) parameter in CES function for the external sector; 
ALPHCES(I)=((1+SAM('43',I)/XDINI(I))**(1/TAUCES(I)-1))*(1+SAM('43',I)*PIREF(I)/XDINI(I)); 
***************************************************************************** 
PARAMETER XW0     total amount of work endowment; 
XW0=E('36','34')/(1-U0); 
PARAMETER NIUPRIX(I)   price coeficient; 
NIUPRIX(I)=(1/NIU(I))*(GAMMA(I)**(-GAMMA(I)))*((1-GAMMA(I))**(-1+GAMMA(I))); 
DISPLAY NIUPRIX; 
PARAMETER GD0(I) exogenous demand of the government; 
GD0(I)=SAM(I,'42'); 
***************************************************** 
*PARAMETERS FOR THE DYNAMIC MODEL (RAMSEY)********** 
***************************************************** 
SCALAR DELTA discount factor /0.0975/ 
SCALAR VK0    initial return of capital; 
VK0=SUM(H,E(H,'35')); 
SCALAR I0        investment in base period; 
I0=SUM(J,SAM(J,'37')); 
SET T(TT) /1*8/; 
 
*=============================================== 
* 
*              BASE PERIOD 
* 
*=============================================== 
* 
*               CGE MODEL 
* 
*=============================================== 
VARIABLES 
z   maximizing dummy 
P(I)       prices for goods including taxes 
W(K)       prices for factors 
Y(I)       total output 
PVA(I)     price of value added 
B(K,I)     flexible factor coefficients 
C(IA,H)   individual demand for final consumption 
CD(I)      aggregate demand for final consumption 
X(K,I)     firms factor demand 
XD(K)      aggregate factor demand 
RD(H)     direct tax collection of household H 
RIP(J)     indirect tax collection of sector I 
RO(H)     labor tax collection from household H 
RP(J)      labor tax collection from sector J 
PP(H)      power purchase 
TC         government total tax collection 
PINV       price of the investment good 
DEF        deficit 
GD(I)      demand of the government 
NIV        investment level 
TR(H)      transfer to households 
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Q(I)       internal production 
M(I)       external production 
PEXT       precio del bien de intercambio 
PI(I)      precio del bien interior 
NEXP      nivel de exportación 
DEXT(I)   demanda exterior 
DFEXT     deficit exterior 
TREXT(H)  transferencias del exterior 
U          tasa de desempleo 
 
SCALAR LB lowerbound /1E-10/; 
 
         Y.L(I)=XMINI(I); 
         Y.LO(I)=LB; 
         PP.L(H)=SUM(JT,SAM(H,JT))-SAM(H,'37')-SAM(H,'40')-SAM(H,'41'); 
         PP.LO(H)=LB; 
         C.L(I,H)=SAM(I,H); 
         RP.L(I)=SAM('38',I); 
         PVA.LO(I)=LB; 
         CD.L(I)=SUM(H,SAM(I,H)); 
         XD.L('34')=SUM(I,(1+CP(I))*SAM('34',I)); 
         XD.L('35')=SUM(I,SAM('35',I)); 
         W.FX('34')=1; 
         W.L('35')=1; 
         W.LO('35')=LB; 
         B.L('35',I)=SAM('35',I)/VA(I); 
         P.L(I)=1; 
         P.LO(I)=LB; 
         PINV.LO=LB; 
         PINV.L=1; 
         Q.L(I)=XDINI(I); 
         Q.LO(I)=LB; 
         M.L(I)=SAM('43',I); 
         M.LO(I)=0; 
         PEXT.L=1; 
         PEXT.LO=LB; 
         PI.L(I)=1; 
         PI.LO(I)=LB; 
         NEXP.LO=LB; 
         NEXP.L=SUM(I,SAM(I,'43')); 
         DEXT.LO(I)=0; 
         DEXT.L(I)=SAM(I,'43'); 
         DFEXT.LO=LB; 
         DFEXT.L=SAM('37','42'); 
         TREXT.LO(H)=LB; 
         TREXT.L(H)=SAM(H,'43'); 
         PVA.L(I)=1; 
         U.L=0.2835; 
 
 
EQUATIONS 
VAPRICEFERR(I)    price index for value added FEROOCARRIL COBB 
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VAPRICE(I)         price index for value added  CES 
PRICES(I)          prices formation 
DEMAND(I)         total demand for goods 
HOUSEDEM(I,H)     household demand for goods 
LAB(I)             variable coefficient for labor CES 
CAP(I)             variable coefficient for capital CES 
LABFERR(I)         variable coefficient for labor FEROOCARRIL COBB 
CAPFERR(I)         variable coefficient for capital FERROCARRIL COBB 
ZDFAC(K,I)         firms demand for factors 
ZFACDEM(K)        total demand for factors 
GOVERNM           government budget constrain 
RECDIR(H)          direct tax collection 
RECIND(J)          indirect tax collection 
RECPATRON(J)      labor tax collection from firms 
RECOBRERA(H)      labor tax collection from households 
EQGOODS(I)        equilibrium for goods 
EQFACTORS(K)      equilibrium for factors 
MAXIMAND          auxiliary objective function 
POWPUR(H)         power purchase of household 
SAVPRIV(S,H)      saving by households 
GOVSAV             saving by government 
GOVD(I)            government demand 
SAVINV             macro closure 
TRANSF(H)          transfer to households from government 
PRICEINV           price of the investment good 
IMPORT(I)          imports from each sector 
PRODINT(I)         internal production 
PRICEEXT           price of external sector 
PRICEINT(I)        price of the internal production 
NIVEXP             exports level 
DEMEXT(I)          demanda of the external sector 
DEFEXT             deficit of the external sector 
TRFEXT(H)          transfers from the external sector 
LABPRIX(K)         labor price 
DESEMPLEO         unemployment rate; 
 
************** 
*COBB-DOUGLAS*  ONLY FOR THE RAIL IN THE DYNAMIC MODEL 
************** 
VAPRICEFERR('25')..     PVA('25')=E=NU('25')*PROD(K,(MCP('25',K)*W(K))**ALPHA(K,'25')); 
***** 
*CES*             FOR ALL SECTORS EXCEPT THE RAIL IN THE DYNAMIC MODEL 
***** 
VAPRICE(IX)..      PVA(IX)=E=(((1+CP(IX))*W('34')/ALPH('34',IX)) 

**TAUCES(IX)+(W('35')/ALPH('35',IX))**TAUCES(IX))**(1/TAUCES(IX)); 
**** 
*CES* PRECIOS CON SECTOR EXTERIOR CES EN MODELO DINÁMICO 
***** 
PRICES(I)..        P(I)=E=(1+IP(I))*PIREF(I)/ALPHCES(I)*(SAM('43',I)/XDINI(I)*PEXT 

**TAUCES(I)+(PI(I)/PIREF(I))**TAUCES(I))**(1/TAUCES(I)); 
***************************************************************************** 
PRICEINV..         PINV=E=SUM(I,P(I)*INV(I)); 
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DEMAND(I)..       CD(I)=E=SUM(H,C(I,H)); 
POWPUR(H)..       PP(H)=E=(1-ID(H))*(XD('35')*W('35')+TH(H)*TC+TREXT(H))+(1-

ID(H))*(1-CO(H))*XD('34')*W('34'); 
HOUSEDEM(I,H)..   C(I,H)=E=BETA(I,H)*PP(H)/P(I); 
SAVPRIV(S,H)..    C(S,H)=E=BETA(S,H)*PP(H)/PINV; 
************** 
*Cobb-Douglas*    ONLY FOR THE RAIL IN THE DYNAMIC MODEL 
************** 
LABFERR('25')..          B('34','25')=E=NU('25')*ALPHA('34','25')*((W('35')/((1+CP('25')) 

*W('34')))**ALPHA('35','25')); 
CAPFERR('25')..          B('35','25')=E=NU('25')*ALPHA('35','25')*(((1+CP('25'))* 

(W('34'))/W('35'))**ALPHA('34','25')); 
***** 
*CES*             FOR ALL SECTORS EXCEPT RAIL IN THE DYNAMIC MODEL 
***** 
LAB(IX)..           B('34',IX)=E=1/ALPH('34',IX)*(((W('35')*ALPH('34',IX))/((1+CP(IX))* 

W('34')*ALPH('35',IX)))**TAUCES(IX)+1)**(1/TAUCES(IX)-1); 
CAP(IX)..           B('35',IX)=E=1/ALPH('35',IX)*(((1+CP(IX))*(W('34')*ALPH('35',IX))/ 

(W('35')*ALPH('34',IX)))**TAUCES(IX)+1)**(1/TAUCES(IX)-1); 
*****************************************************************************
********************** 
ZDFAC(K,I)..       X(K,I)=E=B(K,I)*V(I)*Q(I); 
ZFACDEM(K)..      XD(K)=E=SUM(I,X(K,I)); 
GOVERNM..         TC=E=SUM(H,RD(H))+SUM(J,RIP(J)) 
                          +SUM(H,RO(H))+SUM(J,RP(J)); 
GOVSAV..           DEF=E=TC-SUM(H,TR(H))-SUM(I,GD(I)*P(I)); 
GOVD(I)..          GD(I)=E=GD0(I); 
TRANSF(H)..        TR(H)=E=TH(H)*TC; 
RECDIR(H)..       RD(H) =E= ID(H)*(XD('35')*W('35')+TH(H)*TC+TREXT(H)+(1-

CO(H))*(XD('34')*W('34'))); 
RECIND(I)..        RIP(I) =E=(IP(I)/(1+IP(I)))*Y(I)*P(I); 
RECPATRON(J)..    RP(J) =E= CP(J)*X('34',J)*W('34'); 
RECOBRERA(H)..    RO(H) =E= CO(H)*XD('34')*W('34'); 
EQGOODS(I)..      Y(I)=E=NIV*INV(I)+GD(I)+CD(I)+SUM(J,A(I,J)*Q(J))+DEXT(I); 
EQFACTORS('35')..    XD('35')=E=SUM(H,E(H,'35')); 
SAVINV..           NIV*PINV=E=SUM((S,H),PINV*C(S,H))+DEF+DFEXT; 
****** 
*CES* DYNAMIC MODEL 
***** 
IMPORT(I)..        M(I)=E=Y(I)*PIREF(I)/ALPHCES(I)*(SAM('43',I)/XDINI(I))*((PI(I)/ 

(PEXT*PIREF(I)))**TAUCESI(I)+SAM('43',I)/XDINI(I))**(1/TAUCESI(I)-1); 
PRODINT(I)..      Q(I)=E=Y(I)/ALPHCES(I)*(SAM('43',I)/XDINI(I)*(PEXT*PIREF(I)/ 

PI(I))**TAUCESI(I)+1)**(1/TAUCESI(I)-1); 
************************************************* 
PRICEEXT..         PEXT=E=SUM(I,P(I)*EXP(I)); 
PRICEINT(I)..      PI(I)=E=PVA(I)*V(I)+SUM(J,P(J)*A(J,I)); 
NIVEXP..           NEXP=E=SUM(I,SAM(I,'43')); 
DEMEXT(I)..        DEXT(I)=E=EXP(I)*NEXP; 
DEFEXT..           DFEXT=E=SUM(J,M(J)*PEXT)-NEXP*PEXT-SUM(H,TREXT(H)); 
TRFEXT(H)..        TREXT(H)=E=SAM(H,'43')*PEXT; 
DESEMPLEO..       U=E=1-XD('34')/XW0; 
LABPRIX('34')..    W('34')=E=SUM(I,P(I)*CH(I))*KA*((1-U)**(1/BET)); 
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MAXIMAND..        z=E=1; 
 
MODEL SIMPLEDGE/ALL/; 
 
SOLVE SIMPLEDGE MAXIMIZING z USING nlp; 
 
PARAMETER PIBi0 income PIB ; 
PIBi0=SUM(I,W.L('34')*X.L('34',I)*(1+CP(I)))+SUM(I,W.L('35')*X.L('35',I))+SUM(I,(IP(I)/(1+IP(I)))*
Y.L(I)*P.L(I)); 
PARAMETER PIBe0 spending PIB; 
PIBe0=SUM((I,H),C.L(I,H)*P.L(I))+PINV.L*NIV.L+SUM(I,GD.L(I)*P.L(I))+SUM(I,DEXT.L(I)*PEXT.L)-
SUM(I,M.L(I)*PEXT.L); 
 
DISPLAY PIBe0, PIBi0; 
 
*=============================================== 
* 
*              MODELO DINÁMICO 
* 
*=============================================== 
* 
*               CGE MODEL 
* 
*=============================================== 
PARAMETER Gg(TT)  growing path (two-year periods) 
/0       -0.045 
1        -0.043 
2        -0.002 
3        0.06 
4        0.049 
5        0.049 
6        0.049 
7        0.049 
8        0.049      /; 
PARAMETER RINT(TT) interest rate (two-year periods) 
/0       0.0517 
1        0.1054 
2        0.0573 
3        0.029 
4        0.032 
5        0.032 
6        0.032 
7        0.032 
8        0.032      /; 
 
************************************* 
*PARAMETERS FOR MODELLING THE IMPACT* 
************************************* 
 
PARAMETER AA(I,T)  % of variation of the intermediate consumption due to the shock; 
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AA(I,T)=0; 
******SHOCK FOR THE TRANSPORT BY ROAD AND RAIL****** 
AA('24','1')=0; 
AA('24','2')=0; 
AA('24','3')=0; 
AA('24','4')=0; 
AA('24','5')=0; 
AA('23','1')=0; 
AA('23','2')=0; 
AA('23','3')=0; 
AA('23','4')=0; 
AA('23','5')=0; 
 
VARIABLES 
zdy                maximizing dummy 
Pdy(I,T)           prices for goods including taxes 
Wdy(K,T)           prices for factors 
Ydy(I,T)           total output 
PVAdy(I,T)         price of value added 
Bdy(K,I,T)         flexible factor coefficients 
Cdy(IA,H,T)        individual demand for final consumption 
CDdy(I,T)          aggregate demand for final consumption 
Xdy(K,I,T)         firms factor demand 
XDdy(K,T)          aggregate factor demand 
RDdy(H,T)          direct tax collection of household H 
RIPdy(J,T)         indirect tax collection of sector I 
ROdy(H,T)          labor tax collection from household H 
RPdy(J,T)          labor tax collection from sector J 
PPdy(H,T)          power purchase 
TCdy(T)            government total tax collection 
PINVdy(T)          price of the investment good 
DEFdy(T)           deficit 
GDdy(I)            demand of the government 
NIVdy(T)           investment level 
TRdy(H,T)          transfer to households 
Qdy(I,T)           internal production 
Mdy(I,T)           external production 
PEXTdy(T)          precio del bien de intercambio 
PIdy(I,T)          precio del bien interior 
NEXPdy(T)          nivel de exportación 
DEXTdy(I,T)        demanda exterior 
DFEXTdy(T)         deficit exterior 
TREXTdy(H,T)      transferencias del exterior 
Udy(T)             tasa de desempleo 
DEXTPOLdy(I,T)    cambio en la demanda externa debido al choque 
EXPdy(I,T)         nuevo reparto de las exportaciones; 
 
 
         Ydy.L(I,T)=XMINI(I); 
         Ydy.LO(I,T)=LB; 
         PPdy.L(H,T)=SUM(JT,SAM(H,JT))-SAM(H,'37')-SAM(H,'40')-SAM(H,'41'); 
         PPdy.LO(H,T)=LB; 
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         Cdy.L(I,H,T)=SAM(I,H); 
         RPdy.L(I,T)=SAM('38',I); 
         PVAdy.LO(I,T)=LB; 
         CDdy.L(I,T)=SUM(H,SAM(I,H)); 
         XDdy.L('34',T)=SUM(I,(1+CP(I))*SAM('34',I)); 
         XDdy.L('35',T)=SUM(I,SAM('35',I)); 
         Wdy.FX('34',T)=1; 
         Wdy.L('35',T)=1; 
         Wdy.LO('35',T)=LB; 
         Bdy.L('35',I,T)=SAM('35',I)/VA(I); 
         Pdy.L(I,T)=1; 
         Pdy.LO(I,T)=LB; 
         PINVdy.LO(T)=LB; 
         PINVdy.L(T)=1; 
         Qdy.L(I,T)=XDINI(I); 
         Qdy.LO(I,T)=LB; 
         Mdy.L(I,T)=SAM('43',I); 
         Mdy.LO(I,T)=0; 
         PEXTdy.L(T)=1; 
         PEXTdy.LO(T)=LB; 
         PIdy.L(I,T)=1; 
         PIdy.LO(I,T)=LB; 
         NEXPdy.L(T)=SUM(I,SAM(I,'43')); 
         DEXTdy.L(I,T)=SAM(I,'43'); 
         DFEXTdy.L(T)=SAM('37','42'); 
         TREXTdy.L(H,T)=SAM(H,'43'); 
         PVAdy.L(I,T)=1; 
         Udy.L(T)=0.2835; 
         EXPdy.L(I,T)=EXP(I); 
 
EQUATIONS 
VAPRICEFERRdy(I,T)    price index for value added FEROOCARRIL COBB 
VAPRICEdy(I,T)        price index for value added  CES 
PRICESdy(I,T)         prices formation 
DEMANDdy(I,T)         total demand for goods 
HOUSEDEMdy(I,H,T)     household demand for goods 
LABdy(I,T)            variable coefficient for labor CES 
CAPdy(I,T)            variable coefficient for capital CES 
LABFERRdy(I,T)        variable coefficient for labor FEROOCARRIL COBB 
CAPFERRdy(I,T)        variable coefficient for capital FERROCARRIL COBB 
ZDFACdy(K,I,T)        firms demand for factors 
ZFACDEMdy(K,T)        total demand for factors 
GOVERNMdy(T)          government budget constrain 
RECDIRdy(H,T)         direct tax collection 
RECINDdy(J,T)         indirect tax collection 
RECPATRONdy(J,T)      labor tax collection from firms 
RECOBRERAdy(H,T)      labor tax collection from households 
EQGOODSdy(I,T)        equilibrium for goods 
EQFACTORSdy(K,T)      equilibrium for factors 
MAXIMANDdy            auxiliary objective function 
POWPURdy(H,T)         power purchase of household 
SAVPRIVdy(S,H,T)      saving by households 
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GOVSAVdy(T)           saving by government 
GOVDdy(I)             government demand 
SAVINVdy(T)           macro closure 
TRANSFdy(H,T)         transfer to households from government 
PRICEINVdy(T)         price of the investment good 
IMPORTdy(I,T)         imports from each sector 
PRODINTdy(I,T)        internal production 
PRICEEXTdy(T)         price of external sector 
PRICEINTdy(I,T)       price of the internal production 
DEMEXTdy(I,T)         external sector demand 
DEFEXTdy(T)           deficit of the external sector 
TRFEXTdy(H,T)         transferences from the external sector 
LABPRIXdy(K,T)        labor price 
DESEMPLEOdy(T)        unemployment rate 
INVDYN(T)             exogenous investment 
EQDEXTPOLdy(I,T)      change in the external demand due to the policy 
EQEXPdy(I,T); 
 
************** 
*COBB-DOUGLAS*  ONLY FOR THE RAIL IN THE DYNALIC MODEL 
************** 
VAPRICEFERRdy('25',T)..      PVAdy('25',T)=E=NU('25')*PROD(K,(MCP('25',K)* 

Wdy(K,T))**ALPHA(K,'25')); 
***** 
*CES*             FOR ALL SECTORS EXCEPT THE RAIL IN THE DYNAMIC MODEL 
***** 
VAPRICEdy(IX,T)..       PVAdy(IX,T)=E=(((1+CP(IX))*Wdy('34',T)/ALPH('34',IX))** 

TAUCES(IX)+(Wdy('35',T)/ALPH('35',IX))**TAUCES(IX))**(1/TAU
CES(IX)); 

***** 
*CES* PRICES WITH EXTERNAL SECTORS AND CES IN THE DYNAMIC MODEL 
***** 
PRICESdy(I,T)..        Pdy(I,T)=E=(1+IP(I))*PIREF(I)/ALPHCES(I)*(SAM('43',I)/ 

XDINI(I)*PEXTdy(T)**TAUCESI(I)+(PIdy(I,T)/PIREF(I))**TAUCESI(
I))**(1/TAUCESI(I)); 

**************************************************************************** 
PRICEINVdy(T)..         PINVdy(T)=E=SUM(I,Pdy(I,T)*INV(I)); 
DEMANDdy(I,T)..        CDdy(I,T)=E=SUM(H,Cdy(I,H,T)); 
POWPURdy(H,T)..       PPdy(H,T)=E=(1ID(H))*(XDdy('35',T)*Wdy('35',T)+ 

TH(H)*TCdy(T)+TREXTdy(H,T))+(1-ID(H))*(1-CO(H)) 
                    *XDdy('34',T)*Wdy('34',T); 
HOUSEDEMdy(I,H,T)..    Cdy(I,H,T)=E=BETA(I,H)*PPdy(H,T)/Pdy(I,T); 
SAVPRIVdy(S,H,T)..       Cdy(S,H,T)=E=BETA(S,H)*PPdy(H,T)/PINVdy(T); 
************** 
*Cobb-Douglas*    ONLY FOR THE RAIL IN THE DYNAMIC MODEL 
************** 
LABFERRdy('25',T)..          Bdy('34','25',T)=E=NU('25')*ALPHA('34','25')*((Wdy('35',T) 

/((1+CP('25'))*Wdy('34',T)))**ALPHA('35','25')); 
CAPFERRdy('25',T)..          Bdy('35','25',T)=E=NU('25')*ALPHA('35','25')*(((1+CP('25')) 

*(Wdy('34',T))/Wdy('35',T))**ALPHA('34','25')); 
***** 
*CES*             FOR ALL SECTORS EXCEPT RAIL IN THE DYNAMIC MODEL 
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***** 
LABdy(IX,T)..          Bdy('34',IX,T)=E=1/ALPH('34',IX)*(((Wdy('35',T)*ALPH('34',IX)) 

/((1+CP(IX))*Wdy('34',T)*ALPH('35',IX)))**TAUCES(IX)+1)**(1/TAUCES(
IX)-1); 

CAPdy(IX,T)..          Bdy('35',IX,T)=E=1/ALPH('35',IX)*(((1+CP(IX))*(Wdy('34',T)* 
ALPH('35',IX))/(Wdy('35',T)*ALPH('34',IX)))**TAUCES(IX)+1)**(1/TAUCE
S(IX)-1); 

**************************************************************************** 
ZDFACdy(K,I,T)..       Xdy(K,I,T)=E=Bdy(K,I,T)*V(I)*Qdy(I,T); 
ZFACDEMdy(K,T)..      XDdy(K,T)=E=SUM(I,Xdy(K,I,T)); 
GOVERNMdy(T)..         TCdy(T)=E=SUM(H,RDdy(H,T))+SUM(J,RIPdy(J,T)) 
                          +SUM(H,ROdy(H,T))+SUM(J,RPdy(J,T)); 
GOVSAVdy(T)..         DEFdy(T)=E=TCdy(T)-SUM(H,TRdy(H,T))-SUM(I,GDdy(I)*Pdy(I,T)); 
GOVDdy(I)..           GDdy(I)=E=GD0(I); 
TRANSFdy(H,T)..       TRdy(H,T)=E=TH(H)*TCdy(T); 
RECDIRdy(H,T)..       RDdy(H,T)=E=ID(H)*(XDdy('35',T)*Wdy('35',T)+ 

TH(H)*TCdy(T)+TREXTdy(H,T)+(1-CO(H))*(XDdy('34',T)*Wdy('34',T))); 
RECINDdy(I,T)..       RIPdy(I,T)=E=(IP(I)/(1+IP(I)))*Ydy(I,T)*Pdy(I,T); 
RECPATRONdy(J,T)..    RPdy(J,T)=E=CP(J)*Xdy('34',J,T)*Wdy('34',T); 
RECOBRERAdy(H,T)..    ROdy(H,T)=E=CO(H)*XDdy('34',T)*Wdy('34',T); 
EQGOODSdy(I,T)..     Ydy(I,T)=E=NIVdy(T)*INV(I)+GDdy(I)+CDdy(I,T)+ 

SUM(J,A(I,J)*Qdy(J,T))+DEXTdy(I,T); 
**************************** 
*DYNAMIC EQUATION FOR THE INCREASE OF THE CAPITAL ENDOWMENT 
**************************** 
EQFACTORSdy('35',T+1)..   XDdy('35',T+1)=E=(1+Gg(T+1))*XDdy('35',T); 
****************************** 
SAVINVdy(T)..          NIVdy(T)*PINVdy(T)=E=SUM((S,H),PINVdy(T)* 

Cdy(S,H,T))+DEFdy(T)+DFEXTdy(T); 
***** 
*CES* DYNAMIC MODEL 
***** 
IMPORTdy(I,T)..       Mdy(I,T)=E=Ydy(I,T)*PIREF(I)/ALPHCES(I)*(SAM('43',I) 

/XDINI(I))*((PIdy(I,T)/(PEXTdy(T)*PIREF(I)))**TAUCESI(I)+SAM('43',I)/X
DINI(I))**(1/TAUCESI(I)-1); 

PRODINTdy(I,T)..      Qdy(I,T)=E=Ydy(I,T)/ALPHCES(I)*(SAM('43',I)/XDINI(I)* 
(PEXTdy(T)*PIREF(I)/PIdy(I,T))**TAUCESI(I)+1)**(1/TAUCESI(I)-1); 

************************************************* 
PRICEEXTdy(T)..       PEXTdy(T)=E=SUM(I,Pdy(I,T)*EXPdy(I,T)); 
PRICEINTdy(I,T)..     PIdy(I,T)=E=PVAdy(I,T)*V(I)+SUM(J,Pdy(J,T)*A(J,I)); 
********ENDOGENOUS EXTERNAL DEMAND IN THE DYNAMIC MODEL************* 
DEMEXTdy(I,T)..       DEXTdy(I,T)=E=EXPdy(I,T)*NEXPdy(T); 
DEFEXTdy(T)..         DFEXTdy(T)=E=SUM(J,Mdy(J,T)*PEXTdy(T))-NEXPdy(T)*PEXTdy(T)-

SUM(H,TREXTdy(H,T)); 
TRFEXTdy(H,T)..       TREXTdy(H,T)=E=SAM(H,'43')*PEXTdy(T); 
DESEMPLEOdy(T)..      Udy(T)=E=1-XDdy('34',T)/XW0; 
LABPRIXdy('34',T)..   Wdy('34',T)=E=SUM(I,Pdy(I,T)*CH(I))*KA*((1-Udy(T))**(1/BET)); 
MAXIMANDdy..          zdy=E=1; 
 
 
********************* 
*DYNAMIC EQUATIONS*** 
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********************* 
INVDYN(T)..               NIVdy(T)=E=XDdy('35',T)*(delta+Gg(t+1))*(1+Gg('1')) 

/(DELTA+RINT('0')); 
XDdy.FX('35','1')=VK0*(1+Gg('1')); 
***************************************************************************** 
*THE REQUIRED INVESTMENT LEVEL THAT CANNOT BE PROVIDED BY THE HOUSEHOLD       
*SAVINGS HAS TO BE DONE BY THE EXTERNAL SECTOR, SO NEXPdy IS ENDOGENOUS, AND THE 
*EQUATION NIVEXPdy HAS NOT TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT. 
***************************************************************************** 
EQDEXTPOLdy(I,T+1)..         DEXTPOLdy(I,T+1)=E=(Ydy(I,T)-DEXTPOLdy(I,T))*AA(I,T+1); 
DEXTPOLdy.FX(I,'1')=0; 
***************************************************** 
*NEW VARIABLE FOR THE SHARING OF THE EXTERNAL DEMAND* 
***************************************************** 
EQEXPdy(I,T)..    EXPdy(I,T)=E=EXP(I)*(1-

SUM(J,DEXTPOLdy(J,T))/NEXPdy(T))+DEXTPOLdy(I,T)/NEXPdy(T); 
 
 
MODEL DYNAMICCGE 
/VAPRICEFERRdy,VAPRICEdy,PRICESdy,DEMANDdy,HOUSEDEMdy,LABdy,CAPdy,LABFERRdy,CA
PFERRdy,ZDFACdy, 
ZFACDEMdy,GOVERNMdy,RECDIRdy,RECINDdy,RECPATRONdy,RECOBRERAdy,EQGOODSdy,EQ
FACTORSdy,MAXIMANDdy,POWPURdy,SAVPRIVdy, 
GOVSAVdy,GOVDdy,SAVINVdy,TRANSFdy,PRICEINVdy,IMPORTdy,PRODINTdy,PRICEEXTdy,PRIC
EINTdy,INVDYN,DEMEXTdy,DEFEXTdy, 
TRFEXTdy,LABPRIXdy,DESEMPLEOdy,EQDEXTPOLdy,EQEXPdy/; 
 
SOLVE DYNAMICCGE MAXIMIZING zdy USING nlp; 


